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Introduccio´n
Los puntos cua´nticos (PCs) son considerados como ”a´tomos artificiales” fabricados
en un laboratorio, porque se comportan en varios aspectos como a´tomos, debido a
su densidad de estados cero-dimensional. Pero los PCs permiten el control sobre la
energ´ıa de los estados, por ejemplo, aplicando un campo ele´ctrico o magne´tico, y
tambie´n por ingenier´ıa de banda de semiconductores. Adema´s son fa´ciles de excitar
o´pticamente. Por otro lado, constituyen un sistema ma´s complejo que abarca muchas
part´ıculas y grados de libertad, incrementando la cantidad y clase de las interacciones
posibles. Estos a´tomos artificiales se pueden considerar como un laboratorio que
permite la investigacio´n de propiedades intr´ınsecas de la meca´nica cua´ntica como
indistinguibilidad, enlazamiento y desfase.
La comprensio´n de estos procesos en PCs es indispensable de cara a la realizacio´n
de futuros dispositivos para el procesamiento cua´ntico de informacio´n, incluyendo
computacio´n y criptograf´ıa. Los posibles desarrollos basados en PCs incluyen ele-
mentos claves como emisores de fotones aislados y pares enlazados. Se ha demostrado
ya la emisio´n de fotones aislados por PCs. La emisio´n de pares de fotones enlazados
en polarizacio´n por PCs ha sido asimismo propuesta y demostrada.
El desdoblamiento de la estructura fina (FSS) y la energ´ıa de ligadura del biexciton
(BBE) son para´metros f´ısicos esenciales para la implementacio´n de tales dispositivos.
La secuencia de emisio´n biexciton-excito´n-estado fundamental resulta en una cascada
de dos fotones. El primer foto´n se origina en la transicio´n del biexciton a uno de los
dos posibles estados de esp´ın de excito´n y su energ´ıa se distingue en la BBE del
segundo foto´n, emitido por la recombinacio´n del excito´n. Los dos posibles estados de
esp´ın de excito´n esta´n t´ıpicamente desdoblados debido a la interaccio´n de intercambio
de electro´n y hueco. Si este desdoblamiento es ma´s grande que la anchura homoge´nea
de la l´ınea, los caminos de recombinacio´n son distinguibles y el enlazamiento cua´ntico
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Los excitones confinados en PCs esta´n sujetos a interacciones con otras excita-
ciones del cristal. El scattering ela´stico e inela´stico con fonones es de importancia
fundamental, y determina, entre otras, las contribuciones a la anchura y la forma de
l´ınea de la emisio´n. Las interacciones con fonones producen desfases, lo que limita
el nu´mero de posibles operaciones coherentes en un dispositivo cua´ntico. Adema´s, la
interaccio´n con fonones determina los procesos de relajacio´n, que son cruciales para
la operacio´n eficiente de dispositivos o´pticos.
Aparte de las aplicaciones cua´nticas futuras, se han desarrollado aplicaciones
cla´sicas con PCs. Dispositivos de opto-electro´nica basados en PCs incluyen diodos
de emisio´n de luz, fotodetectores, la´seres y amplificadores o´pticos. Tambie´n son muy
prometedores para dispositivos de memorias. As´ımismo se han usado nanocristales
en aplicaciones biolo´gicas.
Muchos estudios, incluyendo algunos de los citados arriba, se concentran en el
sistema material de puntos de In(Ga)As dentro de una matriz de GaAs. Menos
atencio´n se ha dirigido a los PCs similares de InAs/AlAs. No obstante, el sistema de
InAs/AlAs es una combinacio´n atractiva por varias razones. Las barreras altas y adi-
cionalmente la incorporacio´n de aluminio en el PC dan lugar a una fotoluminiscencia
(FL) corrida hacia el azul. El corrimiento de la emisio´n, no solo hace interesante el
sistema para aplicaciones de dispositivos o´pticos, sino tambie´n para la investigacio´n
fundamental, dada la disponibilidad de la´seres y detectores sensibles en el rango vis-
ible del espectro. Las barreras altas tambie´n impiden la disminucio´n de la FL a
temperaturas altas, porque la activacio´n te´rmica de cargas a estados de la capa de
mojado (wetting layer) o de la barrera esta´ dificultada. La mayor localizacio´n de los
portadores de carga hace esperar mayores interacciones de Coulomb en comparacio´n
con PCs de InAs/GaAs. Tambie´n son de esperar interacciones de orden mas alto
(correlacio´n), porque las barreras altas confinan ma´s estados de electrones y huecos.
En relacio´n con las propiedades vibracionales, la localizacio´n fuerte de portadores
de carga y las barreras mas duras reducen la interaccio´n del excito´n con los fonones
o´pticos de la barrera.
No obstante, se han publicado solo unos pocos estudios o´pticos de puntos cua´nticos
con barreras conteniendo aluminio, a diferencia de PCs de InAs/GaAs. La mayor´ıa
de los trabajos fueron realizados en conjuntos de PCs y estudiaron las propiedades
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alta densidad de PCs, revelando efectos de acoplamiento entre PCs y, adema´s, fueron
estudiados efectos relacionados con la barrera indirecta de AlAs. Las propiedades
vibracionales de conjuntos de PC fueron estudiadas por espectroscopia Raman e
infrarroja, as´ı como por excitacio´n de FL.
En esta tesis se investigan puntos cua´nticos aislados de InAs/AlAs mediante es-
pectroscopia o´ptica. Para ello, se introduce la te´cnica de espectroscopia de PCs en
el laboratorio, construyendo un microscopio de micro-FL y se establecen me´todos
ba´sicos de caracterizacio´n. Se determinan las propiedades fundamentales de PCs de
InAs/AlAs. La investigacio´n sistema´tica de PCs revela propiedades electro´nicas y
vibracionales importantes a la vista de lo discutido arriba.
La tesis esta organizada de la siguiente manera: El capitulo 2 empieza con una
descripcio´n de los montajes experimentales construidos y utilizados en este trabajo.
Adema´s, se dan detalles de los PCs de InAs/AlAs investigados y finalmente se describe
el me´todo de fabricacio´n de las mascaras sobre la muestra.
Los siguientes tres cap´ıtulos esta´n dedicados a resultados experimentales y su
ana´lisis. El fin de capitulo 3 es dar una idea general de los propiedades fundamentales
de PCs de InAs/AlAs. Contiene medidas macro-FL y micro-FL del conjunto de PCs
que revelan los primeros resultados sobre el alineamiento de los estados. Todas las
dema´s medidas se han realizado en PCs aislados. Se muestra de que´ manera se
usan series temporales, espectros en funcio´n de la polarizacio´n y de la intensidad de
excitacio´n para identificar la emisio´n del excito´n y biexciton de un PC individual.
Adema´s, se presentan experimentos variando la temperatura y el campo magne´tico.
En el capitulo 4 se investigan las propiedades electro´nicas de los PCs de InAs/AlAs
dependiendo del taman˜o. Se mide la BBE (seccio´n 4.3) y el FSS (seccio´n 4.4) en
funcio´n de la energ´ıa de emisio´n del excito´n. Los resultados son interpretados en
te´rminos de interaccio´n de Coulomb.
El capitulo 5 ensen˜a resultados experimentales de FL y excitacio´n de FL relaciona-
dos con propiedades vibracionales. La seccio´n 5.2 trata de la formacio´n de estados de
polaron que involucran el fono´n o´ptico del PC de InAs. En la seccio´n 5.1 se identifican
todos los dema´s fonones o´pticos-longitudinales del sistema PC-barrera. En la u´ltima
seccio´n 5.3 de este capitulo se investigan las interacciones entre excito´n y fonones
acu´sticos y especialmente se distinguen mecanismos de acoplamiento diferentes. Se
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demuestra que parte de la interaccio´n es mediada por el mecanismo piezoele´ctrico, a
diferencia de la atribucio´n comu´n al mecanismo de potencial de deformacio´n. Ello
constituye un aspecto nuevo y original en la observacio´n experimental de interacciones
excito´n-fono´n acu´stico.
Finalmente, se encuentra una lista de los resultados principales al final de la tesis
en capitulo 6.
Conclusiones
Se ha presentado un estudio de espectroscopia o´ptica de puntos cua´nticos auto-
ensamblados individuales de InAs/AlAs. Se han desarrollado nuevas te´cnicas ex-
perimentales para este estudio en el laboratorio de Espectroscop´ıa cont´ınua en la
UAM. Las propiedades ba´sicas de los puntos cua´nticos de InAs/AlAs, apenas estudi-
ados, han sido investigadas y comparadas con los detalladamente estudiados puntos
cua´nticos de InAs/GaAs. Adema´s, se han encontrado dependencias sistema´ticas de
las propiedades electro´nicas y tambie´n se han estudiado las interacciones del excito´n
confinado con fonones o´pticos y acu´sticos. Los resultados principales esta´n resumidos
en los siguientes puntos:
Condiciones experimentales:
 Se ha montado un microscopio de micro-fotoluminiscencia que permite por su
alta resolucio´n espacial la espectroscopia de puntos cua´nticos aislados. Para
medidas de excitacio´n de luminiscencia el pre-monocromador ha sido automa-
tizado construyendo una interfaz electro´nica y se han desarrollado programas
de ordenador para la adquisicio´n automa´tica de datos.
 Para reducir el numero de puntos cua´nticos examinados, mascaras opacas con
aperturas cuadradas de taman˜os de 0.2 hasta 10 µm han sido fabricadas me-
diante litograf´ıa de haz de electrones sobre la muestra en colaboracio´n con el
Prof. R.J. Haug y J.M. Meyer (Leibniz Universita¨t Hannover, Alemania).
Propiedades ba´sicas de puntos cua´nticos de InAs/AlAs
 Las medidas de micro-fotoluminiscencia de conjuntos de puntos cua´nticos rev-
elan lineas de emisio´n estrechas por debajo de 1.8 eV, y emisio´n continua para
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energ´ıas mas altas. El cara´cter indirecto del gap de la matriz causa una tran-
sicio´n inducida por confinamiento cua´ntico en el espacio real y reciproco (tipo
I - tipo II y Γ-X, respectivamente) mediante la reduccio´n del taman˜o del punto
cua´ntico. Para puntos cua´nticos pequen˜os el estado fundamental del excito´n se
situ´a por encima del borde de la banda X de AlAs, permitiendo el scattering
del electro´n a los estados extendidos de la barrera.
 Una serie de experimentos fundamentales de micro-fotoluminiscencia han sido
llevados a cabo para obtener una primera idea general de los propiedades de
puntos cua´nticos de InAs/AlAs. Series temporales de espectros de fotoluminis-
cencia revelan difusio´n espectral del pico de emisio´n permitiendo la asignacio´n
de lineas de emisio´n a puntos cua´nticos individuales. Espectros resueltos en
tiempo muestran dobletes polarizados linealmente para la emisio´n del excito´n
y del biexciton. Espectros dependientes de la potencia de excitacio´n permiten
diferenciar entre la emisio´n del excito´n y biexciton por sus dependencias de la
potencia.
 Espectros de fotoluminiscencia variando la temperatura muestran el habitual
corrimiento hacia el rojo de la emisio´n del excito´n que corresponde a la depen-
dencia de la energ´ıa del gap de InAs de volumen. El ensanchamiento de la linea
de cero-fono´n esta´ dentro de los valores t´ıpicos aunque es mas bien alto con 1.5
µeV/K, lo que se atribuye a la distancia pequen˜a entre el punto cua´ntico y la
superficie. Bandas de fonones acu´sticos han sido identificadas y estudiadas con
mas detalle (ve´ase ma´s adelante).
 Medidas de fotoluminiscencia con campo magne´tico revelan un corrimiento dia-
magne´tico extremadamente pequen˜o (1.4 µeV/T2) por la fuerte localizacio´n
debido a las altas barreras. El desdoblamiento Zeeman revela un factor g del
excito´n de 1.7, lo que esta en el rango t´ıpico de los valores observados. La polar-
izacio´n circular de la emisio´n del excito´n es restaurada para campos magne´ticos
moderados por encima de 4 T, indicando una simetrizacio´n de las funciones de
onda del electro´n y hueco.
Propiedades electro´nicas:
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 Energ´ıas de ligadura del biexciton extremadamente altas, hasta 9 meV, han
sido observadas y atribuidas a efectos de correlacio´n aumentados por las altas
barreras de AlAs. La energ´ıa de ligadura del biexciton es sensible al taman˜o
del punto cua´ntico, ya que su magnitud disminuye aumentando la energ´ıa de
emisio´n del excito´n. Adema´s, el biexciton se vuelve anti-ligado para energ´ıas
de emisio´n por encima de 1.63 eV. La tendencia es similar a las publicadas
para puntos cua´nticos de InAs/GaAs y igualmente atribuida al balance entre
contribuciones directas de Coulomb y un impacto dominante de contribuciones
de correlacio´n. Para puntos cua´nticos pequen˜os, con menos estados ligados,
las contribuciones de correlacio´n se reducen y las contribuciones repulsivas de
Coulomb dominan.
 Desdoblamientos de estructura fina del estado del excito´n hasta 0.3 meV han
sido observados y son en general mayores que el desdoblamiento en los pun-
tos cua´nticos de InAs/GaAs tradicionalmente investigados. Esta diferencia se
atribuye a efectos piezoele´ctricos grandes, debido a la mayor constante piezoele´ctrica
de AlAs y a la morfolog´ıa del punto cua´ntico. Ambos, la proporcio´n altura/dia´metro
grande y la reducida mezcla entre indio y aluminio, que implica tensiones mas
grandes, conducen a efectos piezoele´ctricos aumentados.
 La energ´ıas de ligadura del biexciton y el desdoblamiento de estructura fina del
estado del excito´n se hacen ambos cero aproximadamente para la misma energ´ıa
de emisio´n del exciton lo que sugiere un origen en comu´n. Eso se atribuye
tentativamente a la reduccio´n simultanea de las contribuciones de intercambio
y correlacio´n al disminuir el taman˜o del punto cua´ntico.
Interacciones del excito´n con fonones:
 Los espectros de excitacio´n de fotoluminiscencia de un punto cua´ntico exhiben
resonancias anchas en mu´ltiplos de 31 meV que se atribuyen a la formacio´n de
polarones implicando el fono´n longitudinal-o´ptico de InAs del punto cua´ntico.
Eso es contrario a lo observado en puntos cua´nticos de InAs/GaAs, donde tipi-
camente se observa la formacio´n del polaron con el fono´n o´ptico de GaAs de
la barrera. Este resultado evidencia el peor acoplamiento del excito´n al fono´n
de la barrera debido a la fuerte localizacio´n del excito´n en el punto cua´ntico de
InAs y debido al material mas duro de la barrera de AlAs.
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 Se han observado mu´ltiples resonancias en el espectro de alta resolucio´n de ex-
citacio´n de fotoluminiscencia de un punto cua´ntico individual, revelando que el
excito´n se acopla a todos los fonones longitudinales-o´pticos del sistema barrera-
fono´n. Especialmente, una resonancia a 41 meV se asocia al fono´n tipo-AlAs del
punto cua´ntico. Eso constituye la deteccio´n directa mediante te´cnicas o´pticas
de la incorporacio´n de aluminio en un punto cua´ntico individual, que se estima
por debajo de 10 %.
 Se han estudiado interacciones entre excito´n y fono´n acu´stico variando la tem-
peratura, la intensidad de excitacio´n y la energ´ıa de excitacio´n. Se han obser-
vado bandas de fonones acu´sticos muy anchas que se atribuyen al acoplamiento
mediante el mecanismo de potencial de deformacio´n. El gran desdoblamiento
de estructura fina del excito´n permite la identificacio´n de bandas para cada uno
de las lineas de cero-fono´n. Aparte de ello, se han observado estrechas bandas
de baja energ´ıa que se atribuyen al acoplamiento piezoele´ctrico entre excito´n
y fono´n acu´stico. Espectros de fotoluminiscencia en funcio´n de la intensidad y
energ´ıa de excitacio´n respaldan esa atribucio´n por la observacio´n de un efecto de
apantallamiento. Cargas libres fotocreadas, que se situ´an en la capa de mojado
(wetting layer), son capaces de apantallar la interaccio´n. Se estima una longi-
tud de apantallamiento caracter´ıstica de 10 nm, que es en el orden del taman˜o
del punto cua´ntico, demostrando la relevancia del efecto de apantallamiento en
el sistema.
Abbreviations and Symbols
Mathematical and physical Symbols
~ Planck constant
T Temperature
B Magnetic field
E Energy
d spot diameter
D beam diameter
F focal length
l focus extent
λ wavelength
Chemical symbols of elements and compounds
Ar Argon
N2 Nitrogen
Si Silicon
Ti Titan
HeNe Helium-Neon
AlAs Aluminum arsenide
GaAs Gallium arsenide
InAs Indium arsenide
DCM 4-dicyanomethylene-2-methyl-6-(p(dimethylamino)styryl)-4H-pyran
EL Ethylene lactate
MIBK Methyl Isobuthyl Cetone
MMA Methyl-metacrylat
PMMA Poly-methyl-metacrylat
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Abbreviations
AFM Atomic force microscope
BBE Biexciton binding energy
CCD Charged coupled device
CB Conduction band
CBM Conduction band minimum
CL Cathodoluminescence
cw Continuous-wave
D Dimensional
DWELL Quantum dot in a quantum well
FSS Fine structure splitting
FWHM full width at half maximum
GS Ground state
IF Interface
IR Infrared
LO Longitudinal optical
LA Longitudinal acoustical
MBE Molecular beam epitaxy
MOCVD Metal organic chemical vapor deposition
NA Numerical aperture
NC Nanocrystal
NIR Near-infrared
NSOM Near field scanning optical microscope,
PL Photoluminescence
PLE Photoluminescence excitation
QD Quantum dot
RHEED Reflection high energy electron diffraction
RTN Random telegraph noise
SAQD Self-assembled quantum dot
SEM Scanning electron microscope
SNOM Scanning near field optical microscope,
TEM Transmission electron microscope
UV Ultra violet
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VB Valence band
VBM Valence band maximum
VIS Visible
WD Working distance
WL Wetting layer
X Exciton
XX biexciton
X+ Positively charged exciton
X− Negatively charged exciton
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Chapter 1
Introduction and objectives
Semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) are considered as ”artificial atoms” fabricated in
a laboratory, since they behave like atoms in many ways due to their zero-dimensional
density of states. But the QD system allows the control over the confinement of the
electronic states, for example, by applying electric or magnetic fields, as well as dur-
ing the ”design” (growth) by semiconductor band engineering. Furthermore, they are
easy to excite optically. On the other hand they represent a more complex system
that comprises many particles and degrees of freedom, increasing the number and
kind of possible interactions. These ”artificial atoms” may be considered as a testing
ground for fundamental quantum mechanical phenomena, allowing the investigation
of intrinsic quantum mechanical concepts as indistinguishability, entanglement and
dephasing. The understanding of these processes in QDs is also indispensable in view
of the realization of future devices for light emission and detection, as well as for
quantum information processing, including both computation and cryptography. Im-
plementations with QDs might provide some key elements [1] as single and entangled
photon-pair sources [2]. QD single photon emission [3, 4] and indistinguishability [5]
have been demonstrated already. Triggered polarization-entangled phonon pair emis-
sion by QD based sources was proposed [6] and demonstrated [7, 8]. The fine-structure
splitting (FSS) and the biexciton binding energy (BBE) are essential physical quan-
tities for the implementation of such devices. The biexciton-exciton-ground state
decay sequence results in a two photon cascade. The first emitted photon originates
from the decay of the biexciton into one of two possible spin-states of the bright
exciton and its energy differs by the BBE from the second photon, which results
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from the exciton recombination. The two possible exciton spin-states are typically
split in energy due to electron-hole exchange interaction. If this splitting is larger
than the homogeneous linewidths, the decay paths are distinguishable and quantum
polarization-entanglement is unfeasible.
Excitons confined in QDs are subject to interactions with other excitations of
the crystal. Elastic and inelastic scattering with phonons are of fundamental im-
portance, and determine among other contributions the linewidth and shape of the
emission transition. Interaction with phonons leads to dephasing, which limits the
possible number of coherent quantum operations of a quantum gate device. Apart
from this, the interaction with phonons determines relaxation processes, which are of
fundamental importance for the efficient operation of optical devices.
Besides these future quantum applications, rather classical applications with QDs
have been realized or proposed. Optoelectronic devices based on QDs include light-
emitting-diodes [9], infrared photodetectors [10, 11], QD lasers [12] and semiconduc-
tor optical amplifiers [13]. They are also promising for memory devices [14]. Colloidal
nanocrystals are used as tracers for biological applications [15].
Many studies, including some of those cited above, concentrate on the on the
system of In(Ga)As dots embedded in a GaAs matrix. Much less attention has
been paid to the similar InAs/AlAs QDs so far. However, the InAs/AlAs system is
an attractive combination for several reasons. The high barriers and additionally the
possible aluminum incorporation in the dot give rise to a blue-shifted PL. The shift of
the emission peak makes the system not only interesting for optical device applications
but also for fundamental research, since lasers and sensible detectors are available in
the visible spectral region. Higher barriers also impede quenching of the PL at high
temperatures, since thermal activation of carriers into the WL or barrier states is
hindered. Stronger carrier localization lets expect increased Coulomb interactions
compared to the InAs/GaAs QDs. Also, higher order Coulomb interactions may be
expected since higher barriers confine more electron and hole states. With respect to
the vibrational properties, strong carrier localization and a harder barrier material
reduce the interaction of the QD exciton with the barrier optical phonons. However,
only a few optical studies on single dots embedded in barriers containing aluminum
have been published [16–19]. Most of the optical work was done on QD ensembles [19–
33]. Some of these studies were performed on high dot density samples revealing inter-
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dot coupling effects [23, 25, 34]. Effects related to the indirect gap of the barrier have
been also addressed [35, 36]. The vibrational properties of QD ensembles were studied
by Raman and infra-red spectroscopy [30–32, 37] as well by PLE spectroscopy [38, 39].
The scope of the thesis is the investigation of single InAs/AlAs QDs by means
of optical spectroscopy. To this end, the technique of single dot spectroscopy is in-
troduced into the laboratory by assembling a micro-PL microscope and basic meth-
ods of single dot characterization are established. Fundamental properties of single
InAs/AlAs QDs are determined. The systematic investigation of these QDs provide
information on the electronic and vibrational properties of importance in the view of
the above discussion.
The thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 starts with a description of the
experimental setups built and used in this work. Furthermore, details of the inves-
tigated InAs/AlAs QD samples are given and finally the fabrication method of the
metal masks on top of the sample is described.
The following three chapters are dedicated to the experimental results and their
analysis. The aim of chapter 3 is to provide a first insight into the basic properties of
the InAs/AlAs QD sample. It contains macro-PL and micro-PL measurements of the
QD ensemble, that reveal first results on the characteristics of the states (band align-
ment). All further measurements are done on single QDs. It is shown how time-series,
polarization and excitation power dependent PL spectra are used to identify the ex-
citon and biexciton emission lines of an individual QD. Furthermore, experiments for
varying temperature and magnetic field are presented.
In chapter 4 size dependent electronic properties of InAs/AlAs QDs are inves-
tigated. The biexciton binding energy (sections 4.3) and the bright exciton fine-
structure splitting (sections 4.4) are measured as a function of the exciton emission
energy. The results are interpreted in terms of Coulomb interactions.
Chapter 5 provides experimental results of PL and PL excitation measurements
related to the vibrational properties. Section 5.2 deals with the formation of polaron
states involving the InAs QD LO sphonon. In sections 5.1 all other LO phonons of
the dot-barrier system are detected. In the last sections 5.3 of this chapter exciton-
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acoustic phonon interactions are investigated and in particular different coupling
mechanisms are distinguished. It is demonstrated that part of the interaction is
mediated by the piezoelectric coupling mechanism. This is in contrast to the common
attribution of the coupling to the deformation potential mechanism and therefore
constitutes a new, original aspect in the experimental observation of the quantum
dot exciton-acoustic phonon interaction.
Finally, a list of the main results of this thesis can be found in chapter 6.
Chapter 2
Experimental details
Macro PL measurements on QDs reveal information on an energy scale in the order
of the inhomogeneous broadening of the ensemble, which is typically around 30-
100 meV for InAs/GaAs QDs [40–43] and for InAs/AlAs QDs [20, 23, 39]. Effects on
the energy scale of a few meV or even of one order of magnitude less, e.g. the biexciton
binding energy or the fine-structure of the exciton level, respectively, are obscured
by the inhomogeneous broadening due to size, shape and composition variations
of a large ensemble of QDs. Therefore, the investigation of effects on this energy
scale requires, apart from low temperatures, the access to the individual QDs, by
reducing the spot size and optionally by reducing the sample size using metal masks
with small apertures or mesas [44]. Other approaches instead of micro-PL [45, 46]
include near field scanning optical microscopy (NSOM) [47] and cathodoluminescence
spectroscopy [48]. NSOM has a larger spatial resolution than micro-PL but a worse
optical throughput.
In the present work high spatial resolution is achieved using micro-PL to provide
a minimized spot size, as well as masks fabricated on top of the sample to reduce
the probed sample size. In this chapter details on the used experimental setups, the
mask fabrication and the sample structure are given.
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2.1 Setups
2.1.1 Introduction
The present thesis is about optical spectroscopy of semiconductor quantum dots.
The experimental techniques, equipment and setups relevant for this work will be de-
scribed in this section. Optical spectroscopy allows the investigation of fundamental
properties of materials, as it provides information about electronic and vibrational
excitations.
Optical spectroscopy addresses the following light-matter interaction processes:
1. Absorption, 2. Radiative (emission) and no-radiative relaxation, 3. Elastic (Rayleigh)
and inelastic (Raman) light scattering, the latter involving energy and impulse trans-
fer between photons and elementary excitations (i.e. quasi particles) of the system.
These can include e.g. vibrational modes (phonons), spin and charge collective ex-
citations, etc, and 4. The optical absorption or emission process may be a phonon
assisted transitions (including generation or absorption of phonons together with the
photon). Optical spectroscopy permits to observe these processes in different types
of experiments. The ones realized in this work are: (i) Photoluminescence spec-
troscopy, i.e. the analysis of light emitted by a system excited by light, and (ii)
Photoluminescence excitation spectroscopy, i.e. photoluminescence spectroscopy for
varying excitation energy. Observations in the latter type of experiment can include,
apart from the photoluminescence, (resonant) Raman scattering as well phonon as-
sisted processes, i.e. transitions involving the absorption or emission of a phonon.
Distinction of them is rather a matter of interpretation than experimental realization.
The experimental setup in optical spectroscopy can be divided conceptually in
the following components: (i) a light source (laser), (ii) the sample and its environ-
ment, (iii) instruments for analysis and detection of the emitted light (spectrometer+
detector) (iv) Data handling system. These components are common to the macro-,
micro- and magneto- photoluminescence setups used in the present work. Some de-
tails on these components are given in the following. The sample will be described
separately in section 2.2.2.
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Figure 2.1: Experimental setup for macro-photoluminescence measurements. Af-
ter: [49].
2.1.2 Macro- and magneto-photoluminescence setup
The model numbers, specifications and characteristic properties of the instruments
described in the following can be found in table 2.1.
Lasers are useful for optical spectroscopy due to their characteristic properties,
namely (i) very small beam divergence, (ii) coherence, (iii) very narrow line widths,
(iv) very high intensity per bandwidth, (v) highly polarized emission and (vi) available
in the excitation energy range required for semiconductor materials.
The small beam divergence results in good focusing characteristics: a spot diam-
eter of (Gaussian optics) d = 4λF/piD and a depth of field of l = 16λF 2/piD2 can
be achieved with a lens of focal length F and a beam diameter D at a wavelength λ.
This permits to reduce the spot diameter for visible light typically to 50-100 µm with
a 10 cm focal length lens and even down to about 1 µm near the diffraction limit
with a microscope objective. Different continuous-wave lasers, namely Argon ion and
HeNe-Lasers, as well tunable Ti:Sapphire- and dye lasers were used, depending on the
required excitation energy. Stable dyes like DCM, Pyridine or Styryl 9 were used for
the 600-1000 nm spectral range. The tunable dye and Ti:Sapphire Lasers are equipped
with stepper motor driven birefringent filter which allows computer-controlled tuning
of the wavelength. This is particularly useful for automated data acquisition in the
photoluminescence excitation experiments. In table 2.1 model numbers and further
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details on the used lasers are summarized.
On the detection side a single or a double grating spectrometer is used for the spec-
tral analysis. The former is equipped with gratings of 1200 grooves/mm or1800 grooves/mm,
the latter with pairs of gratings of 1800 grooves/mm or 600 grooves/mm, with a
blaze optimized for the operation in second order of diffraction. The resolution
of a spectrometer depends on the width of the entrance slit, the total number of
grooves illuminated, and focal distance. The spectral resolution ∆ν is given by
∆ν = ∆x (ν2/F )
√
d2 − 1/(4ν2), being ν the wavenumber, ∆x the slit width,
F the focal length and d the grating period (all in cm or cm−1).
For slits of 0.1 mm and 1800 groves/mm the spectral resolution of the double
spectrometer is about 0.1 meV at a wavelength of λ = 800 nm. The laser plasma
emission or the lines of a neon lamp were used for wavelength calibration of the
spectrometers.
For multichannel detection in the visible spectral range silicon charge coupled
devices (CCDs) are mounted on both spectrometers. The pixel size is 27 micron.
Both detectors are cooled with liquid nitrogen down to approximately 140 K in order
to reduce the noise level. The spectrometer and the CCD are computer-controlled.
Characteristic properties of the spectrometers and CCDs as well model numbers are
listed in table 2.1.
Other optical components are placed in the experimental setup, for the analysis
of the polarization properties, as prisms (Nicol or Glan-Thompson prism) and film
polarizers (Polaroid ”H-sheets”). The former have the advantages of higher contrast,
cover a larger wavelength range and absorb less light in comparison with film polariz-
ers. Additionally, phase plates are used to change the polarization state of the light.
The undesired polarization sensibility of the spectrometer originated mainly by the
gratings is eliminated by converting linearly polarized light to circular polarized with
a quarter wave plate (45°) located in front of the entrance slit of the spectrometer.
Short-wave-pass filters (550 or 740 nm) are placed in front of the spectrometer’s en-
trance slit in order to get rid of spurious laser light, especially in the case of the single
grating spectrometer. Furthermore, filters are used to eliminate overlapping first and
second order diffracted light in the case of the double grating spectrometer with the
600 groves/mm gratings operated in second order mode.
All the measurements presented are performed at low temperatures in the range
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from 10 K up to approximately 100 K. The samples are mounted in continuous-
flow or bath cryostats and cooled down with liquid helium. The cryostat used for
macrophotoluminescence measurements has an outer vacuum chamber and an inner
sample chamber, where the sample is fixed with rubber cement to the copper sample
holder and is in direct contact with exchange helium gas. Microphotoluminescence
measurements are realized with another cryostat suitable for microscope applications
(see section 2.1.3). The sample is placed in an outer vacuum chamber and glued in
this case with silver paint, for a good thermal conductivity, which is necessary since
the sample is not in direct contact with the helium gas. This secures that the sample
cools down at the same rate as the brass or copper sample holder and does not break
due to strain caused by different thermal expansion coefficients. In the case of the
continuous-flow cryostats, sometimes pressure and temperature oscillations occur. In
order to prevent them, the helium flow was usually adjusted by almost closing the
needle valve on the helium transfer tube, while the valve of the gas flow controller
in the return line was quite opened, resulting in a gas flow of about 1 l/hour, and a
pressure of 0.2 bar and a sample holder temperature of about 10 K.
Magnetophotoluminescence on single QDs is performed in an helium-4 bath cryo-
stat with a superconducting magnet (0-12 T). The sample is mounted on a three
axis piezo-stage (attocube ANPxyz50/LT), which allows selection and alignment of
QDs. The piezoscanner together with the sample and an aspherical lens (focal length
F = 12 mm, 8.4 mm working distance, 15 mm diameter, thus the spot size is around
d = 2.5 µm at the wavelength of λ = 800 nm and for a beam diameter of D = 5 mm)
are immersed in the helium bath and centered in the bore of the magnet. The mag-
netic field is aligned normal to the sample surface, i.e. parallel to growth direction.
Schemes of the setups for macro-PL (more details are given below) and micro-PL
are shown in Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.2, respectively.
With respect to the optical configuration of the setup, backscattering geometry is
employed in all setups including the micro-PL setup described in more detail in the
following section. Distances as well focal lengths of the lenses are chosen to match
approximately the numerical apertures of the spectrometers.
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Figure 2.2: Microscope setup for micro-photoluminescence measurements. par =
Parallel port, com = Serial port, GPIB = General purpose interface bus. After: [49].
2.1.3 Microscope setup
The optical spectroscopy of single QDs requires to reduce the spot size, which is
in the order of 50-100 µm for a typical macro-PL setup. Therefore, a conventional
microscope was set up for micro-PL measurements. A scheme of the chosen geom-
etry is shown in Figure 2.2. Confocal geometry with the use of pinholes placed in
intermediate image planes was not realized, as the improvement in lateral resolution
by decreasing further the spot size by a factor »2 does not compensate for the more
difficult alignment. The power of a confocal setup lies above all in the better depth
resolution [50], which is not necessary in the present study of InAs/AlAs QDs.
The central component of the setup is the microscope objective, which is mounted
on a computer-controlled three axis DC-motor stage. QBASIC programs were written
to control the motion of the motors automatically. The position of the objective can
be varied with a stepsize of 13 nm, sufficiently small to easily maximize the signal
detected with the CCD. Typically 20 steps corresponding to 260 nm were used for
fine alignment. Another useful application of the motors is the search of QDs in a low
density area of the sample by an automatic 2D spatial scan of the surface in order to
obtain a map of PL spectra (see Figure 3.4).
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Figure 2.3: Rough alignment using the beam reflected on the sample surface. (a) A
piece of paper is placed after the beam splitter. (b-f) Reflection of the laser beam
(observed on the piece of paper): (b) The mask of interest is searched moving the
unfocused microscope objective, (c) the mask is centered, (d,e) objectiv is approached
to sample surface, (f) interference fringes due to the borders of the opening are visible
when the sample reaches the focal plane of the objective, lateral dimension of the
opening is 10 µm in the present case.
A first rough alignment of the microscope objective is done by observing the
reflection of the laser beam on the sample surface on a piece of paper located after
the beam splitter. Helpful are masks, markers or defects on the sample surface for
positioning the laser spot onto the right place of the sample, as shown in the series
of images in Figure 2.3. When the objective is too close to the sample surface, a
large circular reflection limited by the dimensions of the objective is observed. As
the sample approaches the focal plane of the objective, the circular reflection gets
smaller and finally when the sample reaches the focal plane of the objective and
the laser beam is moderately well focused, interference fringes appear due to the
structured sample surface. Alternatively, also a real image of the sample surface on
a CCD camera can be used for rough alignment.
The fine alignment starts on a strong PL signal, e.g. the emission of the bulk
GaAs exciton. Objective (focus) and lens (focus and lateral movement) are displaced
iteratively maximizing signal intensity on the spectrometer CCD. Then the spot is
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positioned onto the aperture of the mask and PL intensity of a QD transition is maxi-
mized. After aligning the excitation spot by observing it on the imaging CCD camera
(or the laser intensity on the CCD camera of the spectrometer) the final alignment
is done by maximizing the PL signal on the CCD camera of the spectrometer. Max-
imizing the PL signal increases again the objective distance to the sample surface.
This is due to chromatic aberration effects of the microscope objective: Focusing of
the excitation beam onto the sample and collecting of the PL emission are done by
the same objective, but the excitation and PL emission wavelength differ strongly,
as they are typically 514 nm and around 800 nm, respectively. However, it is prefer-
able to adjust the objective to the focal plane that corresponds to the PL emission
wavelength, in order to obtain an optimized collection efficiency although excitation
spot diameter is increased at the cost of spatial resolution. Finally, in order to reduce
the noise level in the PL spectra, typically only 6 to 12 horizontal pixel lines of the
spectrometer CCD area are selected for data acquisition (see also Figure 2.4: the
spot on the CCD is about 10 pixels high, each spectraum shown corresponds to two
pixel high areas).
Different configurations of the setup have been tried. For vertical arrangement
of the cryostat, mechanical stability is achieved by placing the optical components
with short posts onto on an elevated optical table, including the cryostat. If it is not
mounted onto the elevated optical table it is crucial to fix both mechanically with a
bar. Generally, if the cryostat is mounted horizontally a better mechanical stability
is achieved. After approximately one hour of circulating helium thermal equilibrium
is reached and an acceptable stability is achieved.
Usually a prism monochromator is placed in the laser beam path in order to
eliminate the background emission of the Ti:Sapphire, the dye fluorescence or the
plasma lines in the case of the argon and HeNe lasers. For the PL excitation mea-
surements the laser is tuned continuously through a wavelength range and the prism
monochromator has to be adjusted synchronously. Automated control of the prism
monochromator was realized by installing a stepper motor that rotates the prism.
The appropriate electronics including the interface to the computer’s parallel port
and a stepper motor driver was built [51]. This control was performed by a second
PC (PC 2), communicating with the first PC (PC 1) used for data acquisition and
spectrometer control (see figure 2.2). Automated PL excitation measurements could
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Figure 2.4: Background: Image of the spot on the CCD camera of the spectrometer.
The PL curves in the foreground correspond to the integrated area of the dashed
boxes of two pixel height: Inside the diffraction-limited µm-sized spot different QDs
are spatially and spectrally resolved.
be performed this way using scripts for the data-acquisition software (SPECTRA-
MAX) and QBASIC-programs for the monochromator control and laser control and
for the PC-interfacing.
An automatically acquired PL excitation series starts with a manually aligned
setup. For each new PL spectrum first the laser frequency is set, with the consequence
that the beam passing through the prism monochromator slightly deviates from its
original position. The prism monochromator is automatically adjusted by maximizing
the laser intensity detected by a power meter after the unused beamsplitter output
in the microscope setup. A power meter and a pinhole in front of it are placed at a
large distance from the beamsplitter achieving a larger sensibility on the deviations.
Model numbers and specifications of the mentioned instruments can be found in
table 2.1.
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2.2 Samples
The self-assembly of semiconductor quantum dots is an elegant and simple method
to fabricate strained, defect free nanometer-sized structures with fully confined elec-
tronic states. However, such strain-induced dots are not the only method for dot
fabrication. In the following, different approaches are introduced and finally the
sample used in this thesis is described.
2.2.1 Introduction
Various fabrication techniques are employed in order to fabricate nanostructures with
3D confinement, which can be categorized into two different approaches:
(i) The top-down approach is based on the high-resolution patterning [52] of larger
structures, principally quantum wells, by e-beam lithography and dry etching. A
main advantage of this technology is the scalability and the site-control. The main
drawback of this method is that the lowest size limit is approximately 100 nm. Surface
defects and processing-induced inhomogeneities also constitute a problem for optical
applications as they affect the optical properties, and diminish luminescence efficiency.
(ii) The bottom up approach refers to the spontaneous assembly of nanostructures
under specific conditions during epitaxial growth. Self-assembly is a strain-driven
process due to the lattice mismatch of different materials used (Stranski-Krastanow
growth mode). This is a direct and easy fabrication method for nm-sized structures in
the sense that no post-growth processing has to be done, except for the structuring of
masks or mesas that may be necessary for single dot spectroscopy. Epitaxially grown
self-assembled islands are very small (a few nanometer) leading usually to large level
spacings ∆E (∆E > kBT , ∆E > ~ωLO (LO phonons)) [44]. A disadvantage of this
method is that dot formation occurs at random sites, but some site control can be
achieved with pre-patterned substrates [53–55]. A strict distinction into these two
approaches is not always possible, since combinations of both exist: For example,
the dot growth on pre-patterned substrates combines self-assembly and lithography.
Strain-induced dots can be formed in quantum wells (QWs) by lateral strain mod-
ulation by self-assembled QD stressors on top of the well [56–58]. For example InP
stressor on InGaAs/GaAs QW [58] result in a large size homogeneity, lack of dis-
locations, surface states and impurities and a parabolic potential. A disadvantage
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of these type of dots is the large size, i.e. quantization energies of only a few meV.
Other types of quantum dots include monolayer fluctuations at a GaAs/AlGaAs QW
interface [59], known also as natural QDs, disorder induced dots by laser beam [60]
or by ion beam [61], and cleaved-edge-overgrowth (CEO) QDs [62]. Furthermore,
nanocrystals or colloidal quantum dots can also be prepared chemically. They have a
small size distribution but sometimes surface states and defects diminish their optical
efficiency [63].
The nanostructures investigated in the present thesis are self-assembled InAs/AlAs
dots grown by the Stranski-Krastanow method using molecular beam epitaxy (MBE).
The growth method consists in the deposition of material with a lattice constant a0
different from the lattice constant aS of the substrate. For the InAs/AlAs system
the lattice mismatch ∆a/aS = (a0 − aS)/aS is 7.0 %, very close to value of 7.2 % of
the widely studied InAs/GaAs system, since both AlAs and GaAs have very similar
lattice constants of 5.66139 A˚ and 5.65359 A˚, respectively (InAs a0 = 6.0583 A˚) [64].
When InAs is deposited, first a 2D pseudomorphic layer, named wetting layer, grows
up to a critical thickness of a few monolayers, depending on the growth conditions.
When the critical thickness is reached, the accumulated strain in the 2D layer is re-
laxed by the formation of 3D islands resulting in an reduction of the elastic strain
energy. Island formation starts consuming both material being deposited and mate-
rial from the wetting layer. During further growth a 1-2 monolayer thick wetting layer
is conserved and only deposited material is incorporated into the dots [24]. For optical
applications the dots are overgrown usually with the same material as the substrate.
During this stage dots can change shape and composition. Details on the QD size,
shape and composition depend on the growth conditions like substrate temperature,
pressure and deposition rate, growth interruptions, and other parameters.
The formation of partially strained 3D islands was first demonstrated in lattice-
mismatched Ge/Si(100) [65] and InGaAs/GaAs(100) [66]. Since then epitaxially
grown self-assembled QDs (SAQDs) include a wide range of II-VI and III-V, group
IV binary, ternary and quaternary materials. The most commonly studied system
is InAs/(100)GaAs. Other III-V SAQDs include III-arsenides (InAs, AlAs on GaAs,
AlAs, AlGaAs, and other ternaries[67]) III-antimonides (InSb, GaSb, AlSb QDs [68–
70]) and III-phosphides (InP on AlGa0InP/AlInP [71]).
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GaAs (100) substrate
GaAs 10 nm
GaAs 600 nm
InAs QDs
AlAs 20 nm
AlAs 20 nm
10 nm5 nm
Figure 2.5: The InAs/AlAs QD sample: The top images are transmission electron
microscope images of the QD region of the sample. The bottom left scheme shows the
layer structure. An atomic force microscope image of an uncapped reference sample
is shown in the bottom right panel.
2.2.2 InAs/AlAs quantum dot sample
The growth of InAs islands on AlAs (similar to those investigated in the present study)
and GaAs substrates (the commonly studied system) show the following similarities
and differences: (i) The critical thickness of InAs layers is identical for growth on
both GaAs and AlAs. The transition from 2D layer growth to 3D formation of self-
assembled islands is a strain-driven process and is consequently comparable on both
cases due to their similar lattice constants [29]. (ii) The dot density on AlAs is
initially very high (in the order of 1011 cm−2) compared to the InAs/GaAs system
[24, 27]. and independent of InAs coverage from 1.6 to 2 ML, in contrast to the
growth of InAs/GaAs QDs, where the dot density depends on InAs coverage [27].
(iii) The island size increases with increasing InAs supply and exhibits a larger size
inhomogeneity compared to dots on GaAs [29]. (iv) Growth of InAs QDs on AlAs
is slower. This is explained by a reduced In surface mobility on the AlAs surface,
due to the large Al-In bond strength and therefore results in an higher dot density
and smaller QDs [29]. (v) For high growth temperatures TS = 530 − 540 , i.e.
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increased In diffusion on the surface, the dot density depends on InAs coverage [29],
similarly to the growth of InAs dots on GaAs [72]. This dependence is crucial for the
fabrication of low density samples suitable for single QD spectroscopy, as carried out
in the present thesis. (vi) The aspect ratio (height/diameter) increases with coverage
(or QD volume) in the initial stage of QD growth [24] similarly to InAs/GaAs QDs
[73]
K. Pierz of the Physikalisch Technische Bundesanstalt Braunschweig, Germany,
grew the InAs/AlAs QD samples investigated in the present thesis by molecular-
beam epitaxy (MBE) [67]. The layer structure of the samples is shown in Figure 2.5.
First a GaAs buffer layer was deposited on a (100)-oriented GaAs wafer, followed
by a 20 nm AlAs layer, grown at a substrate temperature of TS = 600 . Then
the substrate temperature is lowered to 530 or 500  (sample A and B, respectively)
during a growth interruption of 1 minute and stabilized for another minute. InAs was
deposited in a cycled mode (5 s pause and 5 s InAs growth) at a slow rate of nominal
0.046 ML/s. A gradient in the InAs coverage of about 30 % corresponding to 1.4-2.0
ML across the 2 inch wafer is achieved due to the In source cell position in the MBE
chamber and the substrate rotation interruption during InAs deposition. In this way
a low dot density region is achieved in the case of high growth temperatures.The
onset of island formation is observed with RHEED and occurs after the deposition
of about 1.6 monolayers InAs [29]. The islands are covered with another 20 nm thick
AlAs barrier and finally a 10 nm GaAs cap layer was grown on top of the sample in
order to prevent oxidation of the AlAs surface.
An AFM study before capping shows that at high TS = 530  (sample A) the QD
density increases with increasing InAs coverage and the QD size is nearly constant
with InAs coverage. At low InAs coverage the QD density is very low. In contrast,
the other sample grown at low TS = 500  (sample B) resulted in an almost con-
stant QD density for all InAs coverages and in an increasing QD size with increasing
InAs coverage. Figure 2.5 shows transmission electron microscopy (left and right
top images) and atomic force microscopy (right bottom) images of the sample. The
quantum dots used in this study have a typical diameter in the range of 20 nm, and
a typical height of 2-4 nm. The dot density is up to 1011cm−2.
A more detailed description of the samples can be found in Ref. [67].
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Step Details
1 Clean samples On spinner, acetone and isopropanol, blow with N2.
2 Layer I Copolymer 10% in ethylene lactate: MMA(8,5) EL 10,
Company MicroChem, rotate 60 s, 4000 rpm,
Bake Hot plate 180 , 10 min
3 Layer II PMMA 950k 2% in Anisole, rotate 60 s, 4000 rpm,
Bake Hot plate 180 , 10 min
4 E-beam lithography Write with 30 keV
5 Development 60 s in Methyl Isobuthyl Cetone (MIBK) : Isopropanol 1:3
6 Stop Isopropanol bath, blow with N2
7 Deposition Sample mounted with angle of 45°,
Evaporate 4 times 50 nm Al from all the 4 the directions
8 Lift-off Acetone bath, some seconds ultrasound
Table 2.2: Details of the recipe for the lift-off process for e-beam defined openings in
metal masks. EL = Ethylene lactate, MIBK = Methyl Isobuthyl Cetone, MMA =
Methyl methacrylate, PMMA = Poly-methyl-metacrylate.
2.3 Masks
In order to measure the PL emission from a single QD it is necessary to employ appro-
priate experimental techniques like near field scanning optical microscopy, micro-PL,
or cathodoluminescence spectroscopy. In micro-PL experiments, single dot spec-
troscopy can be realized in low density samples due to the small laser spot size. If
the average distance between neighboring QDs is smaller than the spatial resolution
of the microscope set-up, then the sample size has to be reduced. Usually the probed
sample size is made smaller by fabricating metal masks on top of the sample with
small openings allowing optical access only to a few dots, or by etching small mesas
that contain only a reduced number of QDs. The use of masks has important advan-
tages compared to mesas: The freestanding surfaces of the mesas can influence the
optical properties of the QD. Minimum QD PL-linewidths larger than 0.1 meV are
reported for mesas of lateral sizes below 100 nm containing InGaAs/GaAs QDs [74].
Although the minimum linewidth decreases for increasing lateral size of the mesa,
no saturation is observed even for 500 nm large mesas. Consequently even in large
mesas the lateral surfaces influence the QD confinement potential. This effect is re-
lated to spectral jitter, which is discussed in section 3.5. Another study on InAs/GaAs
QDs [75] showed that scattering of phonons from the lateral sidewalls influences the
temperature dependence of the zero-phonon linewidth and is relevant for mesa sizes
up to a few µm. More details on the zero-phonon linewidth are given in chapter 3.4.
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Sample
PMMA
e-beam
aluminum
(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e)aluminum
Figure 2.6: Steps of the mask fabrication by e-beam lithography and lift-off process.
(a) Resist deposition, (b) e-beam writing, (c) development, (d) metal deposition and
(e) lift-off.
However, as dots are close to the surface (30 nm in the present case) masks do not
constitute a disadvantage for light collection.
Opaque aluminum masks on top of the samples were fabricated in collaboration
with the group of Prof. R.J. Haug at the Leibniz University of Hannover, Germany.
They consist of several series with square apertures ranging from 10 down to 0.2
µm. The fabrication techniques employed include e-beam lithography with a lift-off
process. An etching step as required for mesa production is not necessary.
The fabrication procedure is the following (see Figure 2.6): First, the sample is
cleaned and the poly-methyl-metacrylate (PMMA) resin is applied in two steps onto
the sample and baked (see table 2.2 for details of these steps). Then, the patterns are
defined in the PMMA resin with the e-beam unit of a scanning electron microscope.
Proximity effects have to be considered, when very small structures are defined in
e-beam lithography. Furthermore, large undercuts prevent the fabrication of small
freestanding structures. Structures were designed almost an order of magnitude larger
than the real final size and the undercut was exploited in the evaporation step in order
to achieve small openings.
Next, the exposed PMMA resin is removed in the development step. Figure 2.7
shows a microscope image of the sample surface with two fields of masks after the
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Figure 2.7: Optical microscope image of the sample surface after the development
step. Green areas are unexposed and still covered with PMMA resin, yellow areas
were exposed by the e-beam and left blank after development. The latter areas will
be covered with aluminum afterwards. In the middle of the masks numbered 8 the
resin post can be perceived, and will result in an 10 µm wide opening.
development and stop bath. The yellow area was exposed with the e-beam and is left
blank after development, while the green area is still covered with PMMA resin. The
resin posts in the middle of the 200 µm wide masks can be perceived in the masks
number 8, and will result in openings of 10 µm. Afterwards, aluminum is deposited
with a metal evaporating machine. Evaporation is not done vertically to the sample
surface, but under an angle of 45°, taking advantage of the undercut of the resin
posts. By evaporating 50 nm metal in each of the four steps from all sides of the
square post, the sample surface is completely covered also below the undercut of the
resin posts. Finally, in the lift-off step the remaining PMMA resin with the aluminum
on top of it is removed. Figure 2.8 shows a scanning electron microscopy image of
a completed mask with an opening with a lateral dimension of 250 nm. In each of
the four evaporation steps, the larger top of the resin post left a rectangular shadow
opposite the position of the metal source. Further details (times, chemicals) on the
fabrication process are summarized in table 2.2. Several series of masks have been
fabricated with the lateral size of the apertures varying from 10 down to 0.2 µm,
allowing the optical access to a very reduced number of QDs. With these masks
individual QDs can be investigated also in high density areas of the samples. With
the highest densities of 1010 cm−2 the smallest apertures of 200 nm have about 40
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Figure 2.8: Scanning electron microscopy image of a completed mask with an opening
of lateral dimension of 250 nm. Four layers of aluminum are evaporated in an angle
of 45°with respect to the sample surface in order to exploit the undercut of the resin
post. In each of the evaporation steps, the larger top of the resin post leaves the
rectangular shadow opposite to the position of the metal source.
dots inside. Experiments have been performed in apertures down to 500 nm.
Chapter 3
Basic properties of InAs/AlAs QDs
Available data on single InAs/Al(Ga)As QDs are scarce in contrast to the widely
studied In(Ga)As/(In)GaAs QDs. So far, most structural and optical investigations 1
realized on dot systems containing aluminum are done on high density samples prob-
ing therefore a large dot ensemble, where coupling effects play possibly an important
role. Some of the previous results are given below:
(i) Morphology: Growth conditions for island formation (critical thickness, etc.)
have been studied in situ by relection high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED) [29].
In and ex-situ structural (size, shape, composition) characterization has been realized
by scanning microscope techniques as STM [24, 33], AFM [27–29], TEM [19, 20, 23,
25, 26, 30–32] and XSTM [33]. Some details are given in section 2.2.2.
(ii) Band structure and decay times: The main difference of the InAs/AlAs
QD band structure compared to InAs/GaAs system is the indirect band gap of the
AlAs barrier. Its influence on the optical properties has been addressed in several
time-resolved measurements. It has been proposed that electrons confined in localized
X-states of the matrix give rise to large decay times [36], whereas indirect intra-
dot transitions are made responsible for varying decay times by other authors [35]
As mentioned already, large decay times were observed and interpreted differently:
They were interpreted as the spatial separation of charge carriers in high density
samples [34]. Alternatively, electrons confined in localized X-states of the matrix
were proposed [36]. An alternative explanation was attributed to the large dark-bright
1Other types of spectroscopy include, for example, transport spectroscopy on InAs/AlAs/GaAs
tunneling diode structures, allowing the access to single QDs, too [27, 76].
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exciton splittings due to increased electron-hole exchange interaction [77]. Indirect
intra-dot transitions were made responsible for varying decay times [35].
(iii) Blue-shift: Several macro-PL studies [20–23, 25, 27, 28, 39] emphasize
the blue-shifted emission energy into the visible spectral range, but no sharp peaks
revealing the 0D-density-of-states of the dot are shown. However, PL of QD ensembles
with a small number of AlInAs/AlGaAs QDs in mesa structures exhibit sharp peaks of
less than 0.4 meV width at 1.88 eV emission energy [16], but properties of individual
dots are not investigated.
(iv) Dot coupling effects: Several papers investigate coupling effects in high dot
density samples by PL and time-resolved PL. In high density InAs/AlAs QD sam-
ples a temperature-induced red-shift of the macro PL stronger than of the InAs QD
band gap dependence is attributed to activation-energy differences between QDs of
different size [23]. Alternatively the anomalous redshift is explained by carrier ther-
mal coupling and redistribution among QD ground and excited states [25]. In this
context also large decay times were observed and attributed to the spatial separation
of charge carriers [34].
(v) Phonons: Vibrational properties have been studied on dot ensembles with
varying composition by Raman and IR spectroscopy [30–32, 37, 78]. Barrier and
QD InAs-like, AlAs- like, and interface optical phonon modes were identified and
deviations from the bulk phonon frequencies were explained by strain-induced and
confinement-induced shifts of the phonon energies [32, 37, 78].
(vi) Exciton-phonon coupling: PLE measurements on a AlInAs/AlGaAs QD en-
semble [38] and InAs/AlAs QDs [39] reveal exciton-phonon coupling involving InAs-
and AlAs-like LO and IF phonon modes due to resonant phonon relaxation.
(vii) Single dots: Regarding micro-PL on single QDs containing aluminum
in the barrier or the dot, only very little work has been realized. Sharp PL lines
around 1.88 eV were observed from small ensembles of AlInAs/AlGaAs QDs [16].
Single peaks at high emission energies around 1.8-1.9 eV are attributed to single QD
exciton emission. However, the observed peaks exhibit a very large width of about
15 meV [18, 19]. Furthermore, the exciton fine-structure has been investigated in
InAs/Al0.6Ga0.4As QDs (1.5-1.8 eV) and show very large splittings up to 1 meV [17],
an aspect that is discussed in more detail in chapter 3.7 and chapter 4.
The above list demonstrates that dots embedded in barriers containing aluminium
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exhibit interesting and new features, but results are still controversial. In these
experiments often high density samples were investigated, which exhibit coupling
effects. Above all, very scarce data are available on single dots, which could lead to
a deeper understanding of the specific properties of InAs/AlAs dots.
In order to obtain information on the basic properties of InAs dots embedded in an
AlAs matrix, various types of experiments were carried out in the present thesis and
their results were compared to the information available for dots in GaAs barriers.
This chapter begins with three sections on macro-PL measurements, micro-PL of the
ensemble and micro-PL of a single QD. The following sections show the dependencies
of the PL spectra of single QDs on the temperature, excitation intensity, polarization,
magnetic field and time.
Apart from gaining information on basic properties, these experiments provide
tools necessary for further investigation of the dots, principally the identification of
the transitions of a single QD. The micro-PL spectra usually exhibit several peaks,
even if small openings in the mask are used or regions with a low QD density are
investigated. Not all of them are necessarily from different dots, as the emission
of the exciton, biexciton, charged exciton complexes and excited states of a QD
are usually observed in a PL spectrum. A common procedure to identify exciton
and biexciton transitions belonging to the same QD consists of three criteria [79]:
First, peaks belonging to a single QD are identified by their spectral jitter pattern,
what is treated in section 3.5. Secondly, polarized spectra allow the assignment of
emission lines of exciton and biexciton transitions due to the fine-structure splitting
of the exciton state, see section 3.7. Thirdly, power dependent measurements allow
to distinguish between exciton and biexciton peaks; details are given in section 3.6.
3.1 Macro-photoluminescence
Macro-photoluminescence spectra of both samples (A and B, see section 2.2.2) for
various positions across the samples are shown in Figure 3.1 (for details on the macro-
PL setup, see chapter 2.1). The temperature was T = 10 K and excitation power and
energy of a few mW and 2.41 eV, respectively. The position on the sample corresponds
to varying InAs coverage due to asymmetric growth conditions (see chapter 2.2.2).
Both QD samples emit at energies of around 1.7 eV, which are higher than those
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of the widely studied InAs/GaAs system. The inhomogeneous broadening of about
100 meV is large compared to the typical broadening of 30-50 meV for (annealed)
InAs/GaAs QDs [43].
The peaks at 2.0 eV, shown in the insets of Figure 3.1 are the PL emission from
the wetting layer states. The doublet structure of the peak is due to monolayer fluctu-
ations in the wetting layer (WL) thickness. The luminescence intensity of these peaks
is stronger in the low dot density region of the sample, and cannot be observed in
areas of high dot density. This demonstrates that charge carriers relax efficiently into
the QD states from the WL states or the AlAs barrier bands (X band for electrons).
For both samples A (TS = 530 ) and B (TS = 500 ) the PL intensity increases
as the spot position is varied across the wafer, corresponding to increasing QD density.
Also the PL peak shifts to lower energies across the sample, corresponding to an in-
creasing QD size for increasing InAs coverage [67]. Comparing the macro PL of both
samples one notes an additional blue-shift for sample A, which is attributed partly to
a decrease of the average QD height with increasing growth temperature [67]. QDs
grown at higher temperatures can contain a higher concentration of aluminum [19],
giving rise to an extra blue-shift. The blue-shift is increased by growth interruption
indicating a slow QD formation on AlAs [19, 29]. The principal origin of the extra
blue-shift for sample A is therefore assigned to a higher aluminum content due to
an increased aluminum and indium diffusion at the interface for higher growth tem-
peratures [67]. Intermixing for high growth temperatures has been reported also for
InAs/GaAs QDs [80, 81].
Emission in the visible region has been reported previously for QD systems con-
taining aluminum [22, 23]. Among the various combinations of the In(Al)As/(Al)GaAs
system [20] investigated, visible emission is achieved already with InAs/AlAs QDs,
but the PL emission energy is further increased for InAlAs/AlGaAs and InAlAs/AlAs
QDs. The latter combinations demonstrate that strong confinement leads to higher
quantization of the states and therefore higher emission energies. Besides, aluminum
incorporation into the dot itself increases the QD gap energy, although simultane-
ously lowers the confining potential compared to the InAs/AlAs system 2. Emission
of InAs/GaAs QDs with a thin AlAs cap layer [21] grown at low temperature is also
2The composition dependent InAlAs E0 band gap energy (T = 300 K) is given by [82] E0(x) =
0.37 + 1.91(1− x) + 0.74(1− x)2. Therefore, already 10 % aluminum concentration in the InAs QD
will blue-shift the emission energy about 200 meV.
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Figure 3.1: Macro-photoluminescence spectra of sample A (top panel) and B (bottom
panel) are shown for various positions across the wafer.
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blue-shifted due to the increased top potential barrier.
In summary, the macro-PL emission of both studied samples is in the visible spec-
tral range due to increased confining potential barriers and aluminum incorporation
into the dot, increasing the dot band gap. The latter conclusion is supported by
the results of chapter 5.1 where intermixing is estimated from the frequency of the
QD phonon modes coupled to the exciton state. The wetting layer states are ob-
served around 2 eV, a critical value for efficient free carrier generation, as shown in
chapter 5.3 in the context of screening of the exciton-acoustic phonon interaction.
Sample A was selected for single dot spectroscopy, because of the low dot density for
low InAs coverage. Additionally metal masks were produced an top of this sample
(see chapter 2.3), restricting optical access to only a few dots even in high density
areas. These masks serve also as markers to facilitate spot relocation at the same
QD after misalignment (vibrations, temperature drift, etc.) or after a repeated cool
down cycling.
3.2 Micro-photoluminescence of the quantum dot
ensemble
A micro-photoluminescence study of the QD ensemble emitting over a large spectral
range is presented in this section, which permits an important insight into the specific
electronic structure of the InAs/AlAs QD system. The energy range covered by the
emission of the ensemble of dots is interpreted as equivalent to a variation in size,
at least in first approximation, as shape and composition fluctuations also change
the emission energy. Below about 1.8 eV the PL spectra exhibit typical sharp lines,
corresponding to transitions between fully confined states. Above this energy the
sharp peaks disappear and a continuous spectrum is observed. This is interpreted
as a quantum confinement driven type-I - type-II band alignment transition with a
simultaneous direct-indirect transition in reciprocal space. For small dots electrons
are delocalized in the X band of the AlAs matrix and recombine with holes confined
in the InAs QD. 3
3Part of these results were published in Phys. Rev. B 71, 81302(R) (2005) and AIP Conf. Proc.
772, 715 (2005)
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The indirect nature of the AlAs band gap has a strong influence on the optical prop-
erties of the InAs/AlAs QD system. For example, long decay times due to carrier
separation via AlAs X-band scattering [34] or due to localized X-band states [36]
were discussed recently. For InAs/AlGaAs QDs [17] efficient electron capture due to
resonant X-band and wetting layer states are made responsible for the appearance of
negatively charged excitons for non-resonant excitation. Also, transport spectroscopy
on InAs QDs embedded in AlAs/GaAs resonant tunneling diode structures [76] ex-
hibit features due to the AlAs X-band.
However, the details of the electronic properties of InAs/AlAs hetero- and nanos-
tructures are still investigated experimentally [19, 83] and theoretically [19, 84]. The
case is especially complicated for quantum dots with their complex strain distribu-
tions, as well poorly known shape and composition variations. Two questions have
to be addressed regarding the electronic structure of the InAs/AlAs nanostructures:
(i) the type of band alignment and (ii) the symmetry of the states involved in the
transitions. Both the band lineup and the state symmetry have consequences for the
optical efficiency as symmetry of the states and wave function overlap (localization
of the carriers) determine the oscillator strength.
(i) The type of band alignment at the interface of two different semiconduc-
tors depends on the materials, strain, external fields (pressure, electric field) and the
size of the structure (confinement-driven band gap increase). The band alignment
determines the localization of the CB and VB charge carriers: If the band alignment
of the materials is straddled (type I) then the electrons and holes are confined in the
same space. For staggered band lineup (type II) charge carriers in CB and VB are
spatially separated.
(ii) The character (Γ, X or L-like) of the states can also depend on the QD
size, strain and composition, and is still investigated. The VB maximum (VBM) is
always Γ-like, but the CB minimum (CBM) may also be X or L-like, in which case
the lowest energy transition is indirect in reciprocal space.
Combining both aspects (band alignments and character of the states) leads to
different possible situations for QDs:
(a) Direct type-I QDs: Both the electron (Γ-like CBM) and the hole are localized
inside the QD. The commonly studied InAs/GaAs QD system is a typical example.
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(b) Indirect type-I QDs: The QD lowest CB state is originated from is X (or L)
CBM. Then the transition is spatially direct but indirect in k-space. Such a situation
is theoretically predicted for freestanding GaAs nanocrystals [84, 85]. For InAs/AlAs
self-assembled QDs [19] this type of band structure has been proposed, too.
(c) Direct type-II QDs: The electrons and holes are spatially separated in Γ-
like states. Type-II excitons in indirect band gap materials have been observed in
antimony based QDs like AlSb/GaAs [69, 70], GaSb/GaAs [68], and InSb/GaAs
QDs [69, 70].
(d) Indirect type-II QDs: Indirect transitions in real and reciprocal space have
been investigated theoretically [84] in GaAs/AlGaAs nanocrystals and experimentally
InAlAs/AlGaAs self-assembled QDs [83]. For the latter QDs the quantum confine-
ment effect is strong enough to push the the Γ-like electron QD state above the
matrix X-type CBM. This is verified by excitation power and pressure dependent PL
measurements.
(e) Other, special situations can occur: Delocalized electrons, with a resonance
at the QD are predicted for GaAs nanocrystals [86], and InAs/AlAs QDs [19].
A transition from one of the above mentioned types to another can occur in
the same material system by varying an external parameter. Such level-crossings
are known in pressure induced shifts for several material systems. For example, for
bulk GaAs the Γ-X crossing, corresponding to a direct-indirect transition in k-space
has been investigated theoretically [87] and experimentally. In the case of quantum
dots, real and/or reciprocal space direct-indirect transitions are driven by the size
of the structure, but also strain can be significant. The quantum-confinement shift
depends on the effective mass. The X band electron effective mass is larger than the
Γ-band mass and this results in the crossing of the Γ and X states for decreasing
QD size, corresponding to a direct-indirect (Γ-X) transition. A spatial direct-indirect
transition (type I-type II transition) occurs when the QD level is shifted by quantum
confinement above the CBM of the matrix.
Figure 3.2 gives a rough idea of the size dependence of the band structure of the
presently investigated InAs/AlAs QDs. On the left panel the energies of the InAs
CB states EΓ(r), EX(r) and VB state EV B(r) are shown as a function of the dot size.
They are modeled by a 1D infinite quantum well [88]: EΓ(r) = EΓ + ~2pi2/2mΓr2 ,
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Figure 3.2: Left: The energy of the relevant CB and VB states of the InAs/AlAs QD
system is shown as a function of the QD size. Right: Quantum confinement in small
QD shifts the QD Γ state above the AlAs X conduction band valley.
EX(r) = EX+ + ~2pi2/2mXr2 , EV B(r) = EV B + ~2pi2/2mV Br2. EΓ(r), EX , EV B are
the bulk values for the band edges, r is the QD size, and mi the effective masses. The
quantum confinement effect is modeled by the second terms, i.e. by the ground states
of a infinitely high 1D quantum well potential. The right panel shows bulk values of
the AlAs CB and VB valleys. The VB offset of the InAs/AlAs heterojunction is still
controversial; here the unstrained VB offset value of ∆VBO,InAs/AlAs = 0.58 eV [89]
is used. For decreasing QD size the quantum confinement effect pushes the Γ-state
above the AlAs X CB edge at a QD height of 3.7 nm (light gray area). This type-
I - type-II transition takes place together with a Γ-X crossover, as electrons will be
localized in the AlAs X band, i.e. the dot becomes indirect both in real and reciprocal
space. Within this very simple model one can expect a quantum confinement driven
direct-indirect (in real and reciprocal space) transition for decreasing QD size for dots
emitting around 1.8 eV. An intra-dot level crossing occurs for even smaller QDs at an
emission energy of about 2.4 eV (dark gray area). This transition is irrelevant here
since electrons scatter already to the lower lying X band edge. Detailed calculations
for InAs/AlAs QDs have been realized [19, 35].
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Figure 3.3: PL with and without mask. PL from confined states is observed only be-
low 1.8 eV as a consequence of the Γ−X crossover with the AlAs barrier. Inset: Band
sketch illustrating transitions between fully confined QD states and recombination of
electrons scattered into the AlAs X band.
3.2.2 Results
Micro-PL measurements on a QD ensemble (in the high dot density region of the
sample) were realized. For details on the micro-PL setup, see chapter 2.1. The
spectra are taken at a temperature of T = 8 K, excitation power of about 1 mW and
excitation energy of 2.41 eV. In Figure 3.3 spectra are shown for a large ensemble of
QDs taken outside the metal mask (top curve) and for smaller number of QDs through
one of the 550 nm apertures in the mask (bottom curve). In contrast to the macro-
PL spectra shown in the previous section, one observes sharp peaks corresponding to
totally confined states in individual QDs below 1.8 eV, even in the spectrum taken
outside the mask due to the high spatial resolution of the microscope setup. This
spectrum contains the emission of around one thousand QDs.
For all PL spectra the emission above 1.8 eV is continuous and sharp peaks cannot
be observed even in the high energy tail, where only a small number of dots should
emit. A continuous PL emission indicates that electrons (or holes) are delocalized.
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In the case of high QD density one might observe an apparent continuous spectrum
at the center of the macro photoluminescence emission due to the overlapping PL
peaks. But in this case individual peaks should be observed also at the high energy
tail, as occurs at the low energy tail. The PL spectra shown in Figure 3.3 only show
sharp peaks in the low energy tail, disproving the existence of fully confined states
at high energies. Furthermore, at low QD numbers (lower curves) the continuous
band does not disappear. This indicates that in this spectral region at least one of
the charge carriers is not fully confined. The inset in Figure 3.3 shows a sketch of
the band alignment and the PL transitions for large dots (solid arrow), where the
confined state is below the conduction band minimum of the AlAs barrier (at the X
point of the Brillouin zone). As discussed in the introduction, decreasing the QD size
originates a quantum-confinement driven type I - type II transition: In smaller dots,
the higher confinement energy brings the state above the CB minimum of the barrier
and consequently, the electron is no longer confined inside the dot, but spatially sep-
arated from the hole. Further, the CB minimum of the AlAs barrier has X symmetry,
i.e. the transition becomes also indirect in reciprocal space. Recombination in this
case involves a dispersive electron state and no sharp peaks are visible (dashed arrow)
in the spectral region above 1.8 eV.
Thus, the single dot emission in the visible spectral range from 1.55 up to 1.8 eV
is limited by the crossover. The crossover energy value of 1.8 eV is determined, by
the strain in the InAs dot, the band offsets between AlAs and strained InAs, the
confinement energy of electrons and holes, as well as by some possible diffusion of
aluminum into the dot and indium into the barrier. The present suggested explana-
tion rises the question of why peaks corresponding to fully confined states have been
observed at higher energies near 1.9 eV, as reported by other authors for QD systems
containing aluminum:
-(i) PL spectra of few Al.45In.55As/Al.35Ga.65As QDs in mesa structures exhibit
sharp peaks of less than 0.4 meV width at 1.88 eV emission energy [16]. In this case,
the emission energy is principally blue-shifted due to the high Al content increasing
the QD band gap (Al.45In.55As gap = 1.38 eV), and not due to confinement, as in our
case. Besides, the barrier band gap is direct for the 0.35 Al concentration (crossover
at x=0.405 for 295 K). Electron states will be fully confined inside the dot up to the
edge of the barrier (band gap near 1.98 eV at 10 K). Type-II alignment is impossible
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in this system.
-(ii) Single QD peaks at high emission energies around 1.8-1.9 eV were observed
for QDs with pure AlAs barriers [18] and attributed to single QD exciton emission.
However, the observed peaks are particularly broad with widths of about 15 meV
at 60 K [18, 19]. These authors [19] investigated also theoretically the electronic
structure in similar InAs/AlAs QDs but question a type I - type II transition as it
is suggested here. They propose that decreasing QD size leads to a direct - indirect
transformation of the lowest lying conduction band state within the QD, but keeping
up the type I band alignment [19]. Furthermore, they propose that the continuous
band is due to the overlap of broad bands of a few QDs with a indirect band gap (X-hh
intra QD transitions). However, their calculations do not contradict our results but
indeed do corroborate the interpretation given above. Apart from the already given
arguments for a type I - type II transition (sharp peaks only at the low energy tail,
continuous spectrum and no sharp peaks at the high energy tail), their calculations
(Figure 5 of [19]) indicate that for 1.8 eV emission energy, the X states of the QD
and the X minimum of AlAs conduction band are practically degenerate. Therefore
the real presence of bound X states is not evident, because even small changes due
to the inclusion of exciton corrections and a more realistic composition distribution
could easily produce a type II alignment for the X band. One possibility for X-hh
intradot transitions could perhaps be the comparatively broad peaks observed in the
lower curve of Figure 3.3 (just below 1.8 eV) near the continuum onset. If so, the
origin of the broadening could be due to hybridization with the barrier continuum,
but this is just a speculation. All in all, the calculations of Ref. [19] do support the
conclusion that above 1.8 eV transitions occur between extended electron states and
localized holes in InAs/AlAs QDs.
In summary, the micro-PL spectra of QD ensembles over a large spectral range
reveal an energy threshold at 1.8 eV for sharp emission lines between fully confined
states. Above this energy, Γ − X scattering of the electron into the barrier due to
type-II alignment results in a continuous emission spectrum.
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3.3 Micro-photoluminescence of single quantum dots
Properties derived from experiments on QD ensembles are averaged and obscured due
to the inhomogeneous size and composition broadening. Furthermore, many of the
experiments on InAs/AlAs QDs carried out so far [23, 34] were realized with samples
grown at low temperature (around TS = 500 ) leading to a high density of small
QDs. Therefore enhanced coupling between neighboring QDs has to be considered. In
order to obtain a detailed understanding of the electronic and vibrational properties,
single dot spectroscopy performed on low density samples is indispensable. From
now on, all the work shown in the present thesis refers to the sample grown at
530  (sample A, see details in chapter 2.2.2), and most of the single dot spectra
were obtained in the low density region of the sample.
The microscope objective is mounted on a motor-driven stage that allows to scan
automatically the sample surface in the search of dots. Figure 3.4 shows the intensity
map of a 10 µm opening in the low QD density area. The abscissa is the emission
energy. For each block the position of the microscope objective is shifted in the y-
space direction. Inside a block each line corresponds to a displacement of the objective
in the x-direction. 4 The map shows only few different QDs in the scanned spatial
and spectral region. Several peaks might be from the same dot, when they appear
together during the mapping.
The polarization-resolved micro-PL spectra of one of these dots (QD1) is shown in
Figure 3.5. Temperature was 10 K, excitation energy 2.54 eV and excitation power
is 1 mW. The spectrum exhibits only a few peaks, which belong to the same QD
as verified by their jitter pattern, see sections 3.5. The doublets labeled X and XX
are the emission of the neutral exciton and biexciton complexes, respectively. The
identification of these peaks is done by their polarization and power dependence, (see
sections 3.7 and 3.6, respectively). Electron-hole pairs are created in the wetting
layer or the AlAs barrier (indirect gap, X-hh), which scatter into the dot forming an
exciton and subsequently recombine radiatively, giving rise to the peak X. For larger
excitation powers a second electron-hole pair with opposite spins for both charge
carriers is captured before the first one recombines radiatively. In a sequential process
first this biexciton complex decays into an exciton, which recombines afterwards.
For increasing excitation power further multi-excitons are created, but due to Pauli-
44D-plot: PL Intensity versus x, y, and energy.
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Figure 3.4: Photoluminescence mapping of a 10x10 µm square opening. The scheme
on the right shows the scanning sequence of the opening. Left panel: Each block
shows PL spectra as a function of photon energy and x-position along a line across
the opening. Blocks 1-9 correspond to a displacement along the y-position. Right
panel: The PL intensity from the spectra of the left panel is shown in a gray scale
plot.
blocking they fill excited states, also named shells in analogy with the energy structure
of atoms. More details on the power-dependence are given in section 3.6. Other peaks
in the spectrum are attributed to positively (X+) or negatively (X−) charged excitons.
In the PL spectra neutral and charged exciton complexes can appear simultaneously,
due to the random electron and hole capture processes from the surrounding material:
The quantum dot may contain either a neutral exciton or an electron-hole pair with
an additional electron or hole. After the recombination of the electron-hole pair the
dot is left with the excess carrier, which can either tunnel out of the dot, or form again
an exciton if another carrier of opposite sign is captured by the QD. In continuous-
wave measurements the PL spectra are averaged over time and therefore exhibit lines
that represent emission from different initial charge states of the dot.
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Figure 3.5: Polarization-resolved photoluminescence spectra of a single QD. The
peaks labeled X, XX, X+ and X− are attributed to the exciton, biexciton, positively
charged trion and negatively charge trion emission, respectively.
Differences in the charging mechanisms for electrons and holes are responsible
for the different observed initial charge states of the QD. In general, the capture of
carriers is a diffusion process, which depends on the effective mass and the excess
energy of the photo-created charge carriers, resulting in different populations of the
dot, (see for example the studies on GaAs QWs [90] or InAs QDs [91]). For indirect
AlGaAs barriers it was proposed that a negatively charged exciton is more likely than
an positively charged one, due to the indirect character of the barrier, which provides a
rapid X-Γ transfer only for electrons but not for holes [17]. This was verified by quasi-
resonant excitation below the X minimum, where the X− peak disappears. In the
present case, two unpolarized lines (X+, X− in Figure 3.5) shifted to higher energies
with respect to the exciton transition energy are observed. They belong to the same
QD as shown by their jitter pattern (see section 3.5). The one at higher energy
disappears on lowering the excitation energy below the AlAs X-band (quasi-resonant
excitation). It is therefore tentatively assigned to the negatively charged exciton
X−. The other peak does not disappear and is tentatively attributed to a positively
charged exciton X+. There are two possible objections to this assignment: First, it
is unclear, which details of the charging mechanisms and excitation conditions would
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favour the formation of a positive trion compared to a negative one for quasi-resonant
excitation. Secondly, the negatively charged exciton is usually reported to be shifted
to lower energies with respect to the exciton. However, recombination energies of the
different complexes depend sensitively on size, shape and composition. Theoretical
studies on InGaAs/GaAs QDs [92] demonstrate that for decreasing QD height the X−
recombination energy red-shifts strongly, while the X+ energy blue-shifts. As a result
X− can appear at higher energy than X+. Our dot emits at the very low-energy tail
of the ensemble PL, therefore it is one of the larger ones, which have generally larger
vertical to lateral aspect ratios [24, 73] This corresponds to an X− emitting at higher
energy than X+ [92]. To the best of my knowledge there are no theoretical studies
on recombination and binding energies of exciton complexes and their dependence
on size, shape and composition for dot systems containing aluminum, so that the
cited work only gives a rough qualitative idea about the trends. Altogether, the large
size of the dot, the unpolarized emission, and the disappearance for quasi-resonant
excitation point to a X− emission for the highest energy peak. The other unpolarized
peak may be due to the emission from the X+ complex, although these assignments
are not conclusive.
3.4 Temperature dependence
Temperature effects include spectral shifts of the dot PL due to the expansion of the
crystal lattice, quenching of the luminescence due to scattering of charge carriers into
higher energy states and activation of non-radiative recombination paths. However,
special interest is addressed to the width and shape of the emission, as it gives in-
formation about the dephasing processes of the confined exciton. The understanding
and control of phase coherence is of fundamental importance for the development of
future quantum devices, as it determines the time scale of coherent logic operations.
Strong red-shifts are observed in temperature dependent macro-PL studies for
temperatures above about 80 K. They are attributed to differences in the activation
energy for QDs of different size [23]. Alternatively, thermally excited charge carrier
transfer between coupled QDs in high density samples has been proposed as an expla-
nation [25]. In high dot density samples thermally activated electron-hole separation
due to electron transfer between neighboring QDs has been suggested to explain long
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decay times, too [34]. In single dot spectroscopy, the main attention is directed to the
temperature-induced broadening of the PL peak, or the evolution of the lineshape
in general. The lineshape of the presently investigated InAs/AlAs QDs consists of a
central narrow peak (the zero-phonon line, ZPL), broad wings and narrow sidebands.
In this section, temperature dependent PL spectra of a single QD are presented, and
the main attention is paid to the temperature-induced central ZPL broadening. In-
teractions with phonons are discussed in chapter 5. Broad wings and especially the
narrow low-energy sidebands, are discussed in section 5.3.
The linewidth is given by several contributions corresponding to different dephas-
ing processes. Two questions arise in this context: (A) What are the contributions
to the ZPL width (dephasing processes) and (B) What is the physical origin of the
temperature-induced broadening of the ZPL?
(A) Dephasing processes. The dephasing processes can involve [93] (i) change
in the carrier occupation of the exciton state (also called inelastic scattering processes)
and (ii) unchanged dot population, in which case they are named pure dephasing
processes. (i) Inelastic scattering processes that involve a population change include
the radiative recombination (which gives rise to the intrinsic, radiative lifetime lim-
ited, broadening), phonon-assisted transitions to the ground, excited, wetting layer,
or other confined electronic states, as well phonon-assisted charge transfer to other
QDs. (ii) Pure dephasing is introduced by the elastic phonon scattering, via virtual
transitions, without population change. The fluctuating electrostatic environment
also may introduce pure dephasing, if the fluctuations happen on a timescale shorter
than the radiative lifetime (called motional narrowing regime) [94–96]. A slow varying
environment (compared to lifetime) does not produce pure dephasing, but spectral
wandering (jitter) increases the measured linewidth. This is known as dynamical
broadening and depends on the integration time. These processes contribute to the
ZPL broadening and may give rise to a non-Lorentzian lineshape.
(B) Thermal broadening. The temperature dependence of the QD-emission
linewidth is qualitatively described in several studies by
γ(T ) = γ0 + a nac + b nLO
, where γ0 is the intrinsic lifetime-limited linewidth at zero-temperature, a and
b are constants, nac = 1/(exp(Eac/kBT ) − 1) ≈ kBT/Eac (Eac << kBT ) and
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nLO = (exp(EA/kBT ) − 1) are Bose-Einstein functions for the acoustic and opti-
cal phonons. However, this relation describes the homogeneous linewidth of bulk and
QW emission, and relies on the existence of a continuum of electronic states sub-
ject to one-phonon processes [97]. Consequently, although experiments in QDs may
exhibit similar temperature dependence, a direct comparison is not straightforward
due to the lack of a continuum. The physical origin of the ZPL width in QD and
its temperature dependence are not fully understood and are currently subject to
controversy. Linear and non-linear temperature-induced broadening was reported in
several studies, including time-resolved PL, Fourier-transform, four-wave-mixing, and
micro-PL spectroscopy. A similar behavior is observed for a variety of systems, while
different interpretations are given. Most values reported for the linear broadening
coefficient are around 1 µeV/K typically for temperatures up to 50 K, while above
50 K usually an activated behavior is observed with activation energies near the LO
phonon energies of the QD and matrix material. Some examples are give:
 For epitaxially grown ZnCdSe/ZnSe QDs ( a = 20 µeV/K, EA = 26 − 28
meV) [98, 99] the linear broadening is attributed to virtual emission and absorption
of acoustic phonons coupled to the exciton state (this would mean pure dephasing)
and activation energies are in the range of the CdSe LO mode.
 For CdSe/ZnSSe QDs (a = 1.2 µeV/K) [100] the smaller a compared to QWs is
attributed to a reduced number of final states (thus implying inelastic scattering).
 For InAs/GaAs QDs in a field-effect structure (a = 2−2.8 µeV/K) [101] the linear
behavior is attributed to the proximity of a continuum of states.
 For InAs/GaAs QDs (a = 0.5 − 3.5 µeV/K) increasing a is found for decreasing
lateral mesa sizes from 5000 down to 200 nm [75]. The influence of the sidewalls on
a is attributed to the interaction of confined excitons with phonons, whose lifetimes
are given by scattering from nearby surfaces.
 For InAs/GaAs QD (a = 3.5 and 1.3 µeV/K ) [95] changes in a for different cool
down cycles are found and it is concluded that the decoherence dynamics giving rise
to the ZPL width is governed by the carrier dynamics in the QD environment, i.e.
by the interaction of phonons with carriers outside the dot.
 For InGaAs/GaAs QDs (a = 0.5 µeV/K) scattering of holes, which are energeti-
cally closely spaced, was proposed [102].
 For InGaAs QDs (a = 0.12 − 2.1 µeV/K and a = 0.05 − 0.1 µeV/K, EA =
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21− 30 meV) [103, 104] both acoustic- and optical-phonon-assisted inelastic scatter-
ing into the WL band tail states is made responsible for the temperature dependence
of the linewidth.
 For InAlGaAs QDs ( a = 0.5 µeV/K, EA = 30...31 meV) the linear term is
attributed to inelastic acoustic phonon scattering and virtual acoustic phonon scat-
tering within the exciton ground state (pure dephasing), while the activation behavior
is attributed to LO phonon-assisted scattering of holes into the WL [105].
 For strain-free GaAs/AlGaAs QDs grown by modified droplet epitaxy (a = 0.2−
1.1 µeV/K, EA = 35 − 38 meV corresponding to the GaAs LO phonon) [106] the
origin of the linear term is left open and temperature activated broadening is found
to be independent of dot size and hence, of dot’s electronic structure. This thermal
broadening is attributed to pure dephasing by elastic LO phonon scattering, which
does not depend on the exact electronic structure, and is regarded as the most likely
processes for exciton decoherence.
 Similarly, for InAs QDs (a = 0, no linear term is found, EA = 37− 38 meV) [107]
the temperature-broadening is not size dependent, i.e. the broadening cannot be at-
tributed to a lifetime effect due to transition of an exciton state to another one with
emission or absorption of an optical phonon. The authors attribute it then to pure
dephasing.
3.4.1 Results
In Figure 3.6 micro-PL spectra of a single QD for temperatures from 10 up to 80 K
are shown for constant excitation power about P0 = 0.5 mW, except for the bottom
spectrum (T = 80 K), which is taken at 4P0. The spectra are vertically shifted for
clarity and the dashed lines indicate the baselines of the respective spectra. X, XX,
X+ and X− are the exciton, biexciton and charged exciton complexes of an individual
QD, respectively. This attribution is confirmed by the spectral jitter pattern, power
and polarization dependence, as explained in sections 3.5, 3.6, and 3.7. X (QD2) is
the exciton emission of a different QD.
With increasing temperature one observes that (i) the emission lines shift to lower
energies, (ii) the PL intensity quenches at high temperatures, (iii) the narrow peaks
(ZPLs) broaden, (iv) the broad wings at the low-energy side of the exciton (arrows
1) increases and also appears on the high energy side, and (v) a second low-energetic
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Figure 3.6: PL spectra of a single QD for a series of temperatures. Spectra are
taken for constant excitation power P0, except for the spectrum taken at 80 K and
excited with 4P0. X, XX, X+ are the emission of the exciton, biexciton, charged
exciton complexes of the same QD, respectively. For increasing temperature the
emission peaks red-shift due to the band gap dependence on temperature. Further
observations are described in the text.
sideband close to the exciton (arrows 2) similar but narrower also broadens and
smears out. We analize now these experimental results in detail:
(i) Red-shift: In Figure 3.7 the energy of the center of the exciton doublet (cir-
cles) is shown versus the temperature. The temperature-induced red-shift can be
explained by the decrease of the energy gap. The physical origins of that decrease
are the expansion of the crystal lattice and the change of electron-phonon interac-
tions [109]. An empirical relation for the temperature dependence of the band gap
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Figure 3.7: Energy of the exciton line of Figure 3.6 versus temperature. The dotted
and straight lines describe the bulk band gap energy dependence of InAs by Varshni’s
law and the model of Ref. [108], respectively.
Eg(T ) is given [109] by
Eg(T ) = Eg(0)− α T 2/(T + β) (3.1)
with the empirical parameters [110] α = 3.35 104 eV/K and β = 248 K for InAs
(Varshni’s law). Here, the exciton transition energy Eg(0) = 1.5664 eV at zero-
temperature has to be used, instead of the value for the bulk InAs band gap energy.
The dotted line in Figure 3.7 shows the temperature dependence of the band gap
described by the Varshni’s law. Other models including interactions with phonons
have been developed [108, 109] which describe more precisely the energy shift of the
band gap at low temperatures. The gap energy is given by
Eg(T ) = Eg(0)− αΘ[ 1−3∆2exp(2/γ(T ))−1 + 32∆2( 6
√
1 + β(T )− 1)], with (3.2)
γ(T ) = 2T/Θ and
β(T ) = pi
2
3(1+∆2)
γ2(T ) + 3∆
2−1
4
γ3(T ) + 8
3
γ4(T ) + γ6(T ).
Θ is an effective average phonon temperature, ∆ is related to the phonon disper-
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sion and α is the high-temperature limiting magnitude of the slope [109]. This
function is plotted in Figure 3.7 (straight line) using the parameters of bulk InAs
α = 2.85 × 10−4 eV/K, Θ = 147 K, ∆ = 0.68, and the exciton emission energy
of Eg(0) = 1.567 eV. Comparing both models with the experimental data, one ob-
serves that both Varnish’s law (equation 3.1) and the equation 3.2 roughly repro-
duce the experimental trend. However, equation 3.2 describes slightly better the
temperature-induced shift of the exciton peak. Deviations could be partly due to a
difference in the band gap dependence of the dot and barrier material, what results
in a temperature-dependent confinement potential. However, this effect is expected
to be small, as the temperature dependence of the band gap of InAs and AlAs (AlAs,
indirect gap: α = 3.6×10−4 eV/K, β = 204 K [111]) are very similar. For strain-free
GaAs/AlGaAs QDs [106] no deviations from the bulk band-gap temperature depen-
dence are observed. However, in another study [112] deviations from bulk behavior
are found and related to size-dependent renormalization of the band gap energy by
electron-phonon interaction.
(ii) PL intensity quenching: The PL intensity of the QD quenches for tem-
peratures around 80 K. Quenching is generally attributed to thermal carrier escape
out of the dot into the WL and barrier states, and to non-radiative recombination
centers as defects [113]. Additionally, for increasing temperature phonon-assisted op-
tical transitions dominate progressively the lineshape and lead to a reduction of the
ZPL intensity (see also iv and v).
(iii) ZPL broadening: The lineshape of the exciton emission consists of a nar-
row zero-phonon line, broad wings and in the presently studied dots also of narrow
sidebands. The details of the exciton ZPLs are shown in Figure 3.8 for varying tem-
perature from 10 to 60 K. The upper parts of the narrow ZPLs were fitted to double
Gaussians for the lowest three temperatures (10, 15, and 30 K). For the lowest tem-
perature the ZPL width is 90 µeV. The right bottom panel of Figure 3.8 shows the
peak width of the Gaussian peaks (both peakwidths are supposed to be equal). The
width of the Gaussian peaks was linearly extrapolated for the higher temperatures
(45 and 60 K, circles) and corresponding Gaussian peaks were plotted in the PL
spectra for 45 and 60 K. The linear extrapolation is justified by the above cited re-
ports [75, 95, 98–107] on self-assembled QDs, where linear ZPL-broadening is usually
observed in a similar temperature range. It is therefore reasonable to conclude that
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Figure 3.8: (a)-(e) Detail of the PL spectra of the exciton doublet (see Figure 3.6)
for various temperatures. Gaussian double peaks are plotted at the position of the
ZPLs. The bottom right panel shows the width of the Gaussian peaks in function of
the temperature.
for the investigated InAs/AlAs QDs the linear thermal broadening factor is around
a = 1.5 µeV/K. This is in the range of the values (but slightly higher) cited above.
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A possible explanation of this difference is the small distance (30 nm) of the dots
from the sample surface: A study on InAs/GaAs QDs [75] showed that scattering
of phonons from the lateral sidewalls influences the temperature dependence of the
zero-phonon linewidth and is relevant for mesa sizes up to a few µm. For large mesa
sizes > 1000 nm the scattering from the smoother top surface located at 100 nm dom-
inates, and gives a minimum value of a = 0.5 µeV/K. Since in the present case the
dot is much closer to the surface, a larger a can be expected. Other studies relate the
distance of the free surfaces to the dot with the linewidth and attribute the effect to
spectral jitter: Both the distance from sample surface in the case of natural QDs [114]
and the mesa size of InGaAs/GaAs QD samples [74] influence the linewidths. Gen-
erally there is a trend of larger a for large linewidths. Altogether, the linewidths
and their temperature-dependence do show similarities to the cited systems, but the
detailed understanding of the physical origin needs further investigation.
(iv) Broad wings: The broad wings at the low-energy side of the exciton (arrow
1 in Figure 3.6) increases and also appears on the high energy side when the temper-
ature is increased. At the same time the ZPL loses weight compared to the wings.
These wings are attributed to the coupling of the exciton to acoustic phonons by the
deformation potential mechanism. Similar wings are often observed in single QDs,
and are discussed together with the narrow sidebands (next paragraph) in section 5.3.
(v) Narrow sidebands: The narrow, low-energy sideband close to the exciton
(arrow 2 in Figure 3.6) broadens and smears out with increasing temperature. In
section 5.3 it is demonstrated that this feature is due to the interaction of the QD
exciton with acoustic phonons via the piezoelectric coupling mechanism.
In summary, the temperature dependent spectra show a redshift of the emission
peaks that follows the bulk band gap dependence. In the investigated temperature
range a linear linewidth broadening of a = 1.5 µeV/K is found, similar to values
of In(Ga)As/GaAs QDs. Broad and narrow low-energy acoustic phonon wings gain
weight on increasing the temperature and will be further discussed in section 5.3.
3.5 Time evolution
Although solid-state QDs are often considered as artificial atoms due to their delta-
like density of states, the comparison is rather inaccurate. Apart from the differences
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in size scale and confining potential, atoms are structureless, usually isolated objects,
whereas dots are nanocrystals embedded in a surrounding crystalline matrix. Both
dot and barrier crystals exhibit elementary excitations other than the QD exciton,
which may couple to it. The interaction of the confined exciton with the environment
gives rise to phenomena without an analogy in atomic physics. The QD exciton can
interact with other elementary excitations, like optical and acoustical phonons, both
discussed in chapter 5. This section comments on the influence of surrounding charges
or defects on the QD states, which leads to spectral shifts of the emission peaks over
time. The specificity of the spectral jitter pattern for each individual dot is used in
the present thesis for the unambiguous identification of emission lines belonging the
same single QD [79].
Various phenomena observed in time-resolved spectra for different systems are
related to random changes in the PL emission energy or intensity: Spectral diffusion
(jitter) including continuous and/or discontinuous shifts have been reported [79, 115–
119]. Discrete jumps between two different emission frequencies (also named two-
color/bistability) has been observed [120]. Furthermore some systems exhibit on/off
behavior (named as blinking, switching, intermittency) [115, 121–123], or switching
between three [122] different levels of intensity instead of emission frequency changes.
Discrete jumps in the luminescence intensity or frequency are sometimes compared
with random telegraph noise (RTN) due to their stochastic properties [124, 125]. The
on and off times (or the switch times between the two different emission energies) have
independent characteristic timescales and the length of the ”on” and ”off” intervals
shows an exponential distribution. Furthermore, the length of the ”on” intervals is
strongly excitation power dependent.
Time-integrated continuous-wave PL measurements consist of an average of many
recombination events, so that the spectral jitter may lead to a broadening of the peaks
in the spectra, when the integration time is not short enough. For natural QDs the
measured linewidths depend on the distance of the dot from the sample surface. A
narrower linewidth for deeper lying dots was interpreted as a reduced influence on the
exciton state of varying surface charges and/or defects [47, 114]. Also, for InP/GaInP
SAQDs the unusual temperature dependence of the linewidth, going from several meV
broad peaks at low temperatures to narrow peaks at high temperatures was attributed
to the fluctuating charge occupation in the dot surrounding [126]. Thus, jitter on a
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timescale longer than the radiative lifetime has impact on the measured linewidths
and depends on integration time [115, 117]. This has to be considered when discussing
the emission linewidth.
Large emission linewidths of several meV were observed by NSOM in InP-stressor-
induced GaInAs/GaAs QDs [127] and also attributed to fluctuating surface impurity
states. However, since the emission lineshape was Lorentzian it was proposed that
charge fluctuations are faster than the intrinsic (radiative) lifetime (and therefore
should contribute to pure dephasing Recently, it has been demonstrated [94, 96],
that fast environmental fluctuations lead to a Lorentzian emission lineshape (effect of
motional narrowing), instead of a Gaussian one, expected for fluctuations slower than
the radiative lifetime. The former situation gives rise to pure-dephasing broadening,
while the latter to spectral-jitter broadening
Spectral diffusion, including continuous and discontinuous shifts as well blinking,
refers to slow (timescale of fluctuation > radiative lifetime) changes, in the emission
energy of the emitter. Generally, it is attributed to the quantum-confined Stark effect
on the electronic states, similarly to quantum wells when an external electric field
is applied. A time-dependent internal electric field is produced by charges in the
vicinity of the QD, which are trapped in defects, localized states of the WL or the
barrier. For high excitation power excess charge carriers are trapped and released
on a large timescale of 0.1 to tens of seconds, creating randomly fluctuating electric
fields, which shift the QDs electronic states by the quantum-confined Stark effect.
Apart from Stark effect, other mechanisms have been proposed for blinking and
switching. A photoionization mechanism based on Auger ionization was proposed for
blinking CdSe/ZnS NC [121], whereas switching behavior of InP/GaInP SAQDs was
attributed to mobile photocreated non-radiative recombination centers [122].
Spectral jitter and blinking has been observed in a variety 0D dimensional sys-
tems: Direct observation of spectral jitter (discrete jumps) was reported for impu-
rity molecules embedded in a crystal using micro PL [124]. In artificially confined
systems, the effect was first reported for different types of nanocrystals, namely col-
loidal CdSe/ZnS and CdSe/ZnSe nanocrystals (NC) (blinking and jitter by imag-
ing and PL) [115, 128] and CdSe/ZnS NC (blinking, PL) [121]. For epitaxially
grown dots spectral diffusion or switching behavior was also demonstrated, although
it was expected that they should not exhibit such phenomena due to their high
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crystal quality. Referring to the II-VI semiconductor materials these effects were
observed for MOCVD grown CdSe/ZnSSe QDs (by cathodoluminescence) [79], epi-
taxially CdSe/ZnSe SAQDs (in 50-nm mesas, micro-PL) [117] and epitaxially grown
CdTe/ZnTe QDs (by micro-PL) [118]. Among SAQDs made of III-V compounds
the effect was reported for MBE grown InAlAs/AlGaAs SAQDs (by NSOM) [116],
MOVPE InP/GaInP SAQDs (RTN, micro-PL and imaging) [122] and MBE GaN/AlN
QDs (micro-PL) [119]
Typical shifts are in the range from less than one meV up to several meV for
the cited examples. For a jitter amplitude in the order of several meV the involved
electric fields are in the range of several 105 V/cm. In samples with gates allowing
the application of an external electric field, comparable redshifts of the QD emission
energy are obtained for similar magnitudes of the field [115, 128]. Internal generation
of electric fields of this magnitude imply one or several charge carriers located in the
vicinity of the dot at distances from approximately 5 to 10 nm.
The jitter frequency reflects the timescale of these processes. The characteristic
timescales range from a fraction of a second to several seconds or even minutes. The
involved processes are light-induced, since jitter amplitude and frequency depend
on the excitation intensity. For the above cited examples defect states are in general
made responsible for charge carrier trapping. More specifically, thickness variations of
the wetting layer form large number of shallow potential traps with localized states
in which charges can remain very long time [116, 126]. Also stacking faults were
proposed, whereas in the same study charges at the etched sidewalls of mesa structures
were excluded [117].
Spectral jitter may present an undesired effect as it leads to a broadening of the
measured linewidths [115, 117]. It is even worse in quantum information applications,
as it introduces further decoherence into the system (pure dephasing for fast/strong
interaction) [94, 96]. However, jitter is very useful for identification of QD spectral
peaks, because groups of peaks with synchronous shifts or jumps in the emission
energy must originate from the same single QD [79]. Not always positively correlated
jitter is observed, but anti-correlated jumps in energy were observed for the negatively
charged trion of epitaxially grown CdTe/ZnTe QDs (by micro-PL) [118].
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Figure 3.9: Photoluminescence spectra of a single QD for different cool down cycles.
Spectra a shifted horizontally since lack of absolute spectrometer calibration.
3.5.1 Results
In Figure 3.9 PL spectra of the same QD taken for different cool down cycles are
presented. The top curve was measured 10 weeks after the bottom spectrum. All
the spectra are essentially identical, indicating that the near surrounding of the QDs
is stable and the charge configuration around the dot does not change dramatically
due to different cool-down cycles. However, a small spectral jitter of the QD peaks
can be observed on a timescale of seconds to minutes and is attributed to fluctuat-
ing local changes in the charge carrier distribution around the dot. An example for
such an measurement is shown in Figure 3.10 as an intensity grayscale plot. The
time-evolution consists of 30 spectra of one minute integration time each, recorded
consecutively. These measurements require high spectral resolution (double spec-
trometer), and integration time shorter than the jitter fluctuation. Excitation power
and energy are PExcit ≈ 1 mW and EExcit = 2.41 eV, respectively. The PL spec-
trum shown in the bottom panel of Figure 3.10, exhibits several emission peaks. The
time-evolution, shown in the top panel of the Figure, reveals that some of the emis-
sion peaks (orange colored) exhibit correlated shifts. Another group of peaks (green
colored) has its own jitter pattern. Each group of peaks belong to separate individ-
ual QDs. Throughout the present thesis, the jitter pattern is used to identify the
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Figure 3.10: The bottom panel shows a photoluminescence spectrum of a 10 µm
aperture. The top panel shows the time evolution of the spectrum in a intensity scale
plot. It consists of 30 consecutively recorded spectra of one minute integration time
each.
peaks belonging to the same QD [79]. Shifts less than one meV, i.e. of the order of
magnitude of the linewidth and the fine-structure splitting, are observed on a time
scale of seconds to minutes. These results are similar to those obtained on other
self-assembled QDs, cited above.
Spectral diffusion energy and time fluctuations depend on the material system.
Strong spectral jitter in II-VI structures has been explained by a larger (several orders
of magnitude) number of charged defects in II-VI structures than in comparable III-V
systems [79]. However, no direct observation of spectral jitter has been reported in
micro-PL experiments on the traditional III-V In(Ga)As/GaAs SAQDs. Probably
spectral jitter is less pronounced and therefore more difficult to observe, at difference
with the presently investigated system. In fact, jitter was reported previously for dots
with barriers containing aluminum, namely MBE grown InAlAs/AlGaAs SAQDs (by
NSOM) [116]. This indicates that Al(Ga)As barriers favor the observation of spectral
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diffusion. Growth studies show that In mobility on AlAs is reduced and leads to a
higher density of smaller QDs [24, 29, 129]. Reduced In mobility may also lead to a
more corrugated InAs WL in comparison with growth on GaAs barriers. These WL
thickness fluctuations probably provide additional trap states near the dot.
In summary, spectral diffusion is a source of peak broadening in time-integrated
PL measurements. It provides a way to identify transitions belonging to a single QD.
For the presently investigated InAs/AlAs QDs spectral diffusion can be observed
in the time-evolution of the micro-PL spectra. A more corrugated wetting layer in
comparison with GaAs barriers may provide an increased number of confined states
at monolayer fluctuations, which result in a more pronounced jitter pattern.
3.6 Excitation power dependence
In the present section the power dependence of the PL spectra of single InAs/AlAs
QDs is investigated. In the low excitation power regime (linear regime) the single
exciton peak dominates the PL spectrum. For increasing pumping power more peaks
are observed simultaneously in the time-averaged PL spectra, originating from the
decay of mutually excluding complexes (charged excitons, biexcitons and probably
higher order multi-excitons). The main focus in this section is the intensity depen-
dence of the emission peaks on the excitation power, since it provides a tool to identify
the origin of the PL peaks [79, 118, 130], besides the analysis of the jitter pattern (see
section 3.5) and the polarization properties (see section 3.7). In particular, power de-
pendent measurements allow the identification of the biexciton transition among the
several peaks belonging to the same dot. Further details, in particular the biexciton
binding energy and its dependence on the QD size will be discussed in section 4.3.
In QDs one can create and investigate the optical emission of stable biexciton
states due to their 3D confining potential [131]. This is in contrast to bulk systems
or QWs, where formation and dissociation of exciton-molecules (a bound biexciton
state formed from two single uncorrelated excitons) take place. In the latter systems
the biexciton binding energies are fairly low (0.2 meV GaAs bulk [132, 133], and
about 1 meV GaAs/AlGaAs QW [132]). Biexcitons localized by alloy fluctuations
have been observed also for II-VI QWs [134] with binding energies up to 10 meV.
Biexcitons can be generated by increasing the excitation intensity and consequently
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raising the probability of capture of two excitons by the dot. Biexciton emission peaks
appear often red-shifted with respect to the exciton emission energy due to Coulomb
interactions. Furthermore, one observes that the exciton intensity increases linearly
with the excitation power, while the biexciton intensity increase is super-linear. Both
peaks experience a saturation effect, which occurs for the biexciton at higher pump
levels and is less pronounced compared to the exciton. However, biexcitons can not
only be generated by strong pumping. Another possibility are gated, charge tunable
structures with InGaAs/GaAs QDs, allowing the formation of biexcitons and charged
exciton complexes [135]. Alternatively, the direct occupation of the biexciton ground
state was demonstrated by two-photon resonant absorption in natural GaAs/AlGaAs
QDs [46].
For stronger excitation levels the PL spectra exhibit also the emission of higher
multi-excitons [136], in addition to the biexciton emission. The biexciton, which
consists of two excitons with opposite total angular momentum in the two-fold de-
generate single exciton states (s-shell). Due to Pauli-blocking higher excitons fill
excited states of the QD, giving rise to groups of emission peaks at higher energies
in the PL spectrum (p-d-shells). Such shells have been reported, for example, for
InAs/AlGaAs QDs [136] and InAs/GaAs QDs [43] as well InAs/InGaAs [137], with
level splittings in the range of several tens of meV.
Several models have been developed in order to understand the power dependence
of the exciton and biexciton emission intensities. A rate equation system was pro-
posed [46] based on a four-level model including the empty QD ground state, two
degenerate bright exciton states X↑, X↓ and a higher state, which is pumped by the
laser. The steady-state population [46] of the two exciton states X↑, X↓ is given by
N = N↑ = N↓ = Npump/(Npump + τ/τr),
with the occupation of the pumped state Npump = bP . b is the creation efficiency, τ is
the relaxation time of the pump state - exciton state transition, P is the pump power
and τr is the radiative lifetime of the exciton states. The intensities of the exciton
and biexciton transitions are then given by
IX = 2cN(1−N)/τr
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and
IXX = 2cN
2/τr,
with the collection efficiency c. For low excitation power P the occupation of the
exciton states is approximately N ∝ P and the intensities behave nearly as
IX ∝ N ∝ P
and
IXX ∝ N2 ∝ P 2.
This model simulates well the behavior of the investigated natural GaAs/AlGaAs
QDs (micro-PL) [46], following the linear and quadratical increase of the emission
intensities of the exciton and biexciton peaks, as well the saturation behavior for
high excitation levels, which is less pronounced for the biexciton. Another approach
is based on the hypothesis that the formation of biexcitons is due to simultaneous
random capture of two excitons by the dot [131]. In the high excitation limit of this
model, the ratio of the intensities tend to unity IXX/IX → 1, due to the inhibition of
the capture of an exciton during the sequential decay cascade (biexciton → exciton
→ empty QD ground state). This model was applied to the power dependence of the
exciton and biexciton emission of CdSe/ZnSe QDs (micro-PL) [131].
The random capture model [131] does not include complexes higher than the
biexciton. However, it was extended by including the generation of an electron-hole
plasma for high pump intensities [138]. Such an electron-hole plasma, which forms
first in the QD, but then becomes increasingly delocalized with increasing excitation
power, was made responsible for a broad background emission at higher excitation
levels observed in natural GaAs/AlGaAs QDs (SIL-PL) [138]. This model exhibits
differences in the exciton and biexciton saturation behavior and it does not predict
a constant intensity-ratio at high excitation power, in contrast to the initial random
capture model [131].
Besides the above mentioned examples and their interpretations, exciton-biexciton
peak pairs with super-linear power dependence for the biexciton and saturation be-
havior for both at high pump levels have been reported for CdSe/ZnSSe SAQDs (by
cathodoluminescence) [79], CdSe/ZnSe QDs (micro-PL) [130, 139], CdTe/ZnTe QDs
(micro-PL) [118], InAs/InGaAs DWELL (micro-PL) [137], InAs/GaAs QDs (micro-
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PL) [140], InGaAs/GaAs QDs (micro-PL) [141], and large InGaAs/AlGaAs QDs
(micro-PL) [142]. Often, the excitation power dependence of the exciton-biexciton
peak pair is the only criterion applied to identify the biexciton state [46, 131, 137–
140, 142].
Apart from the generation of higher complexes, other effects can occur under
strong pumping. The emission peaks usually broaden with increasing pump inten-
sities, what is attributed to exciton-exciton or exciton-carrier scattering [142]. In-
terestingly, in the presently investigated InAs/AlAs QDs, linewidth narrowing is ob-
served for increasing excitation powers contrary to the above mentioned effect. This
is attributed to screening of the exciton-acoustic phonon interaction by free charge
carriers. However, in the data presented in this section, this effect is not resolved
due to the low spectral resolution of the experiment carried out here. The effect is
investigated in detail in section 5.3.
3.6.1 Results
An example of power dependent micro-PL spectra for a typical single InAs/AlAs QD
studied in the present thesis are shown in Figure 3.11 for varying laser power ranging
from 0.01 to 2 mW. The spectra were recorded in the low density region of the sample
using a mask with 10 µm opening, excitation energy of 2.41 eV, at a temperature
of around 10 K and integration times from seconds to several minutes depending on
excitation power. The PL spectra are normalized by the excitation intensity and
vertically displaced for clarity. For the lowest pump levels (around some tens of µW)
only a single prominent peak labeled X can be observed at 1.571 eV in the otherwise
almost flat PL spectrum. The observation of a single peak in the spectrum at low
laser intensity allows its assignment to a neutral exciton. Other small peaks observed
at low pumping belong to charged excitons or other QDs.
For laser power exceeding P = 100 µW additional emission lines arise. Increasing
further the excitation power the peak labeled XX at 1.563 eV grows rapidly and
dominates the spectrum for the highest pump level. The broad background emission
raising towards lower energies for strong excitation is due to the GaAs bulk exciton
recombination. No evidence of a background emission below the group of QD PL
peaks is found, as reported for natural GaAs/AlGaAs QDs at high excitation levels,
attributed to the formation of an electron-hole plasma [138]. Linewidth broadening
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Figure 3.11: PL spectra of a single QD for varying excitation intensity from 0.01
to 2 mW. Spectra are normalized by the excitation power. For low excitation power
only a single peak dominates the PL spectra, which is attributed to the exciton
emission. With increasing laser power additional peaks appear. The dominating XX
peak is attributed to the biexciton. The background emission is due to the GaAs
bulk exciton.
due to exciton-exciton or exciton-carrier scattering for high excitation power reported
for large InGaAs/AlGaAs QDs [142] is not observed for the spectral resolution of this
experiment (0.35 meV, corresponding to a spectrometer’s entrance slit of 0.4 mm).5
The peak at 1.560 eV is probably a charged exciton complex.
The intensity evolution of the peaks labeled X and XX is shown in a double-
logarithmic plot (Figure 3.12) as a function of the power of the exciting laser beam. By
increasing the excitation power over more than one order of magnitude the intensity
of the exciton peak X increases linearly. At intense pump levels above 0.2 mW
the exciton transition begins to saturate and for further pumping the exciton peak
intensity even starts decreasing. The peak labeled XX can be observed already for
low pump intensities well below the onset of saturation of the exciton transition. Its
intensity increases quadratically with laser power, and even continues growing further
5For the same reason the large fine-structure splitting of this dot cannot be resolved here, too.
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Figure 3.12: The photoluminescence intensities of the exciton X and biexciton XX
transitions of Figure 3.11 are shown as a function of the excitation power. Their
intensities grow linearly and quadratically with the excitation power, respectively.
while the exciton line decreases in intensity. The XX-intensity evolution exhibits also
saturation, which is less pronounced at similar pump intensities in comparison with
the exciton transition. The linear and quadratic intensity increases and the saturation
behavior are considered as the fingerprint of the exciton and biexciton emission [46],
thus confirming the attribution of the X and XX peaks to the exciton and biexciton
recombination, respectively. Such power-dependent PL spectra were used throughout
the present thesis in order to identify the transitions after assigning peaks to the same
single dot by the jitter pattern, see section 3.5. An unambiguous distinction of the
biexciton from other super-linear growing peaks is made by polarization dependent
spectra, see section 3.7. The theoretically predicted power exponents of one and
two have been not always observed. An example is given by the QD investigated
in section 5.2, whose power-dependent PL spectra are shown in Figure 5.7. With
increasing laser power P the intensities IX,XX ∝ P nX,XX grow with the exponents
nX = 0.7 and nXX = 1.4 for the exciton and biexciton peaks, respectively. Deviations
from the ideal behavior of these kind with nXX/nX = 2 (IXX ∝ I2X) have been
reported for MBE grown InAs/InGaAs DWELL structures with exponents nX = 0.77
and nXX = 1.5 [137] as well as for MBE grown InAs/GaAs QDs (exponents nX = 0.71
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and nXX = 1.4) [140]. These deviations are attributed to fast non-radiative scattering
processes induced by defects and impurities [143].
Excited states of InAs/AlAs QDs are expected at least 40 meV above the ground
state [26, 39], and consequently they are not observed in the small spectral range
recorded here.
Figure 3.11 shows that for this particular dot the biexciton emission is 8 meV be-
low the exciton transition energy. The difference is regarded as the biexciton binding
energy, that is the energy difference between biexciton complex and two uncorrelated
excitons. This value is extremely large compared to binding energies of bulk GaAs
(0.2 meV [132, 133]) and QWs (1 meV for GaAs/AlGaAs QW [132]). It also ex-
ceeds by far typical values reported for III-V semiconductor QDs (maximum values:
natural QDs 4.2 meV [46], 3.3 - 4.8 meV for MBE InAs/InGaAs DWELL [137], up to
5 meV for InGaAs/GaAs QDs [144]). Very large values (around 20 meV) have been
found for II-VI QDs [145]. Large values of binding energies are usually attributed
to strong confinement in nanostructures. Correlations play also an important role
in the biexciton binding energy of our quantum dots, as discussed in more detail in
section 4.3.
In summary, the biexciton peak appears under strong pumping in the single dot
spectrum several meV below the exciton transition energy. This is a very large value
in comparison with the 1-2 meV typically observed for the well studied InAs/GaAs
QDs. Details on the biexciton binding energy can be found in section 4.3, where
the dependence on the emission energy is studied. The main purpose of the power
dependent PL measurements in this work is the distinction of the exciton and biex-
citon emission by the linear and super-linear intensity increase, respectively. The
excitation power dependent screening of the exciton- acoustic phonon interaction is
studied in section 5.3.
3.7 Polarization dependence
In general, the exchange interaction lifts the degeneracy between bright and dark
excitons (see below) and particularly for low-symmetry dots, the bright exciton state
is split, too. The latter is known as ”fine structure splitting” (FSS) of the exciton. In
view of the creation of polarization-entangled photon pairs for quantum information
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Figure 3.13: Exciton level scheme: For vanishing exchange energy the exciton state
is four-fold degenerate. Finite exchange interaction splits these states into dark and
bright exciton states. For assymetric confining potentials the bright exciton states
are split due to the asymetric exchange interaction. The biexiton state does not split,
but the transition exhibits the fine-structure splitting of the exciton state. In this
case the optical transitions are linearly polarized along the crystallographic axes [110]
and [11¯0].
applications, such splitting is undesired as it provides ”which-path” information,
preventing a superposition state. [146]. In this section the fine structure splitting
of the exciton level is addressed using polarization-resolved PL. The lifting of the
degeneracy is reflected by doublets in the exciton and biexciton transitions and their
mirror-like polarization properties. These counter-polarized doublets support the
identification of the exciton-biexciton pair. The dependence of the bright exciton
fine-structure splitting on the QD size and the details of the different contributions
to the splitting (structural anisotropy in the lateral plane, atomistic asymmetry of
the crystal structure and piezoelectric effects) are discussed in section 4.4.
The optical properties of a direct-band-gap bulk semiconductor are strongly deter-
mined by band-to-band transitions at the Γ-point between the CB and the degenerate
hh and lh VBs. The optical selection rules of the four optically allowed transitions
are governed by the total (spin+orbital) angular momentum of the carriers and its
projection J , jz, which reduce to spin numbers (s, sz) for electrons: The electron
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(sz = ±1/2) heavy-hole (jz = ±3/2) optical transitions are σ∓ circularly polarized
and the electron (sz = ±1/2) light-hole (jz = ∓1/2) optical transitions are σ±
polarized. However, in the following discussion of possible QD exciton configurations
the light-hole states |J = 1/2, jz = ±1/2〉 can be neglected, since both strain and
quantum confinement split the light-hole (lh) and heavy-hole (hh) bands, which are
degenerated at the Brillouin zone center in bulk semiconductors. 6 InAs dots em-
bedded in a GaAs or AlAs matrix are compressively strained. For a quantum well
with full biaxial strain, a large lh-hh band splitting of up to 0.5 eV can result. This
number can be smaller in QD, as they form by partial strain relaxation of the de-
posited layer [147]. 7 Additionally, the quantum confinement effect leads to a further
splitting of the lh and hh states due to the difference of effective masses, and is es-
timated for a finite QW to be in the order of 0.020 eV. 8 Thus, the lh-hh splitting
is considerably larger than the other relevant energies of the system, as exchange
energy, Zeeman energy, (see section 3.8), and thermal energy. Consequently lh states
will not be populated by holes at low temperatures.
Figure 3.13 shows an energy level diagram useful in the following discussion.
The left level scheme refers to the system without exchange interaction, where the
quantum dot exciton state is four-fold degenerate, since four different electron-heavy
hole angular momentum configurations are possible by combining the electron with
spin S = 1/2 and hh with angular momentum J = 3/2. The four hh-exciton states are
6Magnetic fields lift the degeneracy, too.
7The hydrostatic strain component only produces a rigid shift of all the hh,lh and so VB bands,
and consequently do not split the lh and hh bands. However, in order to perform an estimation of the
order of lh-hh band splitting a fully biaxial strained layer is supposed: For biaxial strain generated
by a lattice-mismatched layer on a [001] oriented substrate, the strain components become [109, 148]
xy = yz = zx = 0, xx = yy = (asubtrate − aQD)/aQD and zz = −2C12xx/C11. At the Brillouin
zone center the biaxial strain-induced splitting becomes then Ehh − Elh = 2Q = −b(xx + yy −
2zz) = −0.493 eV. The following material parameters are used: the lattice constants aQD =
aInAs = 6.058 A˚, asubstrate = aAlAs = 5.661 A˚. the InAs stiffness constants C11 = 0.833 Mbar,
C12 = 0.453 Mbar, and the InAs Pikus-Bir (optical) deformation potential constant b = −1.8 eV.
For biaxially compressive strained layers on [001] substrates the 6x6 matrix representation (basis
states: 2 hh, 2 lh, 2 so) of the strain-Hamiltonian, the hh-lh sub-matrix has block-diagonal form,
i.e. hh and lh do not mix. lh and so sub-matrix has not block-diagonal form, therefore these bands
do mix, but for large so-splitting mixing can be neglected. However, for tensile strain lh and hh
bands would mix up strongly.
8The estimation is done for a L = 3 nm wide and V0 = 0.06 eV deep (InAs/AlAs VB offset)
finite QW with the InAs effective masses at the Γ-point in [001] direction mlh = 0.026m0 and
mhh = 0.26m0. With k =
√
2mlh,hhE/~, and κ =
√
2mlh,hh(V0 − E)/~, the confinement-induced
shift of the lh and hh gound states are the smallest zeros of flh,hh(E) = k tan(kL/2)− κ.
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characterized by their total angular momentum components m = sz + jz = ±1,±2,
with sz = ±1/2 =↑, ↓, and jz = ±3/2 =⇑,⇓. The |m = 1〉 (↓⇑) and |m = −1〉
(↑⇓) states can couple to the light field and are therefore named bright excitons, in
contrast to the states |m = 2〉 (↑⇑) and |m = −2〉 (↓⇓), which are dipole-forbidden
and named dark exciton states.
The spin-spin interaction Hamiltonian, also named exchange interaction Hamil-
tonian, is given by [17, 145, 149] Hspin = azjzsz +Σi=x,y,zbij
3
i si with the electron, and
hh angular momentum components si , ji and the spin-spin coupling factors az and
bi. The exchange interaction has several consequences on the exciton states, that can
be understood by examining the structure of the matrix representation of the spin
Hamiltonian on the | ± 1〉, | ± 2〉 basis:
Hspin =

δ0 δ1
δ1 δ0
−δ0 δ2
δ2 −δ0

(i) For a QD with D2d symmetry the exchange interaction splits (see center
level scheme of Figure 3.13) the fourfold exciton state into two doublets (named
also exchange interaction splitting, singlet-triplet splitting and dark-bright splitting),
namely the m = ±1 radiative (bright) and the m = ±2 non-radiative (dark) exci-
ton states: Both doublets are separated by Eex = δ0 = 3/2(az + 9/2bz). The spin
Hamiltonian exhibits a block form for the bright |m = ±1〉 and dark exciton states
|m = ±2〉. Therefore bright and dark exciton states are not mixed. A further discus-
sion of the dark-bright exciton splitting and examples are given in the section 3.8 in
the context of magnetic fields.
(ii) Inside each block the states are mixed up when the off-diagonal elements are
non-zero. This is always the case for the dark exciton state, even for a dot with D2d
symmetry. The cubic term in the Spin-Hamiltonian splits the triplet | ± 2〉 states by
Eas,±2 = δ2 = 3/4|bx + by| and also mixes them (|+ 2〉 ± | − 2〉).
-(iii) In contrast to the dark exciton states, the bright states |±1〉 are degenerated
for D2d symmetry (symmetric confining potential, bx = by ). By lowering the symme-
try of the QD below D2d (bx 6= by, see right level scheme in Figure 3.13), the bright
states are split by Eas,±1 = δ1 = 3/4|bx− by| and become mixed, too. The anisotropy
mixed states | + 1〉 ± | − 1〉 are dipole active along two orthogonal principal axes of
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the nanostructure and give rise to linearly cross-polarized transitions along the [110]
and [110] crystallographic directions (polarization anisotropy). In the following of
the present thesis the term fine-structure splitting refers in general to the splitting of
the bright exciton states (anisotropic exchange splitting).
The biexciton state is a singlet state with total angular momentum J = 0, since
it is formed by pairs of electrons and holes with opposite angular momentum pro-
jection, respectively, and therefore they are not affected by the exchange interaction.
Nevertheless, the biexciton emission experiences also the lifting of the degeneracy of
the exciton state with the same amount of fine-structure splitting. Consequently,
similarly to the exciton emission, the biexciton emission is also a doublet consisting
of two orthogonally linear polarized peaks along the [110] and [110] crystallographic
directions. The spectral order of the polarized peaks of the biexciton emission doublet
is reversed with respect to the sequence of the exciton transitions.
Exchange interaction effects were observed also in QW with symmetry lower
than D2d and. Optically detected magnetic resonance measurements on type-II
GaAs/AlAs QWs revealed a zero-field splitting (0.35 - 1.5 µeV) of the bright exciton
state with linear polarization along the [110] and [110] crystallographic directions,
interpreted as symmetry lowering from the D2d symmetry of QWs [150]. Further, it
was found, that for a fraction of excitons in type-I GaAs/AlGaAs QWs (measure-
ment of the circular polarization degree of magneto-PL) [151] the optically allowed
states are non-degenerate at zero field and have [110] and [1-10] symmetry. Growth
steps in the interfaces were proposed as the anisotropy source along the [110] and
[1-10] directions [151]. Fine-structure splitting values of 20-60 µeV and linear po-
larization was observed in natural QDs in GaAs/AlGaAs QWs (PL) [59, 152], for
the ground and excited states. 9 Other values measured for the bright exciton split-
ting include: 0.15 meV for InGaAs/GaAs SAQDs [149], 0.15-0.35 meV for MOCVD
InAs/InGaAs/GaAs DWELL [154], and extreme large splittings of 0.5-1 meV for
InAs/Al0.6Ga0.4As SAQDs [17]. This large FSS is tentatively attributed to shape
anisotropy and enhanced confinement due to the Al containing barriers but the pre-
cise origin is left open. A large range of splittings is observed for II-VI semicon-
ductor QDs: 13 µeV [155], 0.2 meV [156], 0.04-0.45 meV [155], 0.3-0.8 meV [145] for
CdSe/ZnSe QDs, and 0.17 meV for natural QDs in CdTe/CdMgTe QW [157]. Several
9Similar values were calculated [153] for 42-48 nm large asymmetric islands.
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Figure 3.14: Photoluminescence spectra of a single QD: The exciton (X) and biex-
citon (XX) emission lines consist of fine-structure split doublets with linear cross
polarization along the crystallographic axes [110] and [11¯0]. The insets show details
of the X and XX peaks.
authors also report the biexciton fine structure and its mirror symmetric polarization
to the exciton doublet [130, 145, 154, 157].
3.7.1 Results
Figure 3.14 shows polarization resolved spectra of a single QD. The spectra were
taken at a temperature of 10 K and excited with an energy and intensity of 2.54 eV
and 1 mW, respectively. The entrance slits of the spectrometer were set to 50 µm
and short integration times were used in order to reduce jitter-induced broadening.
In the bottom panel of the Figure mutually orthogonal linear polarized PL emission
along the laboratory axes H (horizontal) and V (vertical) are shown as blue and red
curves, respectively. H and V correspond to the [110] and [1-10] crystallographic
directions. The PL spectra exhibit two doublets X and XX, which are shown in the
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upper enlarged left and right insets, respectively. The exciton peak X at 1.5745 eV
consists of two orthogonally polarized components with the H-polarized emission
about 0.3 meV below the V-polarized emission line. A more detailed discussion
and a systematic study of the bright exciton fine-structure splitting in function of the
exciton emission energy follows in section 4.4. The biexciton emission XX at 1.566 eV
(about 8.5 meV below the exciton peak) exhibits a similar large splitting, but the
sequence of the linearly polarized peaks is reversed compared to the exciton doublet.
The polarization properties therefore confirm the assignment of the PL peaks to
the exciton and biexciton emission, which can be distinguished by their excitation
power dependence, see section 3.6.In this measurement the splittings of the exciton
and biexciton are slightly different, due to spectral wandering between consecutive
measurements of the two orthogonally polarized spectra.: If the second recorded PL
spectra, say the H-polarized one, is shifted to higher energies by the jitter amount,
the splitting of the biexciton peak increases and simultaneously the splitting of the
exciton doublet decreases. The effect of jitter can be eliminated by time-averaging
both splittings, at the price of a higher linewidth.
In summary, lowering of the QD symmetry lifts the angular momentum degener-
acy of the bright exciton state due to the asymmetry of the electron-hole exchange
interaction. The exciton states become mixed with the consequence that both the
biexciton and exciton emission split and their emission polarization becomes linear.
The observation of such orthogonally polarized doublets with opposite order for the
biexciton and exciton, along with the power dependence and jitter pattern allows
their assignment. A large fine structure splitting is observed compared to the widely
studied InAs/GaAs QDs, and attributed to piezoelectric fields. The size dependence
of the splitting is further discussed in section 4.4.
3.8 Magnetic field dependence
Magneto-PL spectroscopy is a very powerful tool for the investigation of the fine-
structure of electronic states since the magnetic field couples to the electron and hole
spins and lifts existing spin-degeneracies. The following discussion complements the
one in section 3.7 on the exciton levels splitting by exchange interaction. For the
investigated InAs/AlAs dot the Zeeman splitting of the bright exciton state gives
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a g-factor of 1.7. The observed diamagnetic shift of 1.4 µeV/T2 is extremely small
indicating strong localization of the exciton wavefunction by the high AlAs barriers.
Furthermore, the magneto-PL measurements reveal narrow sidebands observed below
the bright exciton doublets. As shown later on, they are unlikely to be due to dark
exciton states becoming ”bright” by the field. The physical origin of this low-energy
sidebands is investigated in section 5.3.
The coupling of the electron and hole spins via the electron-hole exchange interac-
tion for zero magnetic field has been discussed in section 3.7. It gives rise to splitting
of the four-fold degenerated exciton level into two bright and two dark exciton states.
Here, the inclusion of an external magnetic field, which couples to the electron and
hole spins, is studied. As discussed in 3.7 confinement and strain split the heavy and
light hole states by a large amount. This strongly reduces mixing of these states,
allowing to neglect the light hole states. Recalling the notation from section 3.7, the
four exciton states are described by the sum of the angular momenta projections of
the electron and hole that form the exciton M = Sz + Jz. This result in heavy hole
excitons with total angular momenta M = ±1 and M = ±2, being Sz = ±1/2 and
Jz = ±3/2 the electron and hole angular momenta projections, respectively.
Zeeman splitting
Figure 3.15 shows the evolution of the exciton states energies in a magnetic field and
helps in the following discussion. The Hamiltonian, which couples the magnetic field
B with the electron S = 1/2 and hole = 3/2 angular momenta (also named Zeeman
interaction) is given by [150, 151, 158] HZeeman = µBΣi=x,y,z(ge,iSi− gh,iJi/3)Bi with
the Bohr magneton µB = e~/2me and the anisotropic electron and hole g-factors
ge,i and gh,i. The matrix representation in the basis of the exciton states (m=| ± 1〉,
| ± 2〉) is given in Ref. [102, 158] for an arbitrary oriented magnetic field. For a field
applied parallel to the growth axis z (Faraday configuration) the matrix is diagonal,
so that states are shifted but not mixed. For electron ge and hole gh g-factors in the
z-direction the bright- and dark- exciton g-factors are: gB = ge + gh, gD = ge − gh,
respectively, and the Hamiltonian matrix takes the form [102]:
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hh-exciton
|±1〉,|±2〉
|+2〉±|−2〉
|±1〉
forbidden
pix
piypix
piy
B = 0
|XX〉
|X〉
|0〉
J = 0
δ0
δ2
δ1
Eex = 0 Eex ≠ 0
D2d < D2d
B > 0 Faraday
σ+ σ−
σ− σ+
|+1〉
|−1〉
Figure 3.15: Exciton level scheme: The exciton state splits by applying a magnetic
field (Faraday configuration) due to the Zeeman interaction. For high magnetic fields
the Zeeman interaction dominates over the exchange interaction, i.e. mixing of the
states is negligible and the transitions become circularly polarized.
HZeeman,B||z = µBBz/2

+gB
−gB
+gD
−gD
.
This matrix is similar to the exchange interaction Hamiltonian. Consequently, the
in-plane symmetry (if present) of the QD is preserved, bright and dark states are
not mixed and angular momentum remains a good quantum number. For magnetic
fields applied perpendicular to the growth axis (Voigt configuration) the matrix has
not a block-diagonal form anymore and bright and dark states get mixed. In Voigt
configuration the matrix is [102]
HZeeman,B||x = µBBz/2

ge,x gh,x
gh,x ge,x
ge,x gh,x
gh,x ge,x
.
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Thus, in Voigt configuration, the dark states become optically active allowing their
study by PL spectroscopy. In Faraday configuration dark excitons have been ob-
served, too, what has been attributed to a slightly tilted magnetic field that mixes
dark and bright [102]. Due to the mixing, magneto-PL measurements are often em-
ployed for studies involving the dark exciton: Bright-dark exciton splittings δ0 of
one and two orders of magnitude larger than the bulk values were reported (20 µeV
for bulk GaAs [151] and 4.3 µeV for bulk In0.6Ga0.4As [102]). Measured values for
QDs include 100 - 250 µeV [102, 149, 158] for InGaAs/GaAs QDs (systematically
increasing for decreasing QD size [102]), 4 meV [159] and 0.4 - 0.45 meV [102] for
InAs/GaAs QDs, 1.5 - 5 meV for InP/GaInP QDs [160], 0.13 meV for CdSe NC [161]
and 1.7 - 1.9 meV [156] and 3.2 meV for CdSe/ZnSe QDs [145].
The energy of the two bright and two dark eigenstates is given as a function of
the magnetic field B oriented in Faraday configuration by [102]
E±1 = 1/2(δ0/2±
√
(ge + gh)2µ2BB
2 + δ21)
and
E±2 = 1/2(δ0/2±
√
(ge − gh)2µ2BB2 + δ22),
respectively. For low magnetic fields the states shift quadratically with the magnetic
field. For high magnetic field one can neglect the asymmetry splittings δ1 and δ2 of
the bright and dark exciton doublets and the states shift linearly with the magnetic
field according to
E±1 ≈ 1/2(δ0/2± |ge + gh|µBB)
and
E±2 ≈ 1/2(δ0/2± |ge − gh|µBB).
The Zeeman splittings of the bright and dark states are then given by
∆E±1 = |ge + gh|µBB and ∆E±2 = |ge − gh|µBB. (3.3)
These splittings add to the exchange one, which usually can be neglected at high
magnetic fields. Absolute bright exciton g-factors |ge + gh| around 2 are usually
reported: For example, 2.4 [162], 3 [141, 149, 158], and 2 - 3 [163] for InGaAs/GaAs
QDs, 1 - 2 [163], 0.6 (tall) - 2.8 (flat) [164] and 3.23 [165] for InAs/GaAs QDs, 0.5
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- 1.5 for InAs/InGaAs/GaAs DWELL [154] as well 1.56 for CdSe/ZnSe QD [145].
Some authors report a tendency [164, 166] of decreasing g values for decreasing dot
size.
Diamagnetic Shift
Apart from the Zeeman splitting, which reflects the breaking of the spin degeneracy,
there is an overall shift to higher energies of the electronic levels. In contrast to
free carriers, whose levels shift linearly in a magnetic field (named Landau-levels), in
structures restricting the cyclotron motion, the effect is reduced to a quadratic shift
for low magnetic fields (named diamagnetic shift). Thus, the recombination energy
exhibits a quadratic shift for small magnetic fields, which becomes linear for high
magnetic fields, as the electronic system approaches the Landau-level behavior. The
diamagnetic shift can be approximated for strong geometric confinement by [141]
∆Ediamag = e
2/8(< r2e > /me+ < r
2
h > /mh)B
2,
where me, mh are the electron and hole effective masses, and < r
2
e >, < r
2
h > the
mean square lateral extensions of electron and hole wavefunctions. Assuming similar
wavefunction extensions for the electron and hole < r2e >≈< r2h >≈< r2X >, the
diamagnetic shift becomes
∆Ediamag = e
2 < r2X > B
2/(4µ) = γ2B
2,
with the in-plane reduced mass µ = memh/(me+mh) and the diamagnetic coefficient
γ2 = e
2 < r2X > /4µ. Thus, the diamagnetic coefficient γ2 is a measure of the
exciton wavefunction extension. The stronger is the localization, the weaker is the
shift. A systematic study on InGaAs/GaAs QDs [167] shows decreasing diamagnetic
coefficients for decreasing structure sizes down to γ2 = 10 µeV/T
2 for 20 nm wide deep
etched QDs and γ2 = 20 µeV/T
2 for 30 nm wide modulated barrier QDs. For self-
assembled QDs the diamagnetic coefficient γ2 has typically values near 10 µeV/T
2.
For example, the following values were reported for In(Ga)As/GaAs QDs: 7.8 [141]
10 6.3 [162], 9.22 [163], 10.7 [165], 6.4-16 [164], 6.5-8.5 [154] and 25-12 µeV/T2
10Not all cited authors give the number. Then is extracted from the Figures, see for example
Figure 3 of [141]: The diamagnetic coefficient is γ2 = 0.5 meV /82T2 = 7.8µeV/T2.
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Figure 3.16: Polarized PL spectra of the exciton doublet for a series of magnetic fields
up to 12 T. Red and black curves show right and left circularly polarized emission,
respectively. The emission of two individual excitons QD1 and QD2 is observed. Low-
energy sidebands accompany the ZPL doublets up to 12 T. Already for low magnetic
fields (> 4 T), the magnetic field restores D2D symmetry and emission transforms
from linear to almost fully circularly polarized. Spectra are taken at 10 K.
(systematically decreasing with exciton emission energy from 1.34-1.41 eV) [168].
3.8.1 Results
The magneto-PL setup described in section 2.1 was used. It is necessary to make a
dot re-alignment for each magnetic field because of the high sensibility of the setup to
magnetostriction. The polarization of the luminescence was analyzed by a quarter-
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wave retarder and a linear polarizer. A scrambler was placed in front of the spectrom-
eter’s entrance slit, in order to get rid of the polarization sensibility of the gratings.
The dots are excited non-resonantly above the wetting layer with the 514 nm line
of an Ar+ ion laser at a temperature of about 2 K. Figure 3.16 shows circularly
polarized micro-PL spectra for varying magnetic field up to 12 T of two individual
QD excitons emitting near 1.566 eV (QD1) and 1.576 eV (QD2) at zero-field, respec-
tively. Spectra are vertically shifted for clarity. Red and black curves show σ+ and
σ− polarized spectra, respectively. For increasing magnetic fields the energy separa-
tion of zero-field split exciton doublets increases due to the Zeeman interaction. For
both excitons the σ+ polarized low-energy component first shifts slightly to lower
energies and is nearly constant for higher magnetic field, since the diamagnetic shift
to higher energies compensates the Zeeman shift to lower energies. In contrast, the
σ− polarized high-energy emission peaks experience a strong shift to higher energies,
as both contributions have the same sign. Furthermore, both exciton doublets ex-
hibit narrow sidebands, which remain close to the Zeeman-split exciton peaks for all
magnetic fields.
For low magnetic fields both components of the exciton doublets are observed
in both circular polarizations, since both are linearly cross-polarized. For increasing
fields the emission turns gradually circularly polarized. In-plane isotropy can be
restored by comparatively small magnetic fields of B > 4 T, indicating a only a small
geometric in-plane anisotropy. Interestingly, a very large zero-field fine-structure
splitting of about 0.28 meV is observed, while our magneto-PL results indicate only
a small lateral asymmetry. This suggests that the large fine-structure splitting is
not originated by geometrical asymmetry. In section 4.4 the origins of the large fine
structure splittings are discussed.
The doublets around 1.568 eV in the spectra taken at 5 - 7 T correspond to
the biexciton emission of QD2. The magnetic field does not split the J = 0 spin-
singlet biexciton state, but the biexciton transition inherits the splitting from the
final exciton state. Both the biexciton and exciton doublets have the same circular
polarization sequence, in contrast to the mirror-like linear counter-polarized doublet
at zero-field (see Figure 3.16).
Figure 3.17 (a) shows the energy positions of the main exciton transitions, (which
will be called zero-phonon-lines (ZPLs) for reasons given below) and the sidebands of
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Figure 3.17: Magnetic field dependence of peak positions and splittings: (a) The
energy position of the (zero-phonon lines) ZPLs and the narrow sidebands are shown
in black and red curves, respectively. The blue curve is the center of the ZPL doublet,
i.e. it shows the diamagnetic shift. (b) The black and red curves show the splittings
between the ZPLs and sidebands, respectively. (c) The red (black) curve show the
energy separations between the x (y)-sideband and the x (y)-ZPL.
QD1 as a function of the magnetic field. The energy difference of the bright exciton
doublet (black curve) is shown in Figure 3.17 (b). For fields up to 5 T the splitting
deviates significantly from the linear Zeeman splitting due to the large fine-structure
splitting. For fields above 5 T the splitting increases linearly with increasing magnetic
field. At 12 T the Zeeman splitting amounts to 1.2 meV corresponding to an exciton
g-factor of 1.7, what is in the range of the values cited above. A study on dots
with AlGaAs barriers [17] gives a g-factor of 2.25. Since the dark exciton is not
observed in the spectra (see discussion below), the electron and hole g-factors cannot
be determined separately.
The narrow sidebands are 0.25 meV below the exciton ZPLs. Since similar split-
tings were reported for the bright-dark exciton splitting in self-assembled QDs, one
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might tentatively attribute the sidebands to the emission of the dark exciton states.
Several arguments contradict this hypothesis: (i) Dark exciton states observed at
zero-magnetic field due to a strongly broken symmetry of the dot are not described
in the framework of the exchange interaction Hamiltonian introduced in section 3.7.
(ii) Furthermore, a large range of values up to several meV were observed, see the val-
ues cited above. For InAs dots embedded in AlAs barriers an one order of magnitude
larger bright-dark exciton splitting in the meV-range was estimated [33, 77]. (iii) The
magneto-PL measurements contradict the dark-exciton hypothesis. The red curve in
Figure 3.17 (b) shows that the splitting between the two narrow sidebands is essen-
tially the same as the bright exciton Zeeman splitting. Figure 3.17 (c) demonstrates
that the separation between the ZPLs and its sidebands is approximately constant
for magnetic fields up to 12 T. From the equations 3.3 follows that only in the un-
likely case that either the electron or the hole g-factor is zero, both bright and dark
exciton Zeeman splittings are the same, what would lead to the behavior observed in
panels (b) and (c). This excludes that the sidebands are due to dark exciton states,
but rather seem to be a feature of the ZPLs itself. In section 5.3 it is demonstrated,
that the narrow sidebands are due to the interaction of the QD exciton with acoustic
phonons.
The blue curve of Figure 3.17 (a) is the center of the Zeeman split doublet, and it
therefore shows the diamagnetic shift of the exciton level. The diamagnetic coefficient
of the quadratic shift to higher energies is extremely small with γ2 = 1.38 µeV/T
2
and fairly below the typically reported values cited above for the commonly studied
In(Ga)As/GaAs QDs. This indicates the extremely strong localization due to the
high AlAs barriers. In agreement with that, a likewise small value of 3.5 µeV/T2 [17]
was reported for InAs QDs in InAs/Al0.6Ga0.4As barriers. The shift is quadratic with
the field up to 12 T. This shows that, due to the strong confinement, the system does
not approach the linear Landau-level behavior in the available magnetic field range.
In summary, at high magnetic fields the Zeeman splitting corresponds to a bright
exciton g-factor of 1.7, which is close to the widely reported value around 2. An
extremely small diamagnetic shift of 1.4 µeV/T2 points to strong localization due to
the high AlAs barriers. Circular polarization is restored for small fields, indicating
only small structural dot asymmetry. The magneto-PL measurements reveal that
the narrow sidebands below the ZPLs are likely not due to dark excitons emission.
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The origin of these sidebands is discussed in section 5.3 in terms of exciton-acoustic
phonon coupling.
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Chapter 4
Electronic properties
In this chapter the exciton and biexciton emissions of a series of single quantum dots
of InAs in an AlAs matrix are studied. As discussed in chapter 3, these emissions
consist of linear cross-polarized doublets showing large values of both the biexciton
binding energy and the fine-structure splitting. At increasing exciton emission en-
ergy, corresponding to decreasing dot size, the biexciton binding energy decreases
from 9 meV down to zero, reflecting a possible crossover to an antibinding regime.
Simultaneously the fine-structure splitting diminishes from a value of 0.3 meV down
to zero, at the same energy, suggesting a common origin for the two effects. 1
4.1 Introduction
Semiconductor quantum dots are important for production of single photons [169]
and entangled photon pairs [7, 170] for quantum information processing, due to the
discrete and tunable electronic structure of zero-dimensional systems. Confinement
of carriers in QDs at distances smaller than the Bohr radius increases electron in-
teractions, which are crucial to determine the electronic structure and the optical
properties of the QD. Electron interactions determine the relative alignment and the
eventual coherent coupling of excitons and biexcitons [171], which has been proposed
as a suitable system for quantum gate operations [172]. Both the biexciton bind-
ing energy (BBE) and the fine-structure splitting (FSS) are basic features of QDs
1Part of these results were published in J. Appl. Phys. 100, 023109 (2006) and Physica E 32,
111 (2006)
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caused by Coulomb interactions, which depend on the QD shape, size, composition
and strain.
The biexciton binding energy ∆EXX is the difference in energy needed to create
a second electron-hole pair in a QD with already one pair present, and corresponds
therefore to the energy difference between two separated excitons 2EX and the biexci-
ton complex EXX : ∆EXX = EX−emission−EXX−emission = 2EX−EXX . The biexciton
binding energy depends on the details of the Coulomb interaction and it can become
negative (antibinding) when confinement is reduced in small dots [144, 173, 174], in
contrast to the always positive exciton binding energy. 2 An anti-binding biexciton
is a stable configuration in spite of the repulsive Coulomb interactions, since the 0D
confinement potential prevents the separation of the charges. In principle one would
expect the interaction between two neutral excitons to be weak, but localization of
the electron and hole wavefunctions leads to a complicated interplay of the various
Coulomb interactions, including direct repulsive Coulomb contributions between the
two electrons and two holes, respectively. This interplay depends sensitively on the
details of the QD size, shape and composition and results in scatter of the observed
BBE values [146, 173, 175].
The BBE was studied as a function of the exciton emission energy. An enhance-
ment of the BBE for decreasing QD size was predicted theoretically [176] and observed
in CuCl QDs [177] as well as in etched QDs [167].
In very small QDs an antibinding biexcitons have been predicted as the repul-
sive Coulomb interactions overcome other contributions [178]. In a series of annealed
InGaAs/GaAs QDs [175] an increment of the BBE was initially observed, followed
by a BBE decrease, for increasing exciton emission energy (i.e. for decreasing dot
size). The increment was attributed to the reduction of the asymmetry of the In dis-
tribution upon annealing of the samples. Annealing converts the initial asymmetric
indium distribution into a Gaussian-like distribution. The asymmetric distribution
favors electron-hole charge separation [179] and therefore increases repulsive contri-
butions [180]. The BBE decrease observed for smaller dots [181]is attributed to the
decreasing confinement energy, due to finite barriers. In a PL study on InAs/GaAs
QDs [146] no correlation between the BBE and the exciton emission energy was found.
In contrast, a cathodoluminescence study likewise on InAs/GaAs QDs [173] reports
2The exciton binding energy is given by attractive direct Coulomb interaction between charge
carriers of opposite sign, exchange interaction and correlation.
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a decreasing BBE for increasing exciton recombination energy, which is explained by
a dominant contribution of correlation terms in the electron-hole interaction. Corre-
lation is reduced in smaller QD due to their smaller number of confined states.
The origin of the fine-structure splitting (FSS) is the asymmetry of the electron-
hole exchange interaction along the (110) and (1-10) crystallographic directions,
which leads to the splitting of the degenerate bright exciton states (see also sec-
tion 3.7). This asymmetry has been initially attributed to a QD lateral elonga-
tion along these directions [17, 59, 145, 157]. In addition to that, the asymmetric
piezoelectric potential associated to shear strain [182–184] and the intrinsic atomistic
asymmetry of the zinc-blende lattice [174, 185] can also produce a splitting even in a
cylindrical QDs. The control of the FSS is important because the possibility to make
it smaller than the homogeneous emission linewidth of the QD is a crucial step to
obtain entangled pairs of photons.
Several studies have been performed in order to correlate the FSS with the exciton
emission energy. For InGaAs/GaAs QDs [102] no correlation was found between the
bright exciton fine-structure splitting (0-0.15 meV) and the dot emission energy in
the range of 1.30-1.33 eV. The same holds for InAs/GaAs QDs [102] for the emission
energy range of 1.295-1.315 eV (FSS = 0.1-0.18 meV). Also for InAs/InGaAs/GaAs
DWELL [154] the magnitude of the FSS of 0.15-0.35 meV is independent of the ex-
citon emission in the energy range of 0.94-0.975 eV. These studies cover only a small
emission energy range of 20-35 meV and scatter of the data might obscure any exist-
ing trend. However, studies extended over a larger emission energy range in series of
annealed InGaAs/GaAs QDs [175], uncovered a systematic trend of the FSS, namely,
a decrease of the FSS from 96 to 6 µeV with increasing emission energy. The ef-
fect is interpreted in terms of a symmetrization of the in-plane exciton confinement
due to indium diffusion. A similar study was performed on InGaAs QDs [186] and
InAs/InGaAs/GaAs DWELL [187] revealing the same trend. In this case the FSS re-
duction is attributed to a reduction of strain due to In/Ga intermixing, what results in
a more s-like exciton wavefunction and hence weaker electron-hole exchange interac-
tion. Decreasing FSS by repeated annealing steps of the same individual InAs/GaAs
QD is also attributed to a symmetrization of the wavefunctions [188]. Recent results
reveal a sign reversal of the fine-structure splitting for increasing photoluminescence
(PL) emission energy in InAs/GaAs dots [146, 184].
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While the vast majority of systems studied so far are InAs QDs with GaAs or
AlGaAs [17] barriers, the use of AlAs barriers has some advantages: (i) stronger
carrier confinement leading to visible emission and enhanced electron interactions, (ii)
longer lifetimes [34] due to the poorer phonon coupling to the barriers, and (iii) strong
reduction of intermixing between the QD and the barriers [33, 129]. In addition, the
higher confinement leads to a different mixing of heavy and light holes, which in
turn affects the electronic and optical properties of the QD. In the following the
results of a PL study of the biexciton binding energy and the fine-structure splitting
in single InAs/AlAs QDs is presented. Both quantities have larger values than in
InAs/GaAs dots and decrease monotonously with increasing QD emission energy,
i.e., with decreasing QD size. Both BEE and FSS vanish for emission energy around
1.63 eV, suggesting a possible sign reversal in both magnitudes. These results suggest
a common origin for the size dependent reduction and vanishing of both the biexciton
binding energy and fine-structure splitting. They are tentatively interpreted in terms
of the changes in the exciton extension and shape as the confinement is reduced
when the dot size is decreased. The results give support to the possibility to create
entangled photon pairs in the visible region using InAs/AlAs QDs.
4.2 Experiment
Details of the investigated InAs/AlAs QD sample [67] can be found section 2.2.2.
The PL emission was excited with an argon-ion laser with a typical power on the
sample of 1 mW. All the measurements were taken at about 9 K. Further details on
the experiment are described in section 2.1. Selected openings of the sample metal
mask, as well as larger areas (10×10µm2) outside the mask, were initially mapped by
PL. Exciton and biexciton peaks belonging to the same QD were identified by three
required conditions as discussed in chapter 3: (i) parallel random time evolution of the
PL energies (jitter), (ii) linear and quadratic PL intensity dependences on excitation
power for the exciton and biexciton, respectively, in the low excitation regime, and
(iii) linear counter-polarization of the exciton and biexciton split emission lines along
the [110] and [1-10] directions.
Exciton and biexciton emission of eleven individual QDs with different emission
energies have been identified by this procedure in order to determine the dependen-
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Figure 4.1: Dependence of the biexciton binding energy on the exciton emission
energy. Very large values up to 9 meV are observed. The biexciton binding energy
decreases with increasing emission energy, and vanishes at about 1.63 eV. For the dots
marked with filled circles no splitting could be measured, making difficult the reliable
assignment of the biexciton peak, which was only determined by the excitation power
dependence. For the data point with an error bar, several peaks were candidates for
being biexcitons. The dashed line serves as a guide to the eye.
cies of BBE and FSS on the QD exciton emission energy. It is assumed, as a first
approximation, that the exciton ground state emission energy reflects the QD size.
4.3 Results: Biexciton binding energy
The results for the biexciton binding energy is shown in Figure 4.1. The main result
is the decrease of the biexciton binding energy with the exciton emission energy and
its vanishing at the highest exciton energy measured (1.63 eV). This trend is the
same as in InAs dots with GaAs barriers [144, 173] and in annealed InAs QDs (for
the high emission energy regime) [189], although the observed values for the biexciton
binding energy are essentially larger (up to 9 meV) than the common values reported
for GaAs barriers (2-3 meV). The three orange points at the higher emission energies
correspond to QDs whose fine-structure splitting was too small to be resolved. In
these cases only criteria (i) and (ii) were used to identify the exciton and biexciton
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lines of a single dot. The value of the biexciton binding energy is determined by
the Coulomb interactions and more specifically by correlation between electrons and
holes. It has been shown experimentally [144, 173] and theoretically [144, 173, 174]
that the biexciton binding energy can vanish and change its sign depending on the
dot size. A state with negative binding energy can exist because of the three dimen-
sional confinement. Antibinding of the biexciton ground state is expected to occur in
small dots when the number of bound states decreases, thus reducing the correlation
energy [173]. In the present case the high AlAs barriers result in a stronger exciton
confinement and more bound states in the QD. Calculations show that the trend is
dominated by the variation of the number of confined hole states, while the number
of electron states has no impact on the BBE [173]. The observed trend in our dots
can be thus attributed to varying correlation effects due to the changing number of
confined hole levels.
The observed BEE values up to ∆EXX = 9 meV are extremely large com-
pared to the usually reported values for the commonly studied In(Ga)As/GaAs
QDs, as stated above. Comparatively large values of ∆EXX = 4.6 − 5.14 meV
were also reported for large (30-100 nm) InGaAs/AlGaAs QDs [142] and 5 meV for
Al0,36In0,64As/Al0,33Ga0,67As QDs [190]. Although these systems contain aluminum
in the barriers, too, correlation might be enhanced in these dots due to the lower
sub-level spacing (large dots and shallow dots compared to InAs/AlAs QDs, respec-
tively). In our dots the barriers are nominally pure AlAs. Thus the higher biexciton
binding energy can be attributed to increased correlation, which in turn is enhanced
due to a larger number of confined states rather than a reduced sub-level spacing.
4.4 Results: Fine-structure splitting
Large values of the FSS up to 0.3 meV are observed in our dots, similar to 0.5-1 meV
for InAs/Al0.6Ga0.4As dots [17] and to recently reported values up to 0.52 meV for
InAs/GaAs QDs (CL) [184]. This is larger than the usually reported values up to
0.2 meV for In(Ga)As/GaAs QDs [59, 149, 158, 187, 189].
The variation of the fine-structure splitting ∆FS with the QD exciton emission en-
ergy is shown in Figure 4.2. The value of the FSS decreases with the exciton emission
energy and vanishes at roughly the same energy as the BBE. The decreasing trend
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Figure 4.2: Dependence of the bright exciton fine-structure splitting on the exciton
recombination energy. Large values of the splitting up to 0.3 meV are observed. The
splitting decreases with increasing emission energy, and vanishes at about 1.63 eV.
The dashed line serves as a guide to the eye.
suggests a possible splitting reversal for emission energies above 1.63 eV. Such sign
reversal has been predicted for InGaAs/GaAs QDs [92] of changing size and recently
reported experimentally in InAs/GaAs QDs [146]. No effect of the QD density on the
FSS has been observed in the investigated sample, so that any influence of interdot in-
teractions on the FSS is excluded. Three different possibilities have been given as the
origin of the exciton fine-structure splitting, which are not mutually excluding: (a)
electron-hole exchange anisotropy induced by lateral dot elongation [17, 145] (see also
section 3.7) , (b) potential anisotropy due to strain-induced piezoelectric fields [182–
184], and (c) intrinsic anisotropy of the atomic structure [92, 174, 185]. The latter is
predicted to be a rather small effect in the order of few µeV and independent from
the dot shape, and cannot therefore account for the trend. Although both, piezo-
electricity and structural elongation introduce anisotropy in the confining potential,
the influence of these mechanisms on the wavefunctions is different. Piezoelectricity
accommodates the electron and hole wavefunctions orthogonally in the dot, while the
elongated dot shape forces the wavefunctions to be orientated parallel [184]. Conse-
quently different effects of both mechanisms have to be expected. The dot elongation
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mechanism predicts larger FSS in smaller dots [145, 184] and is therefore unlikely to
account alone for the sign reversal. The piezoelectric mechanism implies elongation
of the electron and hole wave functions along (110) and (1-10) directions, respec-
tively, for pyramid-shaped QDs [183]. As this elongation is hindered in small QDs,
FSS is expected to decrease for decreasing dot size. A mixture of these mechanisms
has been invoked to explain the experimental results on InAs/GaAs QDs [146]. An
atomistic calculation also predicts a decrease of the FSS for decreasing dot heights
in lens-shaped circular dots [185]. Similar arguments are given to explain the depen-
dence of the FSS (∆FS = 0.5 − 0.1 meV for EX = 1.05 − 1.35 eV) on the exciton
energy observed for InAs/GaAs dots by cathodoluminescence [184]. The calcula-
tions of [184] (8 band k·p and configuration interaction method) show a decrease of
the FSS for decreasing dot size for square based pyramids including piezoelectricity,
whereas the FSS increases for decreasing size of [1-10]-elongated dots (negative sign
for [110]-elongated dots). Therefore, the observed trend is attributed to a decisive
impact of the piezoelectric mechanism on the size-dependence of the FSS.
The effect of piezoelectricity on the p-state splitting for varying size and shape
was calculated for InGaAs QDs [191]. The p-state splitting is a measure of the
confinement anisotropy between the [110] and [1-10] directions and thus dependencies
of the p-state splitting can be applied to the FSS, too [191]. It is shown that for
increasing size of pyramidal dots the p-splitting increases, and by including second
order piezoelectric effect the splitting is further slightly enhanced. Furthermore, by
increasing the vertical aspect ratio (height/base length) the p-state splitting increases,
too. It has been shown that a larger QD volume involves larger vertical aspect ratios
for both InAs/GaAs [73] and InAs/AlAs QDs [24]. Thus, both trends should combine
to an increased effect.
The trend of Figure 4.2, similar to previous results in InAs/GaAs dots [146, 184],
where sign reversal of FSS has been found, allows to assume that the piezoelectric
mechanism is the origin of the results for the InAs/AlAs QDs, too.
Although a clear trend to vanishing FSS can be observed, the data exhibits a
large scatter. The ground state emission energy does not depend on a unique pa-
rameter as the QD height or QD volume, since shape variations and composition
fluctuation also alter the emission energy. The large scatter of the data in the plot
as function of the exciton emission energy can be consequently attributed to the
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imprecise approximation of relating the QD size with the emission energy. Simi-
lar arguments hold for the scatter of BBE data, too. Besides the common trend
of the FSS for different dot samples (or sample series), there is apparently a ten-
dency to large FSS for samples that contain aluminum in the matrix. The small
number of studies on such dots include, the presently investigated InAs/AlAs QDs
with FSS up to 0.3 eV, InAs/Al0.6Ga0.4As QD with FSS of 0.5-1 meV (tentatively
attributed to shape anisotropy and enhanced confinement due to the barriers) [17]
and InAs/Al0.3Ga0.7As QDs with FSS of 0.3 and 0.4 meV (the origin is left open
in this work) [102]. Concerning the QD shape, in the case of InAs/GaAs QDs the
top part of the dot disappears during the capping process, whereas this effect is
reduced in the case of InAs/AlAs dots [33]. Therefore, InAs/AlAs dots should ex-
hibit a larger vertical aspect ratio, what in turn also implies larger splittings due to
the piezoelectric effect [191]. Reduced intermixing in InAs/AlAs QDs compared to
InAs/GaAs QDs [33] also leads to higher strain fields (larger lattice mismatch) that
can enhance the piezoelectric effect. Furthermore, an increased piezoelectric effect
may be expected from the almost twice as large difference of the piezoelectric con-
stants for InAs/AlAs: e14,InAs − e14,AlAs)/(e14,InAs − e14,GaAs ≈ 2 with the values for
bulk e14,InAs = −0.045, e14,AlAs = −0.23 and e14,GaAs = −0.16 C/m2 [111].
Moreover, the simultaneous vanishing of the FSS and BBE around 1.63 eV strongly
suggests a common origin: The spread of carriers out of small dots due to reduced
confinement seems to account for a simultaneous reduction of exchange and correla-
tion terms, leading to the decrease of the FSS and BBE, respectively.
4.5 Conclusion
In photoluminescence spectra of InAs/AlAs quantum dots both the fine-structure
splitting of the exciton level and the biexciton binding energy decrease for increasing
exciton emission energy (decreasing dot size), disappearing around 1.63 eV. These
effects possibly originate in the spread of carriers out of small dots due to reduced
confinement. In comparison with InAs/GaAs quantum dots, a larger biexciton bind-
ing energy (up to 9 meV) and a larger fine-structure splitting of the bright exciton
state (up to 0.3 meV) are observed and may be attributed to a larger confinement
due to the higher AlAs barriers and to increased piezoelectric effects.
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Chapter 5
Vibrational properties
The understanding of exciton-phonon interactions in quantum dots is of fundamental
interest for applications in both traditional optical devices and future quantum de-
vices. These interactions influence the optical efficiency via phonon-assisted charge
carrier relaxation, but also produce dephasing of the exciton states. This chapter
contains three sections with experimental results in single quantum dots address-
ing different aspects of the interaction of the QD exciton with phonons. The first
two sections present micro-PLE measurements. In the first one, broad resonances
in the excitation spectra are interpreted in terms of the formation of polaron states.
Secondly, all longitudinal-optical phonons of the InAs/AlAs QD-barrier system are
identified in the excitation spectra. In the last section a micro-PL study for varying
temperature and excitation intensity is presented. Different coupling mechanisms
(namely, deformation potential and piezoelectric) for the exciton-acoustic phonon in-
teractions are identified. In the following the common context of the different results
is shortly introduced. Different effects on the interaction with phonons are expected
for excitons localized in QD compared to excitons in higher dimensional systems:
(i) In higher dimensional systems lifetime shortening due to phonon-assisted scat-
tering into higher states results in a broadening of the emission line. In QDs temperature-
dependent broadening due to scattering by optical phonons is reduced due to the lack
of states with suitable energy (A reduced temperature broadening coefficient is mea-
sured in section 3.4).
(ii) A reduced number of radiative transitions may be expected in 0D systems due
to selection rules, which depend on the confining potential symmetry. Furthermore,
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the discrete density of states of QDs compared to the continuous DOS of higher
dimensional systems slows down carrier relaxation at low temperatures, due to the
mismatch between the phonon energies and the energy differences between the QD
excited and ground states. This is the so called phonon bottleneck effect [192–194].
(iii) Moreover, since Fro¨hlich coupling is proportional to the electron-hole separa-
tion, one might expect reduced exciton coupling to LO phonons due to confinement-
induced local charge neutrality [195]. However, in self-assembled QDs an either verti-
cal or in-plane asymmetric shape leads to [182] different vertical/lateral distributions
of the electron and hole wavefunctions, which would enhance the exciton-phonon in-
teraction by Fro¨hlich coupling (but simultaneously the oscillator strength decreases
due to reduced overlap of the wavefunction) [196]. Vertical displacement of the elec-
tron and hole wavefunctions has been demonstrated for field-effect samples containing
self-assembled InAlAs/AlGaAs QDs [197] and InAs/GaAs QDs [198], They exhibit
nonzero Stark shifts at zero-electric field implying a permanent dipole moment of
the QDs. Further enhancement of the Fro¨hlich coupling may be due to piezoelectric-
ity [196]. Additionally, the failure of the adiabatic approximation, which neglects the
mixing of excited states by the interaction with phonons may be relevant and lead to
an enhanced coupling and even to polaron formation. The interactions with phonons
are described theoretically (in the weak coupling regime) in the framework of the
Huang-Rhys theory of F-centers (also named offset harmonic oscillator model, and
is equivalent to the independent boson model [195, 199–201] ) Processes involving
phonon absorption or emission as part of the optical transition give rise to phonon
replicas. For optical phonons this replicas of the ZPL are spaced by the optical
phonon energy. The interaction of the QD exciton with acoustic phonons causes sim-
ilar satellites, but the quasi-continuum of acoustic phonon modes overlap and give rise
to broad wings around the ZPL at low temperatures or to a broad peak at elevated
temperatures (this peak adds to the lifetime-broadening due to scattering). However,
regarding the coupling to LO phonons, experiments often exhibit phonon satellites
in the PLE but not in the PL spectra. This points to a enhanced exciton-phonon
coupling in the case of the phonon-assisted generation of excitons (absorption) in
comparison to phonon-assisted recombination of excitons (emission).
For example, size-selective macro-PL and macro-PLE measurements on InAs/GaAs
QDs (Figure 2 of [196]) indicate a stronger coupling for phonon-assisted absorption
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than emission (exciton recombination). In this experiments the excitation on the
ensemble PL peak leads to a small 1LO sideband corresponding to phonon-assisted
emission, but excitation at 1LO energy above the PL peak results in a strong res-
onance that corresponds to phonon-assisted absorption. Likewise for InAs/GaAs
QD ensembles [202], the resonantly excited PL spectra exhibit sharp 1LO and 2LO
phonon replicas below the maximum of the macro-PL emission, and is interpreted
as phonon-assisted emission in the adiabatic regime. However, for excitation above
the ensemble PL peak, broad peaks separated by multiples of the phonon energy
are observed and attributed to phonon-assisted absorption with non-adiabatic cou-
pling (mixing of states). Intense replicas of the InAs 1 LO and 2 LO phonon was
observed InAs/GaAs QDs [203] in PLE (absorption) but not in PL (emission). This
was interpreted by exciton mixing with nearly resonant states (i.e. breakdown of the
adiabatic approximation). The authors propose that such resonant mixing cannot oc-
cur in emission since there are no states below the zero phonon line energy. This two
situations are shown schematically in Figure 5.1 where only the emission of phonons
is considered at low temperature.
Furthermore, strong non-adiabatic electron-phonon coupling can lead to the ad-
mixture of electrons and phonons forming polaron states. Phonon-phonon inter-
actions on the polaron state [204] allow a large energy window for the relaxation
mechanism. This large energy window around the LO phonon energy is due to
the anharmonic decay of the polaron (into two acoustic phonons) and leads to an
efficient carrier relaxation mechanism, circumventing the predicted phonon bottle-
neck [192]. Thus, also for large detuning of several meV around the LO phonon
energy the carrier relaxation remains phonon assisted, and leads to broad resonances
in the PLE spectra. Such broad PLE resonances have been observed in InAs/GaAs
QDs, but not always they were attributed to polaron decay. Instead, contributions of
different phonon modes (interface, strain inhomogeneity, wetting layer) were some-
times proposed to explain the broad PLE peaks [135, 205, 206]. Polaronic behavior
has been revealed by size-selective resonant excitation in nanocrystals [207], time-
resolved measurements [208–211], resonant Raman scattering [212] and far-infrared
magneto-absorption [213].
To complete the above discussion related to LO phonons, the last section 5.3 of
this chapter treats acoustic phonons, which indeed are observed clearly in the PL
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Figure 5.1: Phonon-assisted absorption and emission processes are schematically
shown. Only the emission of phonons is considered at low temperature. In the
absorption process the excitation is close to an excited state, whereas in the emission
process no such resonance can occur. This might lead to mixing of states (non-
adiabatic coupling) in the first case and explain why phonon features are seen in
PLE but not in PL spectra.
spectrum (phonon-assisted emission) of a single QD. Thus the adiabatic approxima-
tion describes well the system in this case. Since at low temperatures phonons are
mainly emitted, wings appear on the low-energy side, but for higher temperatures
also the absorption of phonons is observed as high-energy wings.
5.1 AlAs-like LO-phonon and Intermixing
Excitations of a single InAs/AlAs self-assembled quantum dot were investigated by
photoluminescence excitation spectroscopy. Resonant absorption assisted by longitudinal-
optical (LO)phonons of the quantum dot and the barriers is observed. In particular,
a resonance at 41 meV is attributed to the AlAs-like mode of InAlAs with low Al
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content. Our results constitute a direct optical measurement of the intermixing (es-
timated below 10 %) in a single quantum dot. They also demonstrate that all LO
phonons of this mixed quantum dot system couple to the exciton states. 1
5.1.1 Introduction
The study of the properties of individual semiconductor quantum dots [44, 45, 59]
(QDs) is of great interest for application in classical and quantum [6] light emit-
ters and detectors as well as for the implementation of quantum information pro-
cessing systems. [172] Although these applications require very different conceptual
approaches toward devices, the understanding of the scattering mechanisms is of fun-
damental importance in all cases. Indeed, they are crucial to obtain fast carrier cap-
ture, efficient carrier relaxation, and long recombination lifetimes. In self-assembled
QDs (SAQDs), the strong exciton-phonon coupling leads to the formation of polaron
states, [193, 214–217] whose decay into acoustic phonons is a major contribution
to relaxation (see section 5.2). Phonons in SAQDs can be studied by optical tech-
niques, as reported in photoluminescence (PL), PL excitation (PLE), and Raman
measurements. [205, 206, 218, 219]
In this work, PL and PLE data on InAs/AlAs SAQDs are reported, where strong
confinement results in a single electron state localized in the QD. In these QDs,
carrier relaxation would be expected only by direct scattering from the continuum of
extended excited states to the ground confined state. However, it is shown that PL
emission is enhanced by resonant excitation involving different longitudinal-optical
(LO) phonons in the system. One of these phonons is the high-energy mode of AlInAs
for low Al concentration. This result demonstrates the presence of Al intermixing in
the InAs QDs, detected by means of optical measurements. The results also show
that both intra dot and barrier optical phonons are coupled to the excitonic states
and contribute to their relaxation.
1Part of these results were published in Appl. Phys. Lett. 92, 181909 (2008) and Physica E 40,
2172-2175 (2008)
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Figure 5.2: Resonantly (1.64 eV, black) and non-resonantly (2.41 eV, blue) excited
PL. The marked peaks are the exciton X0, biexciton XX and probably the trion X+
of the same QD. Peak labeled QD2 comes from a different QD. The PLE spectrum
of X0 (red curve) shows the phonon resonances discussed in the text.
5.1.2 Experiment
Details of the sample [67] are described in section 2.2.2. All the measurements were
taken at 9 K. More details on the setup are given in section 2.1).
5.1.3 Results
The PL spectra of a single QD emitting at 1.565 eV is shown in Figure 5.2 for res-
onant (1.643 eV) and nonresonant (2.410 eV) excitation. The low-energy peaks in
both spectra correspond to emissions of the exciton (X0), biexciton (XX) and most
probably trion (X+) of a single QD, together with an exciton X0 (QD2) belonging
to a different dot. Peaks of the same QD were identified by their jitter pattern,
polarization, and power dependence, as described in sections 3.5, 3.7 and 3.6, respec-
tively. The peaks at higher energies probably belong to different QDs except the
ones around 1.597 eV, which also appear in the PLE spectrum shown in Figure 5.2
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Figure 5.3: Photoluminescence intensity gray-scale plot. The y and x axes show the
detection and excitation energy, respectively. The relative excitation energy above the
exciton emission at 1.5655 eV (marked by a black arrow in the left axis) is shown on
the top axis. Two broad and two narrow resonances can be observed. The horizontal
cut at the black arrow corresponds to the red PLE curve in Figure 5.2. The diagonal
line is the bulk GaAs LO phonon that shifts parallel to the laser energy.
(red curve). The PLE spectrum in Figure 5.2 corresponds to a horizontal cut at the
detection energy indicated by the black arrow in the intensity scale plot shown in
Figure 5.3. The PLE spectrum exhibits two broad resonances at 31 and 75 meV, as
well as two narrow ones at 41.3 and 51 meV. All these resonances are attributed to
phonon assisted absorption or Raman scattering processes.
The PL peaks at 31 and 32 meV (relative energy, upper scale) in the PL spec-
tra coincide with the broad PLE resonance. In accordance to the study presented
in section 5.2, they are attributed, likewise the PLE peak at 75 meV, to polaron
states [193, 209, 212, 220, 221] formed by the QD InAs LO phonon [182, 205, 206,
218, 222], and perhaps interface (IF) phonons [30, 223].
In the following, the resonance at 41.3 meV is discussed. Figure 5.4 depicts a series
of PL spectra obtained for excitation energies varying roughly in 0.17 meV steps from
40.5 to 42.0 meV above the fine-structure split exciton transitions at 1.5655 eV. Left
and right panels correspond to polarization emissions parallel to the crystallographic
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Figure 5.4: Polarization resolved PL spectra for varying excitation energies. Left and
right panel show the linearly counter-polarized exciton states X and Y respectively.
Bottom panel: The fine structure split exciton lines X and Y resonate for excitation
at 41.3 meV above the respective emission lines.
directions (110) and (1-10) (labeled X and Y), respectively. In each panel, only the
corresponding component of the split exciton (X,Y) is observed. As the laser energy
is increased, both exciton PL transitions and the trion X+ at 1.5668 eV (not shown
in this figure) experience successive intensity enhancements. The bottom panel of
Figure 5.4 shows the PL and PLE spectra of transitions X and Y. One sees that the
resonance at 41.3 meV is common for both X,Y exciton components and that the
fine-structure splitting is well resolved in PLE.
The top panel of Figure 5.5 shows a waterfall plot of the unpolarized PL spectra
for varying excitation energy. The unpolarized PL intensity of these spectra is plotted
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Figure 5.5: (a) Waterfall plot of unpolarized PL spectra for varying excitation energy
from 1.6057 to 1.6084 eV. (b) Intensity scale plot of the PL spactra from (a) in
function of excitation and detection energy. The dotted line is 41.3 meV below the
laser energy. Notice that also the trion X+ resonates at the same excess energy.
as color scale in the bottom plot versus detection and excitation energy. Horizontal
and vertical cuts correspond to PL and PLE spectra, respectively. The dotted line
indicates an energy of 41.3 meV below the excitation energy. The resonances of the
split exciton and the trion (clearly seen in this plot) are observed when the excitation
and emission energies differ by 41.3 meV. The emission parallel to the dotted line at
the right hand side of Figure 5.5 is the LO phonon of the GaAs substrate. Excited
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states as the origin of the resonances at 40 meV (References [218] and [206]) are
excluded due to the high AlAs barriers. The excitation at 41.3 meV is attributed
to a phonon that ”moves” parallel to the excitation energy, as the bulk GaAs-LO
one, and successively resonates with the three PL lines of the QD. One might discuss
whether the resonance is due to phonon assisted absorption or to resonant Raman
scattering. In the latter case, one should resolve the phonon peak from the PL
emission by slightly detuning the excitation energy from the resonance. However, the
small width of the resonance (0.4 meV, comparable to the phonon line width) makes
this impossible in the present case, and both processes become indistinguishable. The
relevant phonons of InAs/AlAs QDs are LO, TO and IF modes, whose energy ranges
in unstrained materials are 27-30 meV for InAs and 45-50 meV for AlAs, respectively.
For fully strained AlAs (matching the InAs lattice parameter), the range is 41-43 meV
(Ref. [223]) while the LO frequency for strained InAs is around 32 meV [182, 222].
The only candidate for the 41.3 meV phonon would be the TO mode of fully strained
AlAs. However, this is unlikely, as the coupling of TO phonons to excitons is much
weaker than the LO one and AlAs barriers are expected to be essentially unstrained.
These arguments also rule out the AlAs-like IF modes [30]. Instead, the single QD
excitation responsible for the PLE resonance at 41.3 meV is attributed to the AlAs-
like LO mode of the InAlAs ternary compound. This implies an Al concentration of
less than 10% in the here studied QDs [224]. The occurrence of Al-In intermixing in
similar QDs was evidenced by tunneling microscopy [33]. This small Al concentration
does not change the InAs-like phonon frequency, as it is essentially independent on
composition [224]. AlAs- and InAs-like modes have been observed also in ensembles
of AlInAs/AlGaAs QDs [38] by size-selective resonant phonon excitation. Finally, the
resonance at 51 meV in Figure 5.2 corresponds to the unstrained AlAs LO phonon
of the QD barriers. It can couple to the exciton due to the wave function leaking
into the barrier. Barrier phonons have been widely reported for QDs embedded in
GaAs [205, 206, 218, 219].
To get a deeper insight into the scattering mechanism, the PL polarization prop-
erties of the 41.3 meV resonance are analyzed. In Figure 5.6, the four polarization
configurations are plotted for excitation near the Y exciton resonance. The emission
is much more intense for Y than for X polarized excitation, regardless of the emis-
sion polarization. This difference points to a broken symmetry of the QD states in
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Figure 5.6: Polarization resolved PL spectra for excitation near the Y exciton reso-
nance. Both X,Y exciton states can mostly be observed for Y polarized excitation
the (110) and (1-10) directions, probably due to the anisotropy of the piezoelectric
potential. As this anisotropy can split the excited-hole states of up to several tens
of meV [182], one can speculate that one of the split excited-hole states is situated
closer to 41 meV, above the ground HH state than its counterpart. This would favor
the excitation in a doubly resonant process for one polarization (Y), as observed. In
the relaxation process, scattering by the LO phonons results in ground state excitons
with both X, Y symmetries. The interpretation of a close-lying excited state is in
accordance with the fact that the phonon resonance is only observed in absorption
(PLE) but not in emission (PL). As discussed in the introduction of this chapter this
implies an important contribution of excited states in the absorption process [203].
5.2 InAs-like LO-phonon and polarons
In this section we present evidence of polaronic coupling between the exciton and
the LO phonon of an InAs/AlAs quantum dot, different from the one studied in the
previous section. This is observed in the excitation spectra of the biexciton line in a
single quantum dot, which shows marked maxima at the quantum dot LO frequency
and at its first overtone. The quantum dot phonon energy observed is 31 meV.2
2Part of these results were published in Phys. Rev. B 71, 81302(R) (2005) and AIP Conf. Proc.
772, 715 (2005)
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5.2.1 Introduction
Carrier confinement in three dimensions can give rise to strong polaronic coupling [193,
208, 221, 222, 225, 226], which has a strong influence on the QD optical properties.
Strong polaronic coupling of the electronic states to optical phonons has been demon-
strated to be the origin of carrier energy relaxation in QDs, even for large detuning
of the electronic intersublevels from the phonon energy [208]. At difference of the
pure exciton state, which would have very long decay time, the polaron [221] decays
efficiently by anharmonic coupling to bulk acoustic phonons [204, 214]. Most of the
work published so far on polaronic coupling in QD involves InAs QDs embedded in
GaAs barriers. In these systems, phonons of the InAs or InGaAs QDs are close in
energy to the GaAs-LO one, because of strain and intermixing. Therefore, interac-
tion effects are expected between QD phonons and barrier ones, which can affect the
polaron formation and its decay time. Indeed, phonons associated to InAs QDs, to
its interface, to the wetting layer, and to the GaAs barrier have been reported in pho-
toluminescence excitation [206, 222, 225] and Raman scattering [30, 227] experiments
in QDs or in calculations [226].
This situation may be changed by using a higher gap barrier as AlGaAs [17] or
AlAs [34, 67]. Higher barriers have several advantages, as an increase of the carrier
confinement, shifting the QD emission to higher energies. Also, the use of a harder
barrier material as AlAs suppresses possible coupling of the QD optical phonon to the
barrier ones, what can result in a slower polaron decay. Extremely long decay times
(microseconds) in ensemble-averaged InAs/AlAs QDs have been reported [34, 77] for
high energy excitation. They have been attributed to spatial separation of electrons
and holes in neighboring QDs caused by scattering of InAs Γ-band electrons into the
AlAs X-band.
In this section PL and PLE intra-dot measurements on a single InAs/AlAs QD are
presented. The PLE spectra of the exciton and biexciton lines of a single QD display
strong resonances at energies multiple of 31 meV. This energy corresponds to the
optical phonon confined in the quantum dot. The resonances are particularly strong
for the biexciton emission and are interpreted in terms of the polaron formation in
the QD.
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Figure 5.7: Excitation power dependence of two peaks in the PL of a single quantum
dot, normalized to the X peak intensity. For excitation power below 1 mW the X
and XX peaks grow as Pα with α = 0.5 and 1.5 and are attributed to the exciton
and biexciton respectively (see text).
5.2.2 Experiment
The micro-PL measurements were performed with the setup described in section 2.1.
The PL emission was excited with either an argon-ion or a Ti-saphire laser with a
typical power density on the sample of 104 W/cm−2. This rather large excitation
power was necessary to compensate the low light intensity collected from the dots.
All the measurements presented were taken at 8 K.
5.2.3 Results
The emission spectra of a single QD are shown in Figure 5.7 for different excitation
power P . The enlargement factors are indicated and spectra are shifted vertically for
clarity. For excitation power below 1 mW the intensities of the peaks labeled X and
XX grow as Pα with α = 0.5 and 1.5 respectively. The expected exponents for the
exciton (X) and biexciton (XX) lines at low excitation are α = 1 and α = 2 respec-
tively, see section 3.6. These values decrease at high excitation levels [142, 144]and
consequently the peaks in Figure 5.7 are assigned to the exciton and biexciton. The
fact that the biexciton appears at higher energy than the exciton is related with the
actual shape of the dots and with the details of the confining potential [144]. This is
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Figure 5.8: Waterfall plots of the X and XX emission (see Fig. 2) for varying exci-
tation energy Eexc which is indicated in eV. In (a) the 1LO polaron state is excited,
in (b) the 2LO polaron state.
discussed further in section 4.3.
The intensities of the X and XX emissions change drastically upon changing the
excitation energy. This is shown in Figure 5.8, where the PL spectrum of the QD is
presented for excitation energies varying from 1.655 to 1.669 (a) and from 1.685 to
1.699 eV (b) in steps of one meV approximately. Besides the small energy fluctuations
due to jitter, one observes strong intensity increases, particularly in the XX peak, for
certain excitation energies.
This is also clearly seen in Figure 5.9, where the PL spectrum of the dots for
an intra-dot excitation energy of 1.71 eV (upper curve) is presented with the PLE
spectrum of the XX line. The detection energy is indicated by an arrow. There are
two strong and rather broad PLE peaks at 31 meV and 62 meV, the former also
observed in the PL spectrum. Narrow PLE lines, which are frequently observed in
PLE spectra of InAs/GaAs single QDs [142, 206, 219] are missing in the present case.
Relatively broad (around one meV) PLE peaks in the range of 29 to 31 meV have
been reported in InGaAs QDs [206] and attributed to exciton-LO phonon coupling in
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Figure 5.9: PL (Eexc = 1.71 eV) and PLE spectra of the XX peak (see Figure 5.8).
PLE reveals polaron states, separated by the phonon energy of the dot (31 meV)
which is close to the bulk InAs LO phonon frequency. Squares and circles correspond
to two different experimental runs. At 1 LO the polaron state is also observed in PL.
the dots. Also ensemble-averaged PL [222, 225] and Raman [30, 227] measurements
indicate phonon energies in the same energy range. Therefore the PLE peaks in
Figure 5.9 are ascribed to transitions involving polaronic states due to the coupling
between the QD electronic states and the phonon. The broad peaks observed at
31 and 75 meV in the PLE spectrum of the QD studied in the previous section 5.1
are attributed also to polaronic coupling. Differences in QD size, aspect ratio or
strain can shift the energy of the polaron states away from exact multiples of the LO
energy [216, 221] The QD phonon energy in this case is 31 meV, i.e. 1 meV above
the bulk InAs LO energy. The difference can be roughly accounted for assuming full
hydrostatic deformation of the QD to match the AlAs lattice parameter. Confinement
is expected to have a moderate effect on the phonon energy in the investigated QD
due to the slow dispersion of the InAs LO phonon at low wave-vector. A rough
estimate considering the dot height of 3 nm gives an energy decrease of the order
of 1 meV. Consequently, the effect of strain is probably stronger than the previous
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simple estimate considering only hydrostatic deformation. Aluminum diffusion into
the QD would also result in an increase of the phonon frequency. In the present case
this effect is negligible due to the low growth temperature. In fact 5% of aluminum
in an unstrained QD would produce an energy increase of the phonon energy in this
range. This was confirmed in the previous section 5.1, where the presence of a small
amount of aluminum in the QD is demonstrated by the observation of the QD AlAs-
like mode in the PLE spectrum taken at higher resolution. It is worth noting that
there is no Stokes shift between PL and PLE lines at 1.662 eV, as expected from the
absence of inhomogeneous broadening in the spectrum of a single dot. Consequently,
the width of the PLE peaks seems to be intrinsic. Part of it can be due to different
phonon contributions as the phonon of the wetting layer, which has been reported at
29.6 meV in InAs/GaAs QDs [222], or interface phonons [30]. Also inhomogeneity
in the strain of the QD can contribute to the broadening. It is difficult to quantify
the different contributions of the broadening, so that the true polaron decay time
from the width of the PLE peaks cannot be estimated. PLE spectra of smaller dots
emitting at higher energies are difficult to interpret due to the overlap with excited-
state transitions in larger dots in the same spectral region. The energy loss in the QD
occurs through the coupling of the phonon part of the polaron to optical or acoustical
barrier phonons [204, 214, 221]. This coupling is favored in InAs/GaAs QDs by the
fact that the QD phonon energy is very close to the GaAs LO bulk value. Energy can
be then easily driven out of the dot via phonon-phonon interaction. In the present
case, the energies of the optical phonons of the barrier (45-50 meV) are too high
to couple to the QD polaron. This can result in an enhancement of the polaron
lifetime in InAs/AlAs QDs. An alternative possible decay path of the polaron is the
emission of two acoustic AlAs phonons TA(X,K), whose energy (15 meV) [228] is
close to one half of the QD one. A marked peak in the density of states for acoustic
phonons in AlAs at this energy [228] gives support to this mechanism. However, the
coupling to acoustical phonons is comparatively weak, and it might not result in an
efficient polaron decay. Time-resolved PL measurements on single QD with intra-dot
excitation would be needed to decide on the polaron decay time of the system.
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5.3 Piezoelectric exciton-acoustic phonon coupling
In this section the study of the exciton-phonon coupling in a single quantum dot
is extended to acoustic phonons. Microphotoluminescence spectroscopy at variable
temperature, excitation intensity and energy was performed on a single InAs/AlAs
SAQD. The exciton emission line (zero-phonon line, ZPL) exhibits a broad sideband
due to exciton-acoustic phonon coupling by the deformation potential mechanism.
Additionally, narrow low-energy sidebands at about 0.25 meV from the ZPL are ob-
served and attributed to exciton-acoustic phonon piezoelectric coupling. By lowering
the excitation energy or intensity these bands gradually dominate the emission spec-
trum of the quantum dot while the ZPL disappears. At high excitation intensity
the sidebands due to piezoelectric coupling decrease strongly and the ZPL domi-
nates the spectrum as a consequence of screening of the piezoelectric coupling by the
photocreated free carriers. 3
5.3.1 Introduction
The knowledge of interactions of confined carriers with the environment is of fun-
damental importance for device operation because they determine both the optical
efficiency and the coherence properties. Phase coherence can be lost either by relax-
ation processes, namely, radiative and phonon-assisted recombination, or by coupling
to acoustic phonons (pure dephasing). The former produces a broadening of the
Lorentzian zero-phonon line (see section 3.4 for a more detailed discussion). Cou-
pling to acoustic phonons gives rise to non-Lorentzian sidebands [229], as discussed
in the introduction of this chapter.
Temperature induced broadening of the ZPL associated to exciton-phonon scatter-
ing was reported for natural QDs in a GaAs QW [230] and CdSe/ZnCdSe QDs [231].
Acoustic phonon sidebands were observed in CdTe/ZnTe QDs [229, 232], InAs/GaAs
QDs [233], GaAs monolayer fluctuation QDs [234], and CdSe QDs [100].
Exciton acoustic-phonon interactions in QD have been treated theoretically con-
sidering both the deformation potential (DP) and piezoelectric (PZ) coupling mech-
anisms [97, 199, 229]. It was pointed out theoretically [200] and experimentally [229]
3Part of these results were published in Phys. Rev. B 78, 241305(R) (2008) and AIP Conf. Proc.
(submitted)
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Figure 5.10: Photoluminescence spectra of a fine-structure split exciton doublet (x,y)
of a single QD for temperatures of 10 and 30 K, excited at Eexcit = 2.41 eV. Each
component of the doublet is composed of a central Lorentzian zero-phonon line and
asymmetric acoustic phonon wings.
that in small QDs the DP coupling mechanism dominates over PZ coupling. How-
ever, effects related to piezoelectricity in quantum dots are still under investigation,
as they are very sensible to QD geometry, size and composition [183, 191, 235, 236].
In this section micro-PL spectra on a single InAs/AlAs QD for varying tem-
perature, excitation power, and excitation energy are presented. Besides a broad
acoustic phonon sideband, similar to previously reported ones originated by DP cou-
pling [100, 229, 232–234] a narrow low-energy sideband (PZ sideband) is observed
as a result of the PZ exciton coupling to long-wavelength acoustical phonons. This
interpretation is supported by the strong reduction of the PZ sidebands observed
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Figure 5.11: The narrow sidebands due to piezoelectric exciton-acoustic phonon
coupling are shown. Left panel (10 K): The PZ sideband of the x-peak is observed
at 0.25 meV below the zero-phonon line. The sideband corresponding to the y-ZPL
results in an additional broadening of the x-peak. Right panel (30 K): By increasing
the temperature sidebands also appear on the high energy sides of the y-ZPL (arrow 2)
and x-ZPL (arrow 1, perceived as elevated x-y valley).
on increasing excitation power, as a consequence of screening by the photocreated
carriers.
5.3.2 Results and Discussion
Figure 5.10 shows the PL spectra of the exciton transition of a single quantum dot
for temperatures of 10 and 30 K. All peaks belong to the same QD, as shown by
the spectral jitter and the polarization- and power dependence [79]. The exciton
transition consists of a fine-structure split doublet of linearly cross-polarized peaks
x and y. The weak peaks at higher energy belong to the same QD, as shown by
jitter and resonant excitation experiments (see section 5.1. They could be the X+
and X- charged excitons, as they are not polarized. The fact that both are at higher
energy than the neutral exciton recombination has been discussed in section 3.3.
The large fine-structure splitting of 0.28 meV is due to the high AlAs barriers (see
section 4.4). The peaks shift to lower energies with increasing temperature, due to
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thermal expansion (see section 3.4). At 10 K broad acoustic phonon wings (light
gray area) are observed. They are more pronounced at the low energy side [237]
reflecting the higher probability of emitting than absorbing a phonon. With increasing
temperature this asymmetry is gradually removed and the wing and ZPL broaden as
reported for II-VI [100, 229, 232] and III-V [233, 234] semiconductor QDs. This wing
corresponds to the widely reported DP mediated exciton-acoustic phonon interaction.
Note, that the fine-structure splitting of the exciton transition is sufficiently large to
resolve two separate maxima in the low energy wing at about 1.2 meV (DP arrows)
corresponding to the most efficiently coupled acoustic phonon modes. This value is
larger than the 0.7 meV estimated 4 for CdTe QD
The ratio between these values is 1.7. Assuming similar QD sizes, the value
for this ratio can be estimated from the ratio of the corresponding sound veloci-
ties vLA. For QD materials the ratio is 1.3 (vLA,InAs = 4.28 × 105cm/s, vLA,CdTe =
3.34× 105cm/s [111]), while for barrier materials the ratio is 1.6 (vLA,AlAs = 6.24×
105cm/s, vLA,ZnTe = 3.84× 105cm/s [111])
Additional features (black areas) are observed close to the ZPL, which are the
main focus of this section. They are shown in detail in Figure 5.11. At 10 K an
additional narrow low-energy band located at 0.25 meV below the x-ZPL (marked
PZ) is observed. A similar band can be perceived below the y-ZPL, although it is
masked by the x-ZPL, giving rise to an apparent additional broadening of the x peak.
By increasing the temperature (30K), a wing appears on the high energy side of the
y-ZPL (arrow 2). The corresponding wing for the x-ZPL (arrow 1) results in an
elevation of the x-y valley. Thus, concerning temperature dependence the low-energy
sidebands behave similarly to the DP wings. These narrow low-energy sidebands are
attributed to the interaction of the exciton with long wavelength acoustic phonons
mediated by PZ coupling.
In order to support this assignment, excitation intensity dependent measurements
were performed, shown in Figure 5.12. The spectra are normalized to the excitation
power, which ranges from P0/160 to P0 (P0 = 0.4 mW). Spectra are shifted vertically
for clarity. The left and right panel show PL spectra for excitation below (1.98 eV)
and above (2.14 eV) the wetting layer absorption edge, respectively. For decreasing
excitation power the acoustic phonon wings become wider and more pronounced while
4The strongest coupling is found in reference [229] for a wave vector equal to the inverse of the
dot size. For a QD of size of 9 nm, this gives 0.66 meV (Figure 3 of reference [229]).
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Figure 5.12: Photoluminescence spectra of the exciton doublet for a series of excita-
tion power. Left and right panel show the spectra for excitation below and above the
wetting layer absorption edge. For increasing excitation intensities the sidebands get
less pronounced opposite to the zero-phonon lines, which gain weight. This indicates
a screening effect of the acoustic-phonon-exciton coupling. Spectra are taken at 10 K.
the ZPLs lose weight compared to the sidebands. For the lowest intensities the ZPLs
are not even observed any longer and the transition lineshape is completely dominated
by the PZ sidebands. This power dependence of the sidebands and ZPLs is indicative
of screening. In contrast to the DP coupling mechanism, PZ coupling can be screened
out by free carriers [199, 200]. By increasing the excitation power, more electron-
hole pairs are generated and the PZ mediated exciton acoustic-phonon interaction
is more efficiently screened. When exciting above the wetting-layer absorption edge
(right panel in Figure 5.12) the screening is more efficient than exciting below it (left
panel). This observation supports the attribution to the PZ coupling mechanism
revealed by the power dependence observed in Figure 5.12. Apart from the transition
of a ZPL-dominated spectrum to a lineshape dominated by the PZ acoustic-phonon
wings upon decreasing excitation power, a redshift can be observed: Both PL maxima
in the spectrum taken at lowest excitation power are clearly red-shifted with respect
to the corresponding ZPL maxima . For clarity two Gaussian peaks have been drawn
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into the spectrum taken at the lowest excitation power, shown in Figure 5.12 This
shift confirms that for lowest excitation power the ZPL disappeared and the PL
arises from acoustic-phonon replicas. For a monochromatic (optical) phonon the
shift would give the average number of phonons involved in the transition. Here,
the continuous dispersion relation of acoustic phonons leads to a wing of overlapping
replicas corresponding to phonons of different energies. Supposing, that one phonon
processes dominate, the peak position gives the phonon mode, which is most efficiently
coupled (via PZ coupling) to the exciton state.
The PZ sidebands are much closer (EPZ = 0.25 meV) to the ZPL than the cor-
responding DP wings (EDP = 1.2 meV). One possible explanation of that difference
is the wave vector dependence of both coupling mechanisms: the electron-acoustic-
phonon coupling mediated by DP interaction increases with the wave vector q as
√
q while the unscreened PZ mediated coupling goes [199] as 1/
√
q. This additional
1/q dependence of the PZ coupling results in an stronger interaction for small q
(long-wavelength) acoustic phonons [238].
The presence of residual or photo-generated carriers changes the 1/
√
q dependence
to 1/
√
q×q2/(q2 +q2D),[199] which vanishes at zero wave vector. Therefore, screening
gives rise to a sideband appearing as a peak next to the zero phonon line instead of
a broad wing, as shown in Figure 5.11. The sidebands could be thought to be due
to dark exciton states becoming allowed by QD asymmetry. Although bright-dark
exciton splitting have been reported for similar energy differences as observed here, it
is excluded that the sidebands are due to dark exciton transitions: Magneto-PL mea-
surements carried out on the same QD are presented in section 3.8 and reveal that the
sidebands of both ZPLs are at a constant energy difference for varying magnetic field
up to 12 T. This would imply a vanishing hole g-factor in contrast to reported values
around -2 for InGaAs/GaAs QDs having similar bright-dark splitting [149]. Besides,
the lineshape evolution at low excitation power (Figure 5.12) cannot be explained by
dark excitons, but is well described by piezoelectric coupling and screening.
From the energy maxima of the sidebands one can estimate the QD size and
screening length. The energy of the DP sideband maxima is related to the QD
size by EDP = ~vLA/ξ, ξ being the localization length [229, 239], since the most
efficient exciton-phonon coupling is expected for a phonon wavelength similar to
the extension of the exciton wavefunction.. This gives a rough estimate of around
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10 nm for the here investigated QD, consistent with the atomic force microscopy
measurements [67]. On the other hand, the energy position of the maximum of the PZ
sideband allows to estimate the Debye screening length 5 λD = 1/kD = ~vs/EPZ ≈ 10
nm (vs = 2250 m/s is the mixed LA/TA sound velocity [199]), which is of the order
of the QD size.
This confirms that screening is relevant in the system studied here. Indeed one can
estimate the density of mobile photocreated charges: n0 = 0kBT/e
2λ2D ≈ 1014 cm−3,
at temperature T = 10 K, static dielectric constant r = 15. kB is the Boltzmann
constant, and 0 is the vacuum dielectric constant and e the elementary charge.
Figure 5.13 exhibits the total apparent linewidth of the emission peak versus
the excitation energy for constant intensity. A line narrowing effect is observed for
increasing excitation energy. It appears more pronounced for the x exciton because
it overlaps with the wing of the y peak. This is in contrast to experiments with
InGaAs QDs [240] where line narrowing is observed for decreasing excitation energy
and is interpreted in terms of electrostatic broadening: A reduced excess energy
Eexcit − EX leads to fewer charges in the vicinity of the QD resulting in a weaker
spectral diffusion. Thus, jitter can be excluded as the origin of the exciton broadening
in the present case. Line narrowing with increasing excitation energy was reported for
InAlGaAs QDs[105], and tentatively attributed to increasingly efficient evaporation
of excess carriers from the QD , but the origin of the effect is left open. In the present
case, the line narrowing is attributed to a more efficient creation of free carriers at
energies above the wetting layer, which shield the exciton PZ coupling to acoustic
phonons. Therefore it can be concluded that charges photocreated in the wetting
layer continuum are responsible for the screening.
The power and energy dependent exciton-acoustic phonon coupling as well as the
the large fine-structure splitting (see section 4.4 ) manifest strong PZ effects in the
here investigated dots compared to previously reported experiments. In general QDs
present different strain distributions, which depend delicately on the QD geometry
and give rise to PZ effects. Both linear [183, 235] and particularly quadratic piezo-
electric effects [191, 236] are very sensitive to QD shape, size and composition, so that
both components might even cancel out [241]. Regarding the composition, part of the
strong effect can be attributed to the larger PZ coefficient e14 = −0.23 Cm−2 (bulk,
5The Debye screening length λD is the characteristic length up to which charges are relevant for
interactions. Beyond this distance charges are screened.
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Figure 5.13: Total apparent linewidth of the exciton peaks versus excitation energy
for constant excitation power. A transition to broader peaks can be observed for
excitation below the wetting layer. Continuous lines are drawn as a guide for the
eyes.
estimated) of AlAs compared to GaAs (-0.16) and InAs (-0.045) (bulk, experimental)
[111]. For GaAs and InAs the calculated effect of strain increases [236] e14 to -0.230
(GaAs) and -0.115 (InAs). For strained AlAs also an even higher value might be
expected. Additionally, intermixing [33, 242] of Al (see also section 5.1) will rise the
PZ coefficient of the InAs QD. Referring to the QD geometry, it has been predicted
that a high vertical aspect ratio [191], which allows a large vertical separation of the
electron and hole charges, increases the PZ effects. The QD under investigation are
the larger ones, emitting at the low energy tail of the QD ensemble. It was reported
that for InAs/GaAs [73] and InAs/AlAs QDs [24] a large QD volume involves also a
large vertical aspect ratio and consequently would lead to stronger PZ effect. Thus,
both morphology and composition of the here investigated QDs definitely can lead
to stronger PZ effects compared to InAs/GaAs ones.
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5.4 Conclusions
In summary, the exciton-phonon interactions were studied by PL spectroscopy and
resonant excitation of the PL emission in single InAs/AlAs QDs. Resonances corre-
sponding to all the LO phonons of the QD system were found (InAs-like and AlAs-like
of the QD, and AlAs-LO of the barrier). In particular the 41.3 meV resonance is as-
sociated to the AlAs-like LO phonon of InAlAs with small Al concentration. This
constitutes a direct optical determination of the intermixing in a single QD. All of the
observed phonons couple to the QD electronic transitions and can thus contribute to
carrier relaxation.
Furthermore, The PLE spectra of single QDs under intra-dot excitation presents
strong peaks at multiples of 31 meV, which are interpreted as the result of the pola-
ronic coupling of the electronic states in the dot to the QD phonon.
Finally, it is shown that piezoelectric effects play an important role in InAs/AlAs
QDs. Particularly, a considerable contribution to the exciton-long wavelength acoustic-
phonon interaction is mediated by PZ coupling. The interaction can be screened by
photo-created carriers, and this switching ability might be used in future quantum
devices.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
In the present thesis a study of individual self-assembled InAs/AlAs quantum dots
by means of optical spectroscopy has been presented. Experimental techniques newly
developed and implemented for this study in the continuous-wave spectroscopy lab-
oratory at the UAM are described. Basic properties of InAs/AlAs QDs have been
investigated and compared with the widely studied InAs/GaAs QDs. Furthermore,
systematic dependencies of the electronic properties have been found, and the inter-
actions of the confined exciton with optical and acoustic phonons have been studied.
The main results are summarized in the following points.
Experimental developments:
 A high spatial resolution micro-photoluminescence microscope setup has been
constructed, allowing the spectroscopy of single quantum dots. For photolu-
minescence excitation measurements the fore-monochromator was automatized
by building an electronic interface and several computer programs/scripts have
been developed for automatic data acquisition.
 In order to reduce the probed number of dots, opaque metal masks with small
square openings of lateral sizes of 10 down to 0.2 µm were fabricated on top
of the sample, in collaboration with Prof. R.J. Haug and J.M. Meyer (Leibniz
University of Hannover) by electron beam lithography and lift-off.
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Basic properties of the InAs/AlAs QD:
 Micro-PL measurements on small ensembles of QD reveal sharp emission lines
below 1.8 eV, and continuous emission at higher energies. The indirect character
of the band gap of the matrix leads to a quantum-confinement driven direct-
indirect transition in real (type I - type II transition) and reciprocal space
(Γ-X transition) for decreasing QD size. For small QDs the ground exciton
state is pushed above the AlAs X-band allowing the electron to scatter into the
dispersive barrier states.
 A series of preliminar/fundamental micro-photoluminescence experiments were
carried out in order to get a first insight into the properties of single InAs/AlAs
QDs. Time series of photoluminescence spectra reveal spectral diffusion of the
emission peaks and allow the assignment of emission lines to individual dots.
Polarization resolved spectra show linearly counter-polarized doublets for the
exciton and biexciton emission. Excitation power dependent spectra are taken
to distinguish exciton and biexciton emission by their power dependencies.
 Photoluminescence spectra for varying temperatures show the usual red-shift
of the exciton emission for increasing temperature, corresponding to the tem-
perature dependence of the bulk InAs band gap. A yet typical, but fairly large
zero-phonon linewidth broadening of 1.5 µeV/K is observed and tentatively at-
tributed to the small distance between the dot and the sample surface. Acoustic
phonon wings are identified and were further studied in detail (see below).
 Magneto-photoluminescence measurements reveal an extremely small diamag-
netic shift of 1.4 µeV/T2 due to strong exciton localization. The Zeeman split-
ting reveals an exciton g-factor of about 1.7 being in the range of commonly
observed values. Circular polarization of the exciton emission is restored at
moderate fields above 4 T, indicating a symmetrization of the electron and hole
wavefunctions.
Electronic properties:
 Very large biexciton binding energies up to 9 meV were found and attributed
to increased correlation effects due to the large AlAs barriers. The biexciton
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binding energy is sensitive to the quantum dot size, since its magnitude de-
creases for increasing exciton emission energy. Further, the biexciton becomes
anti-bound for exciton emission energies above 1.63 meV. The trend is similar
to those reported for InAs/GaAs QDs and likewise attributed to an interplay of
direct Coulomb contributions and a dominant impact of correlation terms. For
small dots with less bound states the correlation term decreases and repulsive
Coulomb contributions dominate.
 Large fine-structure splittings of the bright exciton state up to 0.3 meV were ob-
served. They are larger than splittings for the commonly investigated InAs/GaAs
QDs. This difference is attributed to large piezoelectric effects, due to the larger
piezoelectric constant of AlAs compared to GaAs and the QD morphology. Both
large vertical aspect ratio and reduced indium-aluminum intermixing (what in
turn implies large shear strains) lead to enhanced piezoelectric effects.
 Both the biexciton binding energy and fine-structure splitting vanish nearly at
the same exciton emission energy suggesting a common origin. This is tenta-
tively attributed to a simultaneous reduction of correlation and exchange terms
for decreasing QD size.
Exciton-Phonon interactions:
 The photoluminescence excitation spectra of a single QD exhibit broad res-
onances at multiples of about 31 meV and are attributed to polaron forma-
tion involving the QD InAs longitudinal-optical phonon. This is in contrast to
InAs/GaAs QDs, where typically polaron formation with the GaAs LO barrier
phonon is observed. This result evidences the poorer exciton coupling to the
barrier phonon due to the stronger exciton localization in the InAs QDs and
the harder AlAs barrier material.
 Multiple resonances are observed in the high-resolution photoluminescence ex-
citation spectrum of a single QD and reveal that the QD exciton couples to all
longitudinal-optical phonons of the dot-barrier system. In particular, a reso-
nance at 41.3 meV is associated to the AlAs-like QD phonon. This constitutes
a direct optical detection of the incorporation of aluminum into a single QD,
which is estimated to be below 10 %.
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 Exciton-acoustic phonon interactions are investigated for varying temperature,
excitation intensity and excitation energy. Very broad acoustic phonon wings
are observed and attributed to deformation potential coupling. The large fine-
structure splitting of the bright exciton states allows the identification of a
wing for each of the two zero-phonon lines. Apart from this commonly ob-
served broad wings, narrow, low energy sidebands are observed and attributed
to piezoelectric exciton-acoustic phonon coupling. Excitation power and energy
dependent photoluminescence spectra support this attribution by the observa-
tion of a screening effect. Photocreated free carriers in the wetting layer, are
able to screen the piezoelectric interaction. A characteristic screening length of
about 10 nm is estimated, being in the order of magnitude of the QD size. This
demonstrates the relevance of screening in the system.
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